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EDITORIAL

Recently, a memorable e'rent took
place in the Asian Missiological circle.
That is, for the first time, the Federation
ofAsian Bishops' Conferences (FABC)
and Catholic Bishops' Conference of
Thailand organized the Asian Mission
Congress, (18-22 October, 2006), in
Chiang Mai, Thailand. The theme chosen for this "pastoral and catechetical
congress" was: "Telling the Story of
Jesus in Asia: A celebration of Faith
and Life." We have been sufficiently
inforrned and frequently reminded that
the missionary cornmitment belongs
to every Christian by the very fact of
baptismal impact and the spontaneous
outcome of his or her personal experience of the encounter with the Risen Christ. Hence, every Christian is
called to be a missionary, in the sense
of getting involved in the proclamation of the Good News of Jesus Christ,
who Himself announced the Reign of
God (Mk 1:15). The very prophetic
character of Consecrated persons, all
the more, invites and obliges them to
show their radicalism by committing
themselves towards this proclamation.
From the perspective of the life and
mission of the Religious in Asia, the
contributions of the FZLBC, Ecclesia in
Asia (the Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation of John Paul II) (1999) and

the Asian Mission Congress (2006)
have been immensely valued.

For more than three decades, the
FABC have played a vital role in guiding the Asian Church, of which Consecrated persons are a part. The high
esteem that the FABC have towards
Consecrated Life becomes obvious
when the Federation, in tune with Pope
Paul VI (Evangelii Nuntiandi, no. 69),
enunciated that Religious Life itself is
seen'oas a privileged means for effective evangelization" because it bears a
prophet witness to the universal call to
holiness and the self-giving love; "the
primacy of God andto eternal life;" the
promotion of harmony in society and
dialogue with cultures and religions
"by constantly praising the Holy Trinity, living in fraternal communion and
serving in charity" ("confessio Trinitatis, signum fraternitatls and servitium
caritatis,") (OTC, 1997, 4.3.1.1; Cf.,
EA.44). The different and new forms

of living Consecrated Life, based on
Asian values such as "renunciation,
contemplation, monastic and ashramic
life" are regarded "as emerging hopefilled signs of the Spirit in our Churches" (OTC, 1997,4.3.1.1). Hence, there
is an earnest recommendation to establish monastic and contemplative com-
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munities wherever Possible (FABC
III, The "syllabus of concerns," VII;
F,A.44).

While, both John Paul II and the
FABC, expressed their gratitude and
appreciation to the Consecrated persons for their "outstanding service in
the task of mission," there is also an
exhortation that they be deeply rooted
in their missionary commitment and
renew their zeal for the proclamation.
The mission of proclaiming the Good
News of Jesus Christ takes the form of
dialogue in the Asian context because
of the diversity of religions, cultures
and massive poverty. Consequently,
Consecrated persons are recommended to essentially involve in a triple
dialogue: dialogue with the poor, religions and cultures, both in being and
doing. Besides, the desire to "assume
the attitude of continuous, humble, and
loving dialogue with the poor, living
traditions, cultures, religions and liferealities of the people," it was also resolved to promote and incarnate values
in view of making them realize their
call to holiness and integrating them
for the proclamation of the Gospel; to
foster true inculturation of charisms
and place them at the service of the
local Church; and to enhance mutual
collaboration between bishops, priests,
religious, and the laity for an effective
pastoral ministry (Report of the Symposium organized bY the FABC Office
for Consecrated Life [OCL] in 2005)'
It was also insisted that there is a need

a

.TANUARY

to concentate on the promotion of vocations to Consecrated Life; to have
appropriate Christ-centered formation
programs, to be rooted in the founding
charism, and to necessarily send forth
missionaries wherever there is the need

(EA.44).
It is important to recognize the reality that although Jesus was born in
Asia and we possess his history for
about two thousand years, still the vast
majority of this populous continent has
not heard the story of Jesus. This reality demands from us an appropriate response and perhaps, we could say, as
an outcome, the Asian Mission Congress was organized with the following
aims: "to share the joy and enthusiasm
of our faith in Jesus Christ; to celebrate
Asian ways of mission through witness
o'to
raise
in the midst of life realities;"
awareness in the Asian churches aborrt
renewed understanding of missi.on Ad
Gentes during and since the Second
Vatican Council;" and "to note priorities for a renewed mission animation"
(http ://www. fabc. org/asian-missioncongress/amcpurpose I .htm).

With these objectives, the Congress wants to re-emphasize the need

commitrnent to the
triple dialogue by "telling the 'story'
of Jesus" and taking into consideration the new paths of doing mission
in Asia. Thus, the Congress invrtes us
to be genuine witnesses and share our
unique and personal experience ofthe

to deepen our
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encounter with the Risen Christ, just
as Jesus himself (Jn 10:38; 12:32),the
Samaritan Woman (Jn4:29) and Mary
Magdalene (Jn 20:18) did. Such sharing brings about a transformation in
the life of the recipients. It is ultimately the Spirit, who plays a vital role
in enabling them to understand the
Truth (Jn 18:37) and participate in it.
Another uniqueness of this Congress
is its insistence on the necessity of
bringing about a paradigm shift from
an abstract western speculative theology to a more personal experiential
theology, and from a "Christology of
rational abstractions to a Christophany
of Christian radical living." We wish
that the Consecrated persons in Asia
inherit the spirit of the Asian Mission
Congress and whole-heartedly commit
themselves in implementing its objectives, so that the Kingdom of God is
realized.

This issue contains five articles, in
which the biblical, psycho-theological, existential or ontological and ecological approaches are made use of in
order to deepen our perception ofthe
Consecrated Life. Ishanand Vempeny,
in his article "The Future of Religious
Life," acknowledges that the future of
Religious Life depends upon the Spirit
of God. He is very much emphatic in
indicating that we cannot undermine
the appropriateness and magnificence
of the Religious-Life-Ideal. But at
the same time, he also makes us to be
aware of the disappointing ground re-

alities of Religious-Life-Fact. Thus he
reminds us of the urgency to restructure Religious Life based on Christ:s
Project Kingdom in the context of the
World Family Ideal.

Paulson V. Veliyannoor reads
the text I Kg 19:1-18 (The narrative
of Elijah on Mount Horeb) from the
psycho-theological perspective. He
examines the inner transformation taking place in the life of Elijah based

on the psychological theories of selfactualization and self-transcendence,
and from a mythical viewpoint. While
highlighting the idea that the inner
transformation of Elijah consists of a
movement from his feeling of being "a
self-ordained prophet" and his "Moses
Complex" (to be the second Moses),
to his desire of surrendering himselfto
the Divine; he invites the Religious to
do the same.
V. Lawrence, in his analysis of the
Markan text 6:30-56 (the stories of the

"Feeding of the five thousand" and
"Walking on the water"), underlines
Jesus' teaching on the discipleship
theme. Throughhis article he shows us
that the disciples should know clearly
that the success of their mission does
not depend upon their own power and
authority but on that of Jesus; and that
their mission should ultimately lead
the people to Him who is the Messianic Leader, the Son of God.
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Joseph Mattam, in his article, "Re-

ligious Life and Prayer," challenges
those Religious who hold on and deal
with prayer as a kind of a "commercial
and manipulative relationship" with
God. He clarifies what is prayer and
what is it not. According to his perception, prayer is basically considered to
be our "coming into conscious communion and contact with God" which
empowers us, brings about a radical
transformation in our lives and ultimately enables us to manifest God's
loving presence to others.
S. Devadoss exhorts today's Religious to become aware of their greater
role in terms of the frequent occurrence
of natural calamities. It is very much
appreciated that they help the victims
of such catastrophes but what is expected of them even more is that they
need to exercise their prophetic role in
reducing or preventing those disasters.
The very nature of Consecrated Life
itself enables them to be effective in
carrying out this responsibility.

S. Devadoss, CMF

Chief-Editor
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THE FUTURE OF RELIGIOUS LIFE
Ishanand Vempeny, SJ

Some years ago I happened to be
in one of the oldest novitiates of the
Society of Jesus, in I oyola, Spain. I
saw two Novice Masters belonging to
two Jesuit Provinces in Spain going
about with one single Novice who belonged to the Loyola Province. They
did not expect any more Novices for
their Provinces in that year. Then I remembered having read about the extinction of 76% of men's Religious

Orders founded before 1500 and of
64% of those founded before 1800.'
Experiences of this sort made me think
about the Future of Religious Life.
As I begin to write this paper, 'The
Future of Religious Life,'I do not in-

tend to don the mantle of a sooth-sayer

or that of a tin-pot prophet who says
all sorts of things about the future of
a person, institution, etc. What I am
planning to do is very much a matter
of common sense. Just as the tree is
seminally present in the seed, so does
the future exist in the present and in
the past. Indeed, time being a continuum, isolating the past, present or the
future from this continuum can lead
to the paradoxes of Zeno. Hence my
reservation with regard to the clich6:
"Live the present and forget about tomorrow," and I can appreciate what S.
P. Snow meant when he said that we
need today men "who carry the fufure
in their very bones."

lshanand Vempeny obtained his Masters in lndian Philosophy from M.S. University,
Baroda and his Doctorate for a Comparative Study on the Gita and the New Testament
from Gujarat University, Ahmedabad. Besides several scholarly articles, he has written
many books, which include: lnspiration in Non-Biblical Scriptures, 1973, Krishna and
Christ, 1984 and Games We Religious Play, 1987. He is presently Professor Emeritus at
the Gujarat Vidya Deep and is actively involved in the inter-religious dialogue.
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Meteorologists prescrutable hands of the
...the
Religious
Life
ldecorLord of History.
rectly on the basis of al is absolutely necesthe data they have in the
In the first part
sary and essential for
laboratory. Insurance human being's mean- of this paper we shall
companies frame their
discuss the Religiousingful socio-religious Life-Ideal,
policies and premium
and see how
and
cultural
existence.
amounts on the basis of
relevant and sublime
the statistical data they
this ideal is. Through
have regarding the numan interesting parable
ber of accidents, deaths etc. Thus we we shall see the precariousness of this
great ideal. This will be followed by
see that in all fields facts, figures and
statistics do play an important role, a close look at the Religious-Lifeboth for assessment and prediction Fact, which will be from the vantage
purposes. Hence, when we speak of points of lack of vocation, vocationthe Future of Religious Life also, we less people in Religious Life, pseudo-charisms, etc. Finally, in the third
cannot afford to overlook the statistical, scientiflc, contextual and other part a few points will be made as an
factors. But no amount of such factors attempt to restructure Religious Life.
could have predicted that the romantic For restructuring we shall concentrate
son of a silk merchant in Assisi would
chiefly on the changed concept of mistrigger a socio-economic and religious sion, on changing formation methods,
revolution through Franciscanism or life-style, etc. It goes without saying
an army general like Inigo of Loyola that here we iue making just tentative
would found a Religious Order like suggestions open to correction and imthe Society of Jesus, which in a sense provement.
changed the history of the world, or
I. THE FUTURE OF THE RELI.
that a young and aristocratic looking
nun teaching in an English medium
GIOUS.LIFE.IDEAL
school in Calcutta for the rich and the
It is obvious that the Religious Life
elite would orgalrize a movement for
the poorest, least and the lowest of so- Ideal is absolutely necessary and essential for human being's meaningful
ciety, resulting in national and international recognition. In other words, the socio-religious and cultural existence.
Spirit of God has quite a lot to do with Fr Diarmuid O'Murchu in his enlightthe origin, growth and fruition of Re- ening work Religious Life,2 describes
ligious Congregations, and the "spirit the Religious Life Ideal as an'oarcheblows where it wills." The Future of Wpe", borrowing the concept from C.
Religious Life is very much in the in- G. Jung. He points out homological or

dict the weather
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According to this author, these
liminal groups have the following two
functions: (1) they mirror the values

homomorphic equivalents to Religious

Life in practically all the world religions. In explaining Religious Life in

and ideals best suited to the growth and

archetypal terms, his observations on
the universal value and need of such
an ideal have to be appreciated.

development of society, and (2) they
critically point out the deficiencies
of the existing structures of society.a
I entirely agree with his descrip- What is to be noted is that these limtion of Religious Congregations in inal groups are contoasting groups proterms of 'liminal groups.' O'Murchu viding alternative counter-structures.
describes liminality (a concept taken Besides, these challenging groups are
from A.V.Gennep's well-known work
very much related to
Rites of Passage) thus:
society, and their real
"There seems to pre- The urgency is for the
worth is precisely bevail in human culture a
cause of their involveProject Kingdom which
tendency to embody in
ment in society like
implies the destruction
a radical and profound
of the Anti-Kingdom leaven in the dough.
way the values we cherish most deeply. Un- structures as well as
From the point of
the establishing coun- view of the NT, the
consciously rather than
consciously, society sets
disciples who follow
ter-structures of the
aside certain individuals
Religious
Life, are of a
Kingdom, with love
and groups and endows
special type,. and such
and truth at its centre.
them with intensive value
a life is meant only for
systems. It projects on to
a few (leaving father,
these liminal groups its deepest hopes,
mother, wife and children) because it
dreams and aspirations, and requests is an urgent mission to be carried out
the liminal person or group to embody on an emergency footing ('Fellow Me,
and articulate for society at large the leaving the dead to bury the dead').
deepest values the society holds sa- The urgency is for the Project Kingcred. Put more simply, we seem to dom which implies the destruction of
need models that will embody for us the Anti-Kingdom structures as well
the ideals we deeply believe in. Yet, as the establishing counter-structures
society can be very ambivalent about of the Kingdom, with love and truth at
such persons or groups: sometimes it its centre.
dismisses them as totally irrelevant,
When we view Religious Life
often persecuting (even executing)
Ideal
in terms of archetype, liminality
them, while at the same time admiring
and prophetism, we can see not only
them, however begrudgingly."3
JANUARY

.
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its universality and lastingness but also its nature of building and of
networking contrasting
communities. It is these

communities, which
would mirror the ideals of society and give

it a bold critique. With

Allthethreevowsserve
us directly to bear witness to the Kingdom
ideals, through community life and through

activities in the field,
especially by opposing the Anti-Kingdom

regard to these liminal
groups, there is the sestructures.
rious danger of 'ordinarizing' the extraordinary, 'commonizing'the special, or, to
use another type of metaphor, 'civilianizing the military', and hence, the
danger of making the rule an exception
andvice yersa, as for instance, considering a man biting a dog as the rule,
and a dog biting a man as an exception
to this rule.

The key concept for interpreting
the vows is the concept of the Kingdom of God (KG). All the three vows
serve us directly to bear witness to
the Kingdom ideals, through community life and through activities in
the field, especially by opposing the
Anti-Kingdom structures. Because of
the mysteriousness of the Kingdom
Ideal, our interpretation of it in terms
of the World Family Ideal can give
obvious and tangible clues to reinterpret these vows meaningfully. Though
these vows do negotiate with three
of the fundamental drives in human
being, it is not through the 'ascetic
ideal'which views negatively the sex
12
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drive, power drive and
economics drive, but
throughthe ideal of sublimation. In the Bhagavad Gita, kama (:sex
drive), lcrodha (:desire
for power to dominate
and control), and lobha
(:possession of wealth
purely for self-gratification) are interpreted as
the three gates of hell,
to be sure, only when

they are abused (16:2I,22). It must
be remembered that kama (libido)
and artha (wealth) are two of the four
ideals (trturushartha) of Hinduism. In
fact, The Gita goes so far as to say that
God is present in the sex-drive, provided that it is tempered by dharma
(Dharmavirudho bhuteshu kamosmi
BG.7:11). We can interpret John's
teachings about the 'lust of the flesh',
'lust of the eyes' and the 'pride of
life' (1 Jn2:16-17) in this sense.

An approach to celibacy that

is

in any way derogatory to married life
would be against the Religious Ideal.
If the authority-obedience vow fails
in the Kingdom, the value of the footwashing leadership and the 'searching-for-God's-will obedience,' will
also lead to counter-witnessing to the
Kingdom Ideal. Poverty is meaningful
when it is interpreted in terms of economic sharing of the Kingdom Ideal,
and of fighting for'familial justice'by
opposing consumerism in socio-ecoJUNE 2OO7

The

nomic matters. If the practice of the
vows does not help us to deepen our
'Abba-experience', we can suspect
that there is something wrong in our
practice. Indeed, the rigid, repressively
ascetical observance of the vows can

F\iure

of Religious Life

to what was her greatest achievement
during her twenty five years of Religious Life. "I kept my vow of chastity
unsullied," pat came the reply. This is
a typical example of making the vows
as something to be preserved in a cold
storage. But the vows are the means
for the mission of collaborating with
Jesus in His Project Kingdom, in a
radical way.

lead one to believe (consciously or unconsciously) that God is legalistic and

cruel, and can make us compassionless and juridical in judging and dealing with others. O'Murchu' invites us
to have a fresh and positive view of
the vows. "A fresh understanding of
the vows demands a new language to
articulate a new vision. For a start, I
suggest we speak of vows for rather
than vows of; instead of chastity/celi-

Participation with Christ in His
Project Kingdom is achieved by way
of witnessing (by way of being with
him in an intimate relationship, as
branches to the vine) and by actively
collaborating with him in opposing the
bacy, obedience and poverty, I suggest anti-Kingdom structures and estabwe speak of intimacy, receptivity and lishing counter-structures according to
stewardship. These terms captivate the values of the Kingdom Ideal (Il4k
much more poignantly the archetypal 3:15). This implies viewing and discivalue system in which the emphasis is plining these drives in a friendly way
on a new order of creation, the king- for sublimating them. Effective witnessing happens chiefly in a healthy
dom."5
Religious Community of unity and
*vow
The "vow of' and the
for", hospitality where the Religious feel a
according to this author makes a lot sense of being at-home, experiencing
of difference in living the vows. The fulfillment and joy in Religious Life
former makes the vow
and enthusiasm for the
a thing, whereas the
cause of the Kingdom.
latter makes the vow
lf the practice of the This attitude is quite
a dynamic force for a
opposed to the feelings
vows does not help us
mission. This distincof frustration and what
to
deepen our 'Abbation can be explained
might be called the
experience" we can
by the followrng illus'paradise-lost mentalsuspect
that
there
is
tration: Once a sister
ity.' Such feelings and
was asked on the Silver
something wrong in
mentality usually lead
Jubilee Day of her Rerepression and comto
practice.
our
ligious Profession as
pensation causing nuJANUARY
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in the fiontline of radical
action, constantly taking risks, rather
than being risk-free, and unless they
Religious Life Ideal in a Nut-shell
have a special concern for the humanization of the least and the lowest. Their
Let us think of groups of men or fight against evil forces like casteism,
women who have become very com- consumerism, communalism, hedopetent and qualified for their job after nism, political corruption, oppression
many years of intense and thorough of the weak and the vulnerable by the
training. They are so committed to unholy police-politician-criminal trintheir cause that they would even forgo ity etc., is assured of victory since they
marital life and family affiliations for are supposed to have the Risen Lord on
achieving their cause or ideal. Their their side. Because of their awareness
mission is exceptionally
of the great strength of
valuable for humanity
the Anti-Kingdom forc...the Religious would
as it strives to establish
es, they make common
lose their identity un- cause with all peoples
and spread God's Kingdom, which is equivaless they are in the
of goodwill; not only
lent to the 'world-famfrontline of radical ac- Christians but people
ily ideal' (vasudhaiva tion, constantly taking of other religions as
kutumbakam) deeply
risks, rather than be- well. Their training is
rooted in the Indian
as much in the field
ing risk-free...
ethos. Their training
of loving as in that of
is not only to do good,
knowledge, and they are
but also to oppose evil,
trained to love by giving
with'prophetic' zeal and effectiveness. not only what they have but also what
Their effectiveness is almost incalcu- they ARE as their Lord and Master
lable because they work in the compa- did. Such qualities would make their
ny of their Alrnighty Lord and Master, mission always successful even in failthe Risen Christ. Besides, they would ures, and the supreme fruition of their
work with true team spirit in Christo- mission would be when it is crowned
centric communities where God alone with martyrdom.
would be their father/mother and all
the members being brothers/sisters in
Their fascination with and comChrist with foot-washing leadership, mitrnent to the Kingdom Ideal would
economic sharing, compassionate for- become more intense and meaningful
giveness, etc. Viewed from this ideal, since they read the signs of the times
one is led to the conclusion that the and get involved with various socioReligious would lose their identity un- religious and politico-economic chalmerous neurotic abnormalities, resulting in counter-witnessing.

14
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lenges. This is especially so after they
identify anti-Kingdom skuctures like

phetic Movements like Religious Life,
for perseverance, growth and fruitful-

caste atrocities and national comrption

ness.

and challenge them in the company
of Christ. Any member of such lim-

The Life Saving Station
Theodore Wedel

inal groups must feel outraged at the
oppression of the Dalits, female foeticide, political corruption, etc.

On a dangerous sea-coast where
shipwrecks often occur, there was
once a crude little lifesaving station.
The building was just a hut, and there

Is there any millennium when such

people are not needed or any geography where they would be out of place?
It is therefore easy to understand what
the great Hindu leader Mannathu Padmanabhan meant when he said that
he would change the face of Kerala
within a year if he were to be given
the services of a hundred Christian
nuns. Though the cause of this highly
idealistic group is wholly life-serving
rather than life-destructive; totally hu-

was only one boat, but the few devoted

manizing rather than brutalizrng, yet
it would bear comparison with suicide terrorist groups like the Al-Qaida,
as far as competence, dedication and
team spirit are concemed.

The Precariousness of ReligiousLife-Ideal
In spite of our high praise for the
Religious Life Ideal I am well awrue
of the problems of meaningful perseverance that radical and pioneering
groups like Religious Congregations
are beset with. The following parable
illustrates graphically, albeit partly,
the occupational hazards, or the inherent limitations of Institutionalized ProJANUARY

members kept a constant watch over
s'ea. With no thought for themselves, they went out day and night
tirelessly searching for the lost. Some
of those who were saved, and various
others in the surrounding area, wanted
to become associated with the station
and give their time, money and effort
for the support of its work. New boats
were bought and new crews trained.
The little lifesaving station grew.

the

-

Some'members of the lifesaving
station were unhappy that the building was so crude and poorly equipped.
They feltthat amore comfortable place
should be provided as the first refuge
of those saved from the sea. They replaced the emergency cots with beds
and put better furniture in the enlarged
building. Now the lifesaving station
became a popular gathering place for
its members, and they decorated it
beautifully and furnished it exquisitely
because they used it as a sort of club.

JUNE
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Fewer

members

were now interested in
going out to sea on lifesaving missions, so they

Very often,

tion further down
Christ's

God's Kingdom ProJect, the macro ideal

the

coast. And they did.

As the years went

hired a lifeboat crew to
by, the new station expeof the Religious, takes
do this work. The lifea back seat to per- rienced the same changsaving motif still prehad occurred in
sonal interests and es that
vailed inthis club's decthe old. It evolved into
goals, and the interestoration, and there was a
a club, and yet another
groups' agenda gain
liturgical lifeboat in the
lifesaving station was
room where the club
the upper hand.
founded. History coninitiations were held.
tinued to repeat itself;
About this time a large
you
if
visit that sea coast today,
ship was wrecked off the coast, and and
the hired crews brought in boatloads you will find a number of exclusive
of cold, wet and half-drowned people. clubs along the shore. Shipwrecks are
They were dirty and sick, and some frequent in those waters, but most of
of them had black or yellow skin. The the people &own.
beautiful new club was in chaos. So the
Here we have a clear example how
property committee immediately had
a shower house built outside the club the pleasure principle dominates the
where the victims could be cleaned up reality principle, how micro ideals and
before being brought inside.
personal agenda take precedence over
the macro goal. Very often, Christ's
At the next meeting, there was a God's Kingdom Project, the macro
split in the club membership. Most of ideal of the Religious, takes a back
the members wanted to stop the elub's
seat to personal interests and goals,
lifesaving activities as they were seen and the interest-groups' agenda gain
to be unpleasant and a hindrance to the the upper hand.
normal social life of the club. Some
members insisted that lifesaving was
II. THE REL GIOUS.LIFE FACT
their primary pu{pose and pointed out
that they were still called a lifesaving
No one can really question the relstation. But they were finally voted evance, indeed, the necessity, of Relidown and told that if they wanted to gious Life Ideal as explained above.
save the lives of the various people But the question is how to realize this
shipwrecked in those waters, they ideal in life. We shall look at it from
could begin their own lifesaving sta- various vantage points.
16
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Lack of Vocation

carry on surviving in Religious Life
without having real vocation; causing

One ofthe groundJevel realities is

great harm to themselves and to the re-

the rapidly growing number of families

spective Congregations. I have heard
from experienced and competent people like Fr. Tony de Mello that many
Religious in India belong to this category. They do agree that those who
followed Jesus in His lifetime might
have been men who did not have the
right motivation and qualification; but
then those disciples had as formators
the Supreme Guru, Lord Jesus and His
Spirit, whereas many formators of today lack that transforming touch.

with just one or two children. In India,
Kerala, until recently, had been giving
a very high percent of people to Religious vocations. But today this state
has the lowest birthrate in India, and
among the Keralites, Christians have
the lowest. As literacy, education and
welfare state ideals spread; a similar
situation is arising in other Christian
centres in India. This implies that less
and less young people will opt for Religious Life and the recruiting agents
will have to water down their criteria
of excellence. On the other hand, the
Religious Congregations might struggle to carry on with their existing institutions, which are economically needed and to some extent are apostolically
valuable. Unless serious structural
changes take place, we will have the
situation of running institutions with
less and less Religious, and the few
who are in the institutions would be
less and less apostolically motivated
and less and less fired by the zeal for
the macro ideal of the KG.

B.

Vocationless People in Religious

Life
People who have been involved
with the Religious for many years as
formators, superiors, spiritual directors
and retreat directors do say that many
people take refuge and quite a few

I know of a person whose dealings
with the opposite sex were considered
to be scandalous and who was warned
about ittime and again. Thenjust a few
months before his ordination he failed
very seriously in this matter. But due to
the patronage of some powerful people, he got ordained. After going on in
the Congregation with serious responsibilities for almost a decade he left it
causing great scandal. Recently when
I brought to the notice of a Provincial
an extraordinarily neurotic person, she

...many people take refuge
and quite a few carry on
surviving in Religious Life
without having real vocation ;
causing great harm to themselves and to the respective
Congregations.
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told me that due to the
patronage of certain
people this person was
granted the temporary
and final vows and that
now she has become
a thorn in the flesh of

People who are committed to their call and

who fearlessly and
enthusiastically follow
various disciplines of
their formation find
themselves often surrounded by yes-men/
yes-women, who have

tically follow

various

disciplines of their formation find themselves
often surrounded by
yes-men/yes-women,
who have succumbed to

the conformist formula
the communities where
of survival. These latshe had been a member.
ter, with the obedienceNeither psychologists
orthodoxy mask can be
nor charismatic groups
nasty and aggressive tocould heal her. The diswardsthe former.I knew
succumbed
the
tressing thing in such
a person pretty closely,
conformist formula of
unhealthy patronage
and considered his vosurvival.
is that it is done on the
cation genuine. So was
ground of linguistic and
the opinion of his longethnic loyalties.
time spiritual father. But
the person concerned was intelligent,
Many of these people may not de- talented, open and straightforward in
velop such acute neurotic disorders or expressing his opinions. Some powfall into serious and scandalous failures erful men got annoyed with him and
as mentioned above, but their shug- declared him unfit for Religious Life.
gles to survive in Religious Life with After much consultation, one year was
the formula of doing the minimum re- given to him for improvement and to
quired has such a harrnfrrl effect on the be watched from closer quarters. AfCongregations that they become like ter much dilly-dallying, his ordinasalt without its savour. Congregations tion was granted. When I met him at
which have quite a high percentage of this juncture, he said: "My fate was
such people can become counter-wit- hanging on the real-politik of some
nesses to the Kingdom. Taking the influential and prejudiced men rather
examples of the commando outfits we than the Spirit-inspired decisions of a
have already shown; how even one per group of people prayerfully discemcent of failure in these outfrts makes ing the will of God. Even after my
them unfit for their job.
ordination I would like to be myself,
remaining honest, fearless and open.
C. Loss of Genuine Vocations
But as long as there are such kings and
king-makers in the decision-making
People who are qommitted to their body in our Congregation, this Spiritcall and who fearlessly and enthusias- less situation is bound to persist, and

to
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I do not like to be victimized by such
persons." After the stipulated time he
got out of the Congregation, without
getting ordained. We may question the
maturity of basing one's judgement on
other people's observations or of his
final decision of leaving the Congregation after more than fifteen years of
intimate association with it. But after
getting involved with or witnessing
a number of similar cases, I begin to
see that there are cases of men/women
with genuine vocation leaving their
Congregations.

the idiosyncrasies and the inability of
the formators to encourage 'divergent
thinking'with the awareness that for
the 'Project Kingdom'such people are
even more important than the 'convergent thinkers.' Unless'divergent
thinking' is trnderstood and encouraged, our formation houses would become like the greenrooms of theaters
where actors are helped to play their
roles by disguising themselves, often
by putting on masks.

Every formator worth his name
knows that unless his ward is honest and sincere, his formation would
not be genuine. But there may not be
many formation personnel who are
wise and secure enough to accept a

Superiors in different Congregations are really hard-put to choose
the right persons for this all-important work. The official documents are

D. Formation Personnel

eloquent in describing an ideal formator. Here we have a sample from the
straight-forward and questioning can- talk given by Fr Pedro Amrppe, one
didate. Serious secular educationists of the most enlightened men I have
promote what they call 'divergent ever come across, to the Fathers Genthinking' (questioning attitude with eral in Rome: "The artisan of formainitiative and originality) rather than tion should be a living incarnation of
'convergent thinking' (conformist at- the Institute. More than with words
titude). But the tragedy
he should form others
is that in our formation
after the pattern of his
for 'producing' per- Unless'divergent think- own life and example
sons with 'prophetic
(remember the meaning' is understood and
charism,'we fail to acencouraged, our for- ing of achary,a:worthy
cept such people. Seof imitation). He should
mation houses would
rious artists, innocent
have a deep insight for
become like the greentribals, great mathinterpreting new situarooms of theaters where
ematicians, deep phitions, an understanding
losophers and the like
of modern-day youth;
actors are helped to
often find it impossible
he
should know how
play their roles...
to proceed, because of
to dialogue with them
JANUARY
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while not compromising his role as director and formator. True dialogue presupposes the ability to listen to youth,
coupled with an understanding of how
to maintain freedom and to arrive at
intelligent decisions even though these
may be difficult of acceptance."6

But the challenging question is

who will form the formator. I know
of a young priest with a lot of psychological skill and certain amount of
theological depth, apart from various

that a formator for the novices or the
young Religious should have the following qualities: in-depth knowledge
of theology and spirituality, skill in
psychology and communication, commitment to people, especially to the
least and the lowest, and affection and
love for their werds. But then, the important question is: where can we find
such all-rounders?

E. The Religious Out of the Way
and on the \ilay Out

other qualities. He was given the overWhen we cast our eyes back into
all supervision of the formation in a
history
we realize that many Religious
Congregation. After a few years in this
important office, he left the Congrega- Congregations have died out, regardtion to get married. When the reasons ing which L. Cada et al. say: "Extincfor this failure were probed, it came to tion occurs when all the members of a
light that he was from a broken family community either withdraw or die and
it simply passes out of existence. This
and had no spiritual depth or emotional
balance. I know of a person who was happened, for example, to 76 percent
in charge of the spirituality-formation of all men's religious orders founded
of an inteinational congregation, who before 1500 and to 64 percent ofthose
had a lot of commonsense, sociability
founded before 1800. From a historiand depth in theology and spirituality.
cal perspective, then, a reasonable
gave
But she abruptly
expectation would seem
up her high position
to be that most religious
...if Religious Congre- communities today will
and went back to her
gations fail to renew
native country after
eventually become exsuffering a nervous
tinct."7
interthemselves
breakdown. The reapret their Religious
sons given were that
Our reservation to
Charism according to
she was not committed
the last statement is that
the demands of the NT
to the mission to which
if Religious Congregashe was assigned and
ideals and according
tions fail to renew themlacked the emotional
to the challenges of selves to interpret their
balance to negotiate
Religious Charism acthe signs of the times,
with a love-affair she
cording to the demands
then they wither away.
fell victim to. The suof the NT ideals and acperiors are all aware

to
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gious representing various Congregations and asked them what they could
contribute to establish ethnic unity. No
serious united contribution was made
by the Religious who are supposed to
express their prophetic identity by opposing anti-kingdom movements. The
huge crowd of Religious, both men
and women, cut a really sorry figure
like toothless lions and grass-eating
tigresses in front of this challenge.

cording to the challenges of the signs
of the times, then they wither away.
About the death of Religious Congregations, Fr Pedro Amrpe furnishes
us with the following information:
"Factually, not a few religious institutes died out in the course of time:
Between the fourth and the twentieth
century, 2T6religious institutes of men
were founded, of which 99 have disappeared (Monks 50; Canons, etc. 35;
Clerical Regular 1; Societies of Priests
Il;Lay Congregation 1; Clerical Congregation 1)."8

F.

whv?
Recently, enlighted persons like
Anna Hazare, Khairnar and Alphonse
Kannanthanam have been spearheading various non-violent movements
against a very powerful anti-kingdom
force, namely, national comrption.
I feel ashamed to say that I made no
contribution to strengthen this prokingdom force, though I am at pains
to make armchair pronouncements for
others. There are other similar movements like the one led by Sundarlal
Bahuguna and Medha Patkar against
ecological degradation, md the one
by Swami Agnivesh against child labour and bonded labour. To me, these
are movements in which we Religious

The Religious Capitulate Before
Anti-Kingdom Forces
One of the most anti-kingdom and

anti-human forces of the 206 century
was Hitlerism. In Hitler's time there
were hundreds of Religious living in
Germany and Austria. But the sad truth
is that there was no effective opposition to Hitlerism from the Religious.
Since we do not believe that evil forces are more powerful than the forces
led by the Risen Lord as the Religious
Congregations are, we have to put the
blame of inaction on prophetic groups
like the Religious.

should feel most at home, in our call to
collaborate with Christ in His Project
Kingdom, in terms of dialogal liberation.

Some years ago the Church in the
city of Bangalore had to face ethnic rivalry of the worst kind which caused
scandal to both Christian and nonChristians. In India, Bangalore is a city
which has the maximum concentration of Religious. Cohgregations. The
Archbishop called a number of ReliJANUARY

G. The Problem of

Pseudo Cha-

risms
Here we are dealing with a very
delicate matter. After consulting a

.
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of huge buildings and could attract a
number of candidates for this congre-

number of knowledgeable and prudent
people, I feel that some remarks should
be made on this topic. The matter is so
delicate that I am going to be doubly
conscious of disguising the names and
institutions.

gation of Holy Angels Ascending and
Descending (flctitious name). Some
of the disillusioned priests who broke
away from her after associating with
her for some years are of the opinion
that this lady only had a huge amount
of money, and not the Holy Spirit or
His Charisms. We need not take these
priests as infallible or without vested
interests. After hearing about a number of similar cases and knowing the
facts from closer quarters,I have come
to believe that some of these congregations have origins which are not
very noble. In fact, I did not have the
time or the heart to veriff some of the
scandalous nrmours spreading over
the founding of similar groups in not
very ediffing situations.

The responsible persons of a particular diocese in an Afro-Asian country experienced serious economic
crunch. They found it extremely difficult to do justice to some of the important development projects. They were
even hard-pressed to pay the labourers
for harvesting the crop. They rcalized
thatthere were many unemployed girls
in that area.
One ofthe creative persons among

the diocesan consultors suddenly hit
upon a plan of founding a Religious
Congregation for unemployed girls under the ntrme, 'Harvesters of the Lord'
(fictitious name). Without much propaganda they managed to get a number of girls for this 'congregation.'The
founders did not even bother to educate
and organize these girls for a long time
until more responsible persons in the
diocese intervened. Despite protests
from many other serious Religious Superiors, the congregation went on for
some years providing cheap labour for
the diocese.

III.

SEARCH FOR KEYS TO RE.
STRUCTURE RELIGIOUS LIFE

Out of many, four factors could be
taken into account for reshaping Religious Life: (i) Mission, (ii) Recruitment of candidates for the mission,

(iii) Formation for mission and (iv)
Lifestyle conducive for the mission.
Obviously, all the four factors are in-

timately connected, though in practice
this connection is not seriously taken
into account.

Recently I came across two other
Congregations founded by ex-nuns
who are no Mother Teresa. One of
them with an enormous amount of
money, because of her intemational
connections, could build a number
JANUARY
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formation for mission are making the
Religious confused and bewildered. It
is currently held by most missionaries that the non-Christians are saved
in their own Religions, albeit anonymously through Christ. If so, is there
a missionary ideal that can fire us with
the zeal of a Francis Xavier in our apostolic ventures? The beliefs that marital-relations are more humanizing than
celibacy and that commitment and
marital-relations are even better than
celibacy as a symbol of experiencing
and expressing human being's union
with God, are replacing the belief in
the superiority of celibacy over marriage. If so, why to make such a radical
commitment for a confusing mission?
Hence, we need to present Christ's
Kingdom Project in a broad and less

valry. The World Family Ideal is such
an umbrella concept that any enlightened micro-project at the service of
life (that is, for more and better life in
terms of love, truth, justice, progress,
etc) can be brought under its shadow.
Understood and practiced this way, the
World Family Ideal will not only be
acceptable but also more attractive.

2.

Recruitment

Let us begin with a parable:
Jerusalem
June 25, AD 32
To
Jesus Ben Joseph

Woodcraft Carpenter Shop
Nazareth
Subj ect :

sectarian perspective.

Our Assessment of Your Re-

cruits

In the Indian context, Kingdom
of God can be interpreted in terms of
the World Family Ideal (vasudhaiva
kutumbakam) as I have explained elsewhere.e The missionary method expected of most missionaries is called
Dialogal Liberation, which is a combination of Dialogal Theology and Liberation Theology.to This approach is
one of cooperation with the non-Christians without diluting our preferential
option for the Anowim.
Unless various micro projects are
unifled in the macro project of Christ's
Project Kingdom, the micro projects
are bound to cause opposition and ri-

Dear Sir,

Thank you for submitting the resumes of the twelve men you have
picked for management positions in
your new orgarization. All of them
have nowtaken our battery of tests; we
have not only run the results through
our computer but also arranged personal interviews for each of them with
our psychologist and vocational aptitude consultant.

It is the staff opinion that most of
your nominees lack background education and vocational aptitude for the
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type of enterprise you are undertaking.
They do nothave the team concept. We
would recommend that you continue
your search for persons of experience
in managerial ability and proven capabihty. We advise you to search for men
from Jerusalem.

tivated, ambitious and responsible. All
the other profiles are self-explanatory.
We wish you every success in your

new venture.

Jordan Management Consultants

This allegory should not be taken
as a license for recruiting anybody and
everybody with the excuse that 'God
will provide'. If Jesus chose third-rate
humans to be his disciples, He knew
that He and His advocate the Spirit
could transform them
into first-rate men. We
...if we want whole- have already seen the
problems of the forhearted dedication for
mation personnel. The
the prophetic mission
from the candidates, formators today cannot
easily claim to be other
our recruitment poli-

Simon Peter is emotionally unstable and given to fits of temper. Andrew
has absolutely no qualities of leadership. The two brothers, James and
John, the sons of Zebedee, place personal interest above company loyalty.

Quick temper seems
to be in their blood.
Thomas

demonstrates

a questioning attitude
that would tend to undermine morale. We
feel that it is our duty

Christs. Therefore if
to tell you that Mathew
cies
should
be
revised
we want wholehearted
has been blacklisted by
dedication for the proand
reshaped.
the Greater Jerusalem
phetic mission from the
Better Business Bucandidates, our recruitreau. James, the son of
Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus definitely ment policies should be revised and
have radical leanings, and they both reshaped.
registered a high score on the manicAmong the various important cridepressive scale.
teria for the choice of candidates, the
One of the candidates, however, family background is ofparamount imshows great potential. He is a man of portance. Ahuman being is like a snail
ability and resourcefulness, meets peo- u,hich carries its home on its back.
ple well, has a keen business mind and The home background is decisive for
a healthy infrastructure in building the
has contacts in high places. We recomKingdom
Ideal, especially its inner
mend Judas Iscariot as your controller
and right-hand man. He is highly mo- core, the Abbo-experience. This psychological imperative should not be in
24
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any way prejudicial to the theological

imperative

of consulting in humility
The cental element

of

Christ's
Project Kingdom is the 'Abba-experience'. The two main elements, which
could be distinguished in this experience, are God's power through Jesus
(the Father-element) and God's unconditional love (the mother-element).r1 In
a sense, this experience is purely God's
gift, but God expects of human to cooperate with grace by using his/her
resources, especially in laying the infrastructure for such an experience. As
the KG Ideal is very complex, so too is
the pedagogy. Here we shall just touch
upon a couple of salient points. The
training for experiencing God's power
is of paramount importance (Father-element) in this pedagogy to make our
mission effective. But we have to be
satisfied with a few passing remarks
on this aspect. We shall devote a little
more space on the Pedagogy of Agape
or Love (an outflow from the Motherelement). It is this element which can
make Religious Life relevant; always
and everywhere.

and openness to Jesus and His Spirit.
Another important point is that when
the recruit makes the choice, we have
to see whether he is'paying', anything
for the "pearl ofgreat price". Ifthe recruit does not pay anything seriously,
he will not be serious in 'buying the
pearl' either. Today's Religious Congregations with foreign money-pipelines and with all sorts of gadgets for
study and entertainment may not pose
such challenges to the teenagers seeking admission.

3.

Fliure of Religious Life

Formation for Mission

Nobody today disputes our assumption that the formation has to be
geared to the mission. Since Christ's
Project Kingdom defines our mission,
it is easy for us to understand why our
formation has to be a sort of 'Kingdom
Pedagogt.'Besides, as Jesus is rightly
and meaningfully called' autobasilea'
(:Kingdom personified), in so far as
the values of the KG Ideal were present not only in His words but also in
Scholars often translate the conHis deeds and being, His disciples too
should be formed in such a way that cept Kingdom of God as "God in
they too would become true images of power". Paul says that the Kingdom is
the'autobasilea', that is Christ. This not in words but "in God's Power" (1
Cor 4:20) and through
challenge makes us
the person of Christ,
advocate a holistic
formation where The central element of God's power is made
manifest (l Cor 1:24)
the total person is
Christ's Project Kingdom is
because "power rehelped to be transthe' Ab b a-experi e n ce' .
formed.
sides in Him" (Mk
JANUARY
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Lk 5:17 and 8:45). We have to

possess God's power through Christ so
that we could say as Peter said: "I have

everyday and follow me" (Lk 9:23).
Indeed, the power of the Kingdom
is bound up with the mystery of the
Cross.

...our ability to love others
genuinely depends largely
on our experience of God's
unconditional love.

The Kingdom Pedagogy in Terms of
Agape (Love)
On the question of the mother-ele-

ment of the 'Abba-experience, 'name-

ly, the unconditional love of God, it
neither silver nor gold, but I will give
you what I have: in the name of Jesus
Christ the Nazarene, get up and walk"
(AA 3:5-6). In our special concern
for the socio-economically crippled
(anowim), we should have the Christic
power to tell them to get up and walk.

It is Paul, among the NT writers,
who teaches most daringly the Pedagogy of sharing God's power. Phil
2:5-ll and 2 Cor 12:1-10 are the two
passages where Paul works out a formula of experiencing power in weakness. "My grace is enough for you:
My power is at its best in weakness"
(2 Cor l2:9). His own teachings on the
power of Christ through the Spirit (Gal
5:13-26) can be complementary to the
Pneumatology of John and of theActs.
Students should be led to work out
this pedagogy, which alone can enable
them to face the anti-Kingdom forces.
Again, it is this experience which can
help us to get into the heart of the following statement of Jesus: "If anyone
wants to be a follower of mine, let him
renounce himself and take up his cross
26
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must be pointed out to the students that
their childhood experience of the unconditional love of parents or of some
significant persons as their substitutes,
is of immense value for such an experience of God's love. Here we cannot
get into this vast and important topic.
Narrowing our scope, the point to be
made here is that our ability to love
others genuinely depends largely on
our experience of God's unconditional
love. St. John said: "...if this is how
God loved us, then we should love
one another" (l Jn 4:11). St. John does
not say that if God loved us we should
love Him back; but rather he says that
we should love each other. Our experience of the God of love and our ability
to love all of God's children are interdependent.

In

secular training centres like
the IIMs, EQ (Emotional Quotient) is
given almost as much importance as
IQ (ntelligence Quotient). Recently
a friend of mine, w'ho has just come
back to India from the USA, narrated
his experience of EQ in a school there.
JUNE
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What Fr. Kannamthanam

In this school if a student settles his
quarrel with his classmate within five
days he will get one mark, if he does it
in three days three marks, and if within a day five marks. I feel that if the
minimum training given to fifth graders in America had been given to our
formees, there would not have been

af-

firms so emphatically is nothing beyond what the NT teaches about love,
though I have not yet seen any writing
on this topic as articulate as that of this
theologian. Jesus taught love (agope)

as the chief characteristic of his disciples. He said: "By this love you have
so many Religious who go on indefi- for one another, everyone will know
nitely with unfinished business with that you are my disciples" (Jn 13:35).
their confreres; or are incapable of Accepting whole-heartedly this teachworking with their confreres for more ing of the Master, Paul said: "All the
than a couple of weeks or months at commandments: You shall not commit
a time. Some are so jealous that they adultery, you shall not kill, you shall
are almost incapable of recognizing not steal, you shall not covet, and so
the achievements of their fellow Re- on, are summed up in this single comligious, much less of congratulating mand: You must love your neighbour
them meaningfully and whole-heart- as yourself, Love is the one thing that
edly.
cannothurt yourneighbour; that is why
it is the answer to every one ofthe comFr. James Kannamthanam in his mandments" (Rom 13:9-10; Cfr. Gal
article "Formation for Love in Re- 5:14). In fact, in the NT the insistence
ligious Life" wrote:r2 'My vocation is not so much in loving God directly,
is love,' said St. Theresa of Lisieux. but in loving God through the love of
Every religious vocation is a call to our neighbours. Hence John could ask:
love. Nay, the human maturity itself "Anyone who says 'I love God' and
is measured on the scale of love, re- hates his brother, is a liar, since a man
gardless ofthe status of
who does not love the
life."r3 Then he went
brother that he can see,
Some are so jealous
on to say: "Formation,
cannot love God, who
then, should be centred
that they are almost he has never seen" (l
on developing ones caincapable of recogniz- Jn 4:20). Jesus would
pacity for love"ra and
say: "I tell you soling the achievements
great
"The
challenge in
emnly, in so far as you
of their fellow Religious,
Formation is in making
did this to one of the
much less of congratulove the sole benchleast of these brothers
lating them meaningfulmark for gauging the
of mine, you did it to
validity of all behavly and whole-heartedly.
me." (Mt 25:40). The
iours."l5
great Bible Scholar, G.
JANUARY
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rightly

Lift

says:

"Concern for brother looms so large in
the Sermon on the
Mount (Mt 5:43-48;
7:12) and indeed all

cause

of its similarity to

...who has not learnt the
meaning of the two and
half letter word prem

Christ's golden rule:
Slokqrdhen pravakashyami yadukotam shastrah
kotibhih
(love), has not learnt
Atmani pratikulani na
anything,
with
all
his
rethrough the New Tespareshom na samachasearch and scholarshipr,
tament (Mt22:34-40;
reth
(: I shall say in half a
Jn 13:34; Rom 13:8;
verse what has been said
1 Cor 13:1-13; 1 Pet
4:8; Js 2:8; I Jn 3:23; 2 Jn 5) that it in millions of scriptures:
is arguable that the double command- What you do not want others to do to
ment of love propounded by Jesus (Mt you the same you should not do to oth22:34-40) urges us not so much to love ers).
God and neighbour, as to love God by
In formation what we usually do
loving neighbour."r6
is to try to convince the formees with
About this absolute value of love various arguments and examples about
we can find numerous statements also the great value of agape, as it is of
in the non-Christian scriptures. I shall paramount importance. In fact, Ratiogive a sample ofjust a couple of texts. nal Emotive Therapy (RET) points out
The first one is taken from a sacred how deep convictions can influence
book of the Kabir Panthis (It can be our emotions (psyche). But by saying
found in the Adi Granth, the sacred all these things we do not go beyond
book of the Sikhs which contains the normal formators. What we need
more than a thousands verses from St. here is a paradigm shift.
Kabir):
Pothi padhi padhi jagmua pandit bhaya na koi
Dhai alcshar premka padhe so pandit
sab koi
It means that he, who has not learnt
the meaning of the two and half letter
word prem (love), has not learnt anything, with all his research and scholarship. There is a verse in the Mahabharata which is equally striking be28
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Some years ago I was doing the
Buddhist meditation course Wpasana
under the guidance of Master Goenkaji himself and of Fr. Tony de Mello, SJ.
It was an intemational group of Sadhaks (meditators). There was a Christian nun (medical doctor) who was unable to forgive another nun, who was
a doctor too. To be able to forgive, her
superiors had asked her to undergo
some counselling sessions, to do some
recollections, retreats and the like. In
spite of doing all these she could not
JUNE
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relate with her meaningfully or work
with her in the same mission hospital
without serious problems. True, the
venom of animosity had gone down
a bit. As a sort of last attempt to get
out of this hostility she came for the
Wpasana Sadhana.

If I recall correctly, the Sadhana
was for twelve days. After the various
steps ofinnerpurificationthe lasttwo or
three days consisted of what the Guru
called "METABHAWA" (attitude of
universal friendship). The meditators
were told to send "love vibrations" to
people with whom they wanted to get
reconciled or people with whom they
wanted to have friendly relations. On
the second day of this practice the sister felt an inner compulsion to meet
the other sister with whom she could
not relate. When she went to meet the
other sister, she was in fact waiting for
her to be reconciled.

The Guru did not preach about
love, nor communicated a doctrine on

love. He just kept on teaching various practices. In the Indian tradition
there are various techniques for inner
purification and for growing in love,
such as Wpasana, Yoga, Tantra, Japa,
Transcendental Meditation and Zen.
There could be some other techniques

too in the Indian and other traditions.
Psychology can help as far as it goes.
But it does not go far enough. Unless
we are convinced of the seriousness of
the problem we will remain satisfied
with some home-made or imported

solutions. We need much research in
various traditions and be willing to opt
for a paradigm shift in our formation
methods.

Since God is love; love is something divine. It is indeed agift., a grace
from God. St. Paul said: "...the love
of God has been poured into our hearts
by the Holy Spirit which has been
given to us" (Rom 5:5). As we have to
prepare the way of the Lord so too we
will have to prepare the way of Love.
To be sure, such a preparation of the
way of love does not primarily consist
of many lectures. I know of a cantankerous and dysfunctional Religious
who nurtured jealousy and hatred for
many of his confreres. When he experienced gbnuine love and total acceptance from his Provincial, he began
to grow in love and became more and
more functional.
One of the most needed and cost-

ly thing in the world is genuine love.
Equality; sharing, especially with the
have-nots; foot-washing leadership;
forgiveness and reconciliation; positive
and compassionate judgements on the
failings of others, etc, are some of the

ways of expressing agape in the NT.
The document of Vat.II on Religious
lrfe begins with the words perfectae
caritatis (perfect love) indicating that
Religious life should be one of perfect
love. Religious life will always remain
relevant if we Religious are possessed
by genuine love.
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The Lifestyle

As said earlier, our
lifestyle too should be

...our

experience

teaches us that making changes in lifestyle is more difficult
than in most other
fields.

guided by the KG Ideal.
It has been the complaint
of the young Religious in
formation that the existing'Pre-Vatican lifestyle'
can stifle the 'progressive Post-Vatican values' imbibed during formation.
In fact, our experience teaches us that
making changes in lifestyle is more
difficult than in most other fields. One
might say that renevral in this field is
in direct proportion to the depth of involvement in the actual fleld of Dialogal Liberation and wrth the lifestyle of
our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ. This
is orecisely what we want to bring out
through the following story:

At the wake of the renewal triggered by Vat.II, there took place a
meeting for the change of lifestyle in
a Dinosaur-like, traditional Religious
community with a large campus housing many institutions. As it happens,
usually the first thing that comes up
for discussion is the diet and the menu.
One of the young priests suggested
that they should get out of the soup
plate-rice plate-cheese plate trinitarian
formula at the table. One of the senior
members cynically remarked in an undertone that eating ice-cream in a soup
plate is not any better than the way the
slum-dwellers ate. However a wave
of change towards a service-oriented
life had begun moving this Dinosaur-

community. Affected
by this wave, when it
was agreed that each
one should wash his
own plate, the defenders of the plate-trinity
collapsed.

Another priest with
the air of being the chief spokesman
of the Vat.II Council strongly opposed
the custom of having after lunch Nescafe with sweetmeats. To this another
priest, immovably entrenched in this
community for many years, expressed
his personal view that without this Nescafe-snack, siesta would be impossible for him and without this timehonoured innocent pleasure he would
become nervous and annoyed in the
class. Since Fr Rector showed his
unhappiness in keeping some of the
community members annoyed through
such a step, this move was not passed.
The proposal for cancelling the beersnack before supper on Sundays and
weekdays fell through because for
some of the members of the corlmunity this custom was the chief remedy
for constipation and similar ailments.
The custom, however, of having cashew-nuts for the Nescafe-snack programme was cancelled while the custom of thrice-a-week cake was upheld
because it had originated with the holy
founder.
One of ihe fathers who was fully
involved in slum-improvement activi-
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ties in the city, and was affiliated to this
large community, was silent during this
perestroika-meeting. When the Rector,

Fufire of Religiaus Life

Some Metaphors and Models for
Restructuring Our Lifestyle

concerned at his silence asked for his
Since our formation and lifestyle
opinion, he told him that his views can have to be conditioned by our misbe meaningfully voiced only if all the sion, some of the models suggested
community members would come to for formation can also serve as modthe corridor. Since this priest had quite els for our lifestyle. Our missionary
a few close friends in the community, spirituality has chiefly two aspects,
practically all the members agreed to namely "yrulaha-sadhana" aspect
move towards the corridor. Standing (tree-model) and the "nadi-sadhana"
on this fifth-floor corridor and drawing
aspect (river-model). The former is
with a solemn sweep of his hand the centripetal, like a banyan tree in a vilattention of others towards the sprawl- lage which attracts to its cooling shading slums beneath the skyscrapers and ows the villagers, especially during
multi-storied buildings he said: "If we surlmer. The latter is centrifugal like
say the 'Our Father'meaningfully, all a river which fertilizes the fields by
the people in this large slum are our flowing across them. The tree-model
real brothers and sisters, and Christ's stands for the witnessing aspect of our
special images. Enquire how many of life, by our being and lifestyle, while
them suffer from constipation for not the river-model stands for our activihaving a regular supply of beer, how ties in the field as missionaries.
many become victims of neuroses for
not having a Nescafe-snack after the
The reshaping of our lifestyle has
daily square meals, and how many to be chiefly in terms of vruksha-sadof them feel less Religious because hana (tree-model). indeed, the interthey do not have the hallowed custom pretation of the Project Kingdom in
of thrice-a-week cake. I personally terms of the World Family Ideal makes
feel that our discussion will be more it necessary to make our houses and
fruitful if we do it after
institutions welcomsaying the 'Our Father'
ing and homely. When
When people call us
meaningfully, lookirrg at
people call us 'father,'
'father,''brother' and
these slums, even if we
'brother' and 'sister'
'sister' symbolizing our
cannot pay them a visit."
symbolizing our spespecial belongingness
His intervention not only
cial belongingness to
caused a 'LJ-tum' to the
to the World Family, the World Family, our
whole discussion but our lifestyle should ex- lifestyle should exalso radically affected
press warmth, open- press warmth, openthe planning of their lifeness and caringness.
ness and caringness.
style.
Let what we are and
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what we do bear witness to our KG
ideals.

Accepting the most obviously
helpful values and bracketing the less
obvious ones, we can dream of new
shapes, structures and activities. With
the awareness of the comprehensiveness of the three margas (paths) of Indian spirituality, the models of Indian
Ashrams, Basic Communities of Latin
America and the Liberation Centres
like the Malanad Development Centre
in Kerala, can be included in this restructuring. Since we are so seriously
aware of the importance of formation
in emotional maturity, the sadhana
model propagated by Fr. Tony de Mello has to be included, though in the traditional ashrams emotional questions
are tackled through yogic techniques
and guru-sishya relationships. But the
modern psychological techniques of
the sadhqna model can complement
the inadequacies of the ashram-training.

The ashram model can take care
of the jnana, bhakti, karma and anubhava (religious experience) aspects
of our life. In many ashrams there are
facilities for meditations and yogic
practices. For the inter-religious and
ecological concerns too this is an ideal
model. For a healthy interaction between the inmates and the guests, this
model is second to none. Treatments
32

like naturopathy, yogic therapy,

and
ayurveda are a part of life in the traditional ashrams.

The Basic Community Model focuses sharply on the Project Kingdom
Ideal. The F.ucharistic celebration can
be its encapsulated expression. It is
here that the complementary or dialectical relationship between action
and contemplation, ritual and life can
be meaningfrrlly realized. Here too,
the Religious - both men and women
and the married inmates - can collaborate for this project in a mutually complementary way, according to
each one's special talents, inclinations
and Charisms. The ecclesial basis and
companionship with Christ are wonderfully realized in this model.

The Dialogal-Liberation

Model
(e.g. the Malanad Development Centre) gives us an exceptionally realistic
awareness of the crying needs of the
people for'more andbetterlife', and of
the creative responses to these needs.
A model of this sort can point the way
to healthy political involvement by the
Prophetic Groups without playing party-politics or falling into real-politick.
Here the staff and the beneficiaries are
people from different religions.

A model for

cooperation among
various NGOs on the regional, national
and international levels is 'Prashant'
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in Ahmedabad, directed by Rev.

Fr.

Cedric Prakash SJ. The collaborators
in this centre are all lay people both
Christian and Non-Christian. This
centre has a unique way of networking with various NGOs and'prophetic
groups' belonging to diflerent religions, chiefly for human rights and for
inter-religious cooperation and harmony. Here such a networking is achieved
not only because ofthe shortage ofJesuit personnel but also because of its
dream of laying the foundation for the
World Family ldeal. No wonder that
the director was honoured by the Indian Government with 'Kabir Puraskar' and by the French Government
with'Chevalier de la Legion d'honneuF', the highest civilian award.

It seems to me that a structure,
which is a combination of the various
models from the East and the West can
attract numerous candidates from various religions with lifetime, long-term,
short-term and part-time commitments.
To this category of Associate Members, a group of highly professional,
productive and wise people could be
absorbed. I am thinking of the highly
skilled, wise and open-minded retired
officers from various professions. Officers usually retire between the ages
of 55-58 and often feel themselves
burdensome to the younger genera-

tion. The Indian concept of vanapr-

asthashram suits these people well. Of
course, they need thorough reorientation. The Hindutva groups are making
use of this group very effectively.
For Speedy Small-boat Strategy or
For Slow Armada strategy?

The metaphor is taken from the
SpanishArmada facing the speedy and
easily maneuverable small boats of
the English. Many of the ships of the
Spanish Armada were technically superior to the English ships and boats.
Many of the Spanish ships were so
strong and well-built that they could
go across the Atlantic with heavy luggage facing storms and hostile attacks.
But for a ready response to the speedy,
maneuverable English boats they were
of little value. Often, this happens to
Religious Congregations when they
have to give a speedy response to an
house-on-fire situation. This is exactly what happened to the huge Mogul
army before Shivaji's speedy horsemen trained in quick commando attacks.
Let us take a few critical situations
like the sudden break out of communal
riots or caste-atrocities, which often
need immediate, short and long-term
responses. Often, the immediate response will pave the way for the other
two types. During the Gujarat earthquake, literally thousands of houses
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were rtved to the ground. The first
thing the Swaminarayan Sadhus did
was to open a number of public kitchens which could serve food and drink
24 hours a day. But some Christian
NGOs went about taking a census of
the affected people, an exercise which
lasted for many days. The Sadhus became very popular among the people
because of their timely and immediate response, whereas for the Christian
NGOs it took many days to win the
confidence of the people. It took many
more days to make the people realize
the need for the census. It should have
been a'short-term' or even'long-term'
response. Many of the crises and challenges of the Indian situation demand
immediate response like that of a house
on fire.

How to do it? It
is up to the Religious

Congregatioris

and

and to appoint the right persons to respond to a 'house-on-flre' situation. By

that time the crisis-situation may take
another tum for *re worse and our decisions would become obsolete. 'Opportunities once lost will never come
again.' I do not want to give a litany
of the lost opportunities for the Church
in India and for the Universal Church.
This is areal challenge to our life style
and openness to read enthusiastically
the signs of the times.

TO CONCLUDE

As I have emphatically stated

earlier, no one can meaningfully oppose the Religious-Life-Ideal. The
immense service rendered by liminal
or prophetic groups like the Religious
Congregations for human being's socio-religious existence
cannot be exaggerated.
Many of the crises and
As a happy Religious
challenges of the lndian
who has gained so

their Institutions to find
out ways and means for
situation demand im- much from my Consuch a response. We
gregation, I am ready
mediate response like
cannot have a set of
to defend this ideal
that of a house on fire.
people who wait for critooth and nail. When
ses. Usually we are not
however, we looked
just
only
busy but too busy. Our instituat Religious-Life-Fact from below we
tions are usually under-staffed. When found the ground-level realities are
we are fully committed to and pre-oc- quite disappointing.
cupied with our jobs, other priorities
and crying needs will not appear to us
As the small family ideal is
in that light. Hence, it takes weeks and spreading, vocations are dwindling
months to make the right decisions, sharply in India too, as in the West. We
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project would become
that a great number of
fascinating and chalReligious do not have
lenging not only for us
genuine vocations, of Religious do not have Christians but also for
and without the cournon-Christians. In its
genuine vocations, and
age to get out, they are
universal embrace, this
without the courage to
just surviving with the
project includes not
get
out...
minimalistic formula
only the non-Christian
of life, thereby making
World at large, but the
Religious Life countercosmos as a whole,
productive. Because of the inadequate
raising a lot of ecological issues. This
formation, many genuine vocations are implies that even if Religious vocalostand may remain like un-blossomed tions are dwindling, the number of
buds, unable to spread the fragrance of potential collaborators for this Divinothe KG Ideals. No wonder then that human Project will be very much on
the Religious capitulate meekly before the increase.
the Anti-Kingdom forces. If in the past
Onthe one hand, due to the impact
quite a few Religious Congregations
died out, today too quite a few are on ofthe communication media and due to
the globalization of so many aspects of
the way out.
our socio-political and economic life,
According to Vat.II, the vision of we are experiencing the phenomenon
our mission has to be made clearer and
of the 'global-village.' On the other
more fascinating on the basis of the Nl
hand, we Religious still have the teninterpreting it in terms of the Charism dency to drown in teacups without the
of the respective Congregations and of ability to connect our micro-projects
the signs of the times. When we inter- with Christ's macro project, namely
preted the Christ's Project Kingdom His Project Kingdom, and with those
with its morphological kins in India, who are involved in this macro project
namely the World Family Ideal and all over this global village. We helpthe Dharma-samsthapana ideal - we lessly watch the multinational corpowere following precisely this conciliar rations exploiting the underdeveloped
direction.
nations and terrorist outfits holding to
ransom peoples and nations with their
When Christ's Project Kingdom intemational networking. But in spite
is incarnated for the third millennium of the presence of so many talented
in India and in the World, according mediapersons in ourmidst we have not
to the ideals of vasudhaiva kutum- made any breakthrough in this matter.
baknm and Dialogal Liberation, this There can be very effective networking
have a strong suspicion

We have a strong suspicion that a great number
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among the Religious of the same Con-

Endnotes:

gregatign, of different Congregations,
and among various Prophetic groups
of different religions. We Religious
who have a clear-cut agenda and who
have well-trained cadets, can take the
initiative in this international networking among the Prophetic or Liminal
groups of various nationalities and religions. As stated earlier, this networking is very necessary not only because
of the dwindling number of the Religious but also because of the imperatives of the World Family Ideal.
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May the darkness of sin disappear, may
the universe see the rise of the sun of
righteousness (dharma), and may the
desires of all creatures be satisfied."r7
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A Prophetic Vision, Notre Dame: Ave Maria, 1991.

The immortal words with which
Saint Jnaneshvar ends his Jnaneshvari, the so-called Veda of the Maharashtrians, expressing universal blessings, desiring universal harmony and
welfare, summarize the ideals of Religious Life. In the future Religious
might most likely co-opt for their mission, the services of the lay people
and of the non-Christians. Hence this
hymn of blessings from a non-Christian sacred book is a fiuing finale for
our essay on the Future of Religious
Life: "Now may the soul of the universe be pleased with this sacriflce of
words and in His satisfaction bestow
His favour on me. May the wickedness
of sinners cease, may their desire for
good deeds increase and may all beings live in harmony with each other.
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ELUAH,S CALL TO SELF.TRANSCENDENCE: LEARNINC
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CONSECRATED UFE ON

MOUNT HOREB
Paulson V. Veliyannoor, CMF

theological reading of Elijah's Horeb
experience and his life and ministry
before and after the same, provides us
with rich insights into the fundamental
and essential dynamics in consecrated
living.

Introduction

Kg 19:1-18 has been a text of
immense fascination and deep reflection among biblical scholars of
all times. The narrative of Elijah on
Mount Horeb still eludes a compre1

The present paper is an attempt to
do a psycho-theological reading of the
life ofElijah in the context ofhis Horeb
experience, showing how Elijah, ini
tially a self-ordained prophet, albeit
externally successful, is brought to his
knees on Mount Horeb, and is led to
an inner transformation which makes
him a different but genuine prophet.
The analysis is taken up in the context
of psychological theories of self-actu-

hensive, and intellectually and emotionally satisffing exegesis. For this
reason, it is still an object of continuing study and reflection. As Child observes: "Not only are these narratives
highly attractive in their own right, but
they open a vista upon a variety of important literary historical and theological problems."l Perhaps Child should
have added 'psychological and formative problems'as well. For, a psycho-

Paulson Varkey Veliyannoor is a Claretian Missionary who is cunently doing his doctoral studies in Clinical Psychology at Pacifica Graduate lnstitute, California. He has previously served as Principal of St Claret College, Ziro (Arunachal Pradesh), and Lecturer
in Psychology at Christ College, Bangalore,
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and Ahab, in his eagerness to please
his wife, gave in. He built a'temple of
Baal'equipped with an altar and an image of Asherah, the mother Goddess.5
The people understandably gravitated
to the likes and dislikes of the ruler.
Thus, they gradually forgot their covenantal relationship with YHWH, and
Elijah breaks into the scene, burning
with zeal for YHWH and unable to
stand the rejection of YHWH by His
own people.

alization and self-transcendence, and
mythical perspectives. The paper ends
with a discussion of the implications
of the Elijah story to the formative dynamics of Consecrated Life.

l.

Placing Etijah in Context

There are eight ways of viewing
history:2 the unhistoric,3 the political,
the geographical, the economic, the
psychoanalytic, the philosophical, the
cult of personality view and the religious view. Of these, the books in the
Bible adopt the final one: religious interpretation of history. The fundamental theological conviction that runs
through the deuteronomic interpretation of history as seen in the Books
of Kings is that obedience to the covenant results in success and peace, and
disobedience to it causes misery.a

The story of Elijah is set in 1 Kg
2 Kg 2. Commentators and exegetes are of the view that chapters
17-19 of 1 Kings form a single unit
[called 'Elijah Cycle'], on account of
the structural and thematic elements.
The drought ll7:2;18:11 also knits the
chapters together - chapter l7 gives its
beginning, chapter 18, its ending and
chapter 19, the aftermath of the events
that ended it. Each chapter deals with
the motif of supplying food and drink:
thus we have the ravens 117:6-71, the
widow [17:8-16], Obadiah [1 8:7-16],
and the messenger of YHWH ll9:71
feeding various characters. Also, every encounter climaxes in a miraculous divine manifestation: widow's
son is raised to life ll7:17-23),fire and
rain on Mount Carmel [8:7-16] and
Theophany on mount Horeb [19:19-

17-

Elijah, the Tishbite dons the role of
a prophet in the northern kingdom of
Israel, during the reign of King Ahab
[869-850 BCE] of the Omri dynasty.
Israel flourished politically under
Ahab, though it hibernated religiously.
Hence, Ahab receives severe censure
in the hands of deuteronomic editors:
He "did evil in the sight of the Lord
more than all that were before him"
[1 Kg 16:20). The marriage of political convenience of Ahab to Jez'ebel,
the daughter of King Ethba'al of Tyre
proved disastrous to Israel, in its fidelity to YHWH. Jez'ebel wanted to make
Baalism the official religion in Israel,
JANUARY
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The explicit theme of these chapters is the battle between Yahwism and
Baalism,6 which ends in the victory of
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Yahwism, through the instrumentality
of the prophet Elijah. Paradoxically,
in the process, Elijah goes through a
spiritual crisis, a dark night ofthe soul.
While chapter 18 deals with the necessity of public witness, chapter 19 takes
us through the harder struggle of personalizing the faith at the cost of dying
to one's self. This inner spiritual journey of Elijah is the focus of our attention here.

2. Elijah: A

Self-Ordained Pro-

phet
A careful reading of the personality of Elijah makes one wonder: What
motivated Elijah to burst into the
scene defending YHWH? Externally,
his actions and words seem to be of
the highest order, but a deeper analysis may leave one doubt if his intentions were indeed, pure and selfless.
We do not find a definitive 'vocation
narrative,' for Elijah. While it is true
that the books of the Bible do not always give the call narratives of every
prophet, they do mention the call of
those Major Prophets who impacted
the history significantly. Either the call
comes from God directly, or is channeled by another God-centered person
[for example, Moses - Exo 3; Samuel 1 Samuel3:1-14; Elisha- 1 Kg 191921; Isaiah - Is 6:l-13; Jeremiah - Jer
1:1-191. With Elijah considered to be
the symbol of 'the Prophets' as Moses
stood for 'the Law', such an omission
is significant. Could it mean that God

Lift

had not called him to be prophet, but
out of his own passion for YHWH,
Elijah took upon himself the role of a
prophet assuming a vocation and task
to defend his God? Throughout the

Bible, the original Hebrew word for
'Prophet' is used in the passive sense
of its meaning - 'one who is called.'7

And this passive sense of being called,
addressed, is very important. Jesus
told his disciples: "You did not choose
me, it was I who chose you and sent
you to go and bear fruit, fruit that will
last" [Jn 15:16].

While consciously Elijah was
'burning with zeal for the Lord,' unconsciously he was serving his own
ego. There is an exaggerated sense of
the ego and centrality to his own will
and plans throughout the narratives in
chapters 17-18. The following facts
are illuminating:

a.

The prophets of the Lord either con-

sult YHWH before declaring

any
message or declare the message under the orders of YHWH. Jeremiah

and Isaiah are classic examples [Jer
2:l;7:l;26:2; 42: 1-7; Is 8:ll. But
there is nothing in the Elijah Cycle
to indicate that Elijah's orders were
what YHWH had intended. Neither
the declaration of the draught [17:l]
nor the Carmel contest 118:20-241 nor
the flight to Beer-sheba and Horeb

to be undertaken at
the orders of YHWH. There is noth-

[9:3-4,8]

seems

ing in the narratives that suggests that
Elijah consulted YHWH before plan-
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ning those major endeavors. None
of his prophesies before the Mount
Horeb experience is prefaced by the
traditional "The word of the Lord
came to me saying"; instead, Elijah
prophesies calling upon the name of
YHWH. However, YHWH who sees
the passion and zeal of Elijah, plays
along with him, and intervenes to
help Elijah every time he gets into a
blind alley. It is more a case of God

to reach the place,8 and lodged himself in the cave that Moses seemed
to have used during the Theophany
to him lEx33:22). On Mount Horeb,
YHWH orders him to come out and
stand on the mountain [19: I l], but he
goes out and stands not on the mount,
but at the mouth of the cave [19:13]'

c.

obeying the prophet than the prophet
obeying the will of God.

b.

40

We do find a progressive delay in Elijah's compliance to YHWH's orders.
In 17:2-4, YHWH commands him to
go to the brook Cherith, and he obeys
instantly. But in chapter 18, when
YHWH commands him to show himself to Ahab so that He may let it rain
on earth, Elijah dcres a detour causing
delay and sends for Ahab who comes
to meet him [ 8: l- 16], and then orders
a contest that YHWH had not mentioned. The greatest delay is found
in Chapter 19 when Elijah seems not
to take the journey indicated by the
angel [19:7], and decides instead to
go to Horeb. Some scholars are of
the view that the narrator of chapter
19 leaves enough room for doubt, as
he uses two different words to refer
to the 'way' indicated by the angel,
and the way taken by Elijah. B. R.
Robinson states thrt Elijah defiantly
decided to go to Horeb out of his tendency to view hirnself as the second
Moses. Perhaps it is in imitation of
Moses that he detrured for forly days
to reach Horeb [Sinai] as it should
have normally taken only a few days

Elijah's use of the title 'a prophet
standing beforeYHWH' [ 7: I ; 1 8: I 5]
has some defiant tone to it. Ironically,
when he is asked by YHWH to stand
before Him on the mount [9:11], he
is hesitant, and remains at the mouth

ofthe cave.

d.

The Mount Carmel hiumph was the
zenith ofthe success ofElijah. It might
have convinced him of his powerfulness as a prophet. It is not surprising
that Elijah expected everything to be
in perfect order as per his wishes. But
that was not to be. Ahab's conversion
was superficial and momentary

[ 9: I ],

and Jez'ebel was as adamant as ever,

if not more [9:2]. The impotence of
his mighty acts hits Elijah like an avalanche and there is no wonder that he
falls into a massive depression with
suicidal thoughts. Though it is true
that a prophet of God is not immune
to depressive spells and other socially abnormal behaviors, in the case of

Elijah it follows a massive spiritual
victory. With the whole nation behind
him in his allegiance to YHWH, the
prophets of Ba'al eliminated, and the
King Ahab dining with him indicating sharing in his faith, there was no
reason for him getting terrorized by
the threat calls of Jez'ebel. Such a
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'success depression'
is more indicative

of

a self that is focused
on itself, than of a

prophet who hinges
on God. A self-or-

dained prophet at
the service of one's

A

self-ordained prophet
at the service of one's
own ego, sooner or later,
comes to taste the black
bitter taste of the empti-

g.

The words used by Elijah are indica-

tive of his level of motivation. They
betray the depth of depression into
which he had fallen: "It is enough,
now, O Lord, take away my life; for
I am no better than my fathers" [19:
4bl. A person seeking after God may
have failures and struggles, and bouts
of despair and hopelessness, and it
indicates that the purification of the
soul is still not complete.

The prophetic acts engaged in by
Elijah are 'mighty' ones, matching
his bloated sense of the ego, which
projects itself on to YHWH. Raising
the son of the widow and predicting
drought are mighty ones. The challenging contest on Mount Carmel becomes the mightiest of all. The scholars tend to think that Elijah had a
'Moses Complex'- he seems to have
considered himself to be the second
Moses, and this is indicated by his deliberate choice ofHoreb [Sinai] as the
place of encounter with God, doing a
detour to take fo4y days to reach the
Mount when it was not necessary
and lodging himself in the same cave

This bloated image of

God and his own derived
powers are challenged
by God when God refuses to manifest Himself in
magnificent phenomena
and chooses to speak to
ElUah in the 'sound of sheer silence.'

ness within.
own ego, sooner or
later, comes to taste
the black bitter taste of the emptiness
within.
e.

Moses was said to have
lodged himself during
his encounter with God.

That YHWH questions such ideas of
Elijah is evident from the very words
YHWH puts to Elijah who had been
anticipating a great message for him:

"What are you doing here, Elijah?"
[19:9b, l3b]. There is definitely a
sense of accusation in the question,
almost meaning that he was not expected to be there. The same question
is asked twice by YHWH.
h.

To the question of YHWH'\rhat are
you doing here, Elijah?" [9:9], Elijah's answer is one typically focused
on his own sense of importance and
exaggeration: "I have been veryjealous for the Lord, the God of hosts; for
the people oflsrael have forsaken thy
covenant, thrown downthy altars, and
slain thy prophets with the sword; and
I, even I only, am left; and they seek
my life, to take it away" [19:10,14].

The word 'I' and its derivatives are
mentioned four times in the answer.
He harps on his zeal and blames the
Israelites for their lack of faith. He
is after YHWH's pity than His Will.
He insists on his own fidelity and bemoans three losses: YHWH's down-
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fall, other prophets'downfall, and his
own downfall. The people of Israel
are charged with three crimes: forsaking the covenant, throwing down
the altars and murdering YHWH's
prophets.ro That only he alone is left
faithful to YHWH is an exaggeration
and untruth, because 18:4,13 refer
to hundred prophets of YHWH being looked after by Obadiah. Also, in
19:18, YHWH himself speaks of seven thousand who have not deserted
Him.

3. A Psychological

Take on Pre-

Horeb Elijah

What went wrong with Elijah?
From a psychological perspective, it
was his drive, albeit unconscious and
under the guise of a passionate service
for the Lord, towards self-actualization, which invariably fails inthe spiritual labyrinth.

chology,' the humanistic school which
emphasized the'healthy personality'
with the focus on self-actualization.
Maslow presented'self-actualization' as the highest of motive, a 'being-motive,' towards which one must
strive. A person starts off at the lower
levels of 'deficiency-needs' like physiological needs, safety needs, and love
and belongingness needs; and later
moves to the 'being-needs' of esteem
and self-actualization, with the latter
being the highest of motives. Self-actualization is the motive for self-fulfillment, for realizing one's potentials
and talents. In Maslow's own words:
"A musician must make music, an artist must paint, a poet must write, if he
is to be ultimately at peace with himself. What a man can be, he must be.
He must be true to his own nature."r2

The theory

Till the 1950's

the two major forc-

es in Psychology were psychoanalysis
and behaviorism. Psychoanalysis dealt

with the study of the unconscious and
those elements that trigger unhealthy
trends in personality. Behaviorism focused on the study of observable and
immediate behaviors, which presented
a human being more as a passive victim of the stimuli present in the environment, collapsing him or her into a
victim.lr It was in reaction to the above
two forces that Abraham Maslow
[ 1 908- I 970] and like-minded psychologists initiated the 'third force in psyJANUARY

of

self-actualization
as the highest motive appears charming and instantly desirable. However,
a critical look at the theory with the
help of research findings proves beyond doubt that self-actualization is
not the highest and noblest of motives
a person can have in life, and is definitely not at the service of the religious
instinct of humanity which invariably
seeks a 'slaughter of self' as the requirement for spiritual evolution. It is
not within the scope of this paper to
look into the demerits of the self-actualiz-ation theory rather the focus is on
another motive which is integral to the
JUNE
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religious instinct of the soul, the concept of self-transcendence. 13
Teilhard de Chardin, in his views
on evolution speaks of human being as
'evolution-conscious-of-itself.'ra The
evolution has within itself a thrust to
cuiminate in the 'Omega Point'which
is Christ, or in other words, the reality
of God. Hence human being is more
than merely a bundle of biological
or psychological phenomena; he is
rather, a spiritual bging with a drive
towards transcendence. Nuttin calls
this drive towards' self-transcendence'
as "a force which tends, by conscious
intervention and personal effiorts to go
beyond the merely spontaneous development of the biological process of
growth."l5

sion established between reality and
ideals to materialize. Man lives by ideals and values. Human existence is not
authentic unless it is lived in terms of
self-transcendence. Self-actualization
is an trnintentional effect of the intentionality of life."16
What Robert Assagioli advocates
psychosynthesis is
also an approximation of self-transcendence. His analysis of Martha
and Mary [Lk 1l:38-42] speaks of a
need to transcend oneselfand hook on
to what is truly transcendental.rT Research findings also prove that union
with the Universal Self is what matters
more than self-actualization and is the

in his system of

highest motive.18

In

self-transcendence, a person
Thus the motive of self-transcen- transcends his own self in freedom and
dence is the highest motive that calls responsibility. However, even in selfa human being forward. Excessive transcendence, there are three levels:
concern with self-actualization may ego-centric, social-philanthropic and
boomerang and stunt the growth and theocentric. At the ego-centric level, it
spiritual evolution of humanity. How- is not very much different from selfever, focus on self-transcendence will actualization: the primary aim is the
paradoxically though not surprisingly, perfection of the subject who transcends oneself. This
result in self-actualis the level we flnd in
ization as a side effect
is
more
human
being
than
athletes and academiand by-product. Viktor
merely a bundle of bio- cians who renounce
Frankl puts it beautifully: "Being human logical or psychological significant pleasures
means being in the
phenomena; he is rather, and comforts to excel
in their chosen field.
face of meaning to fula
spiritual being with a
In social-philanthropic
fill and values to realize.lt means living in drive towards transcen- level, the chief aim is
dence.
the perfection of the
the polar field of ten-
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society or human community. Many
committed social reformers may fall
under this level. In the theo-centric
self-transcendence, God alone becomes the focus and the measure of all
things. One becomes detached from
one's self thereby transcending it in
order to let God fill one's being. However, this human capacity for theo-cen-

wounded, and move into a descent,
and that often becomes the second half
of one's spiritual journey, an authentic
one. Heroism is no more the concern,
but surrender is the goal. One comes to
realize one's own nothingness, and becomes a wise fool. It is here one tuly
becomes holy. According to Richard
Rohr,'oholiness has to do with beingin
God, whereas the early heroic joumey
has more to do with doing and achieving a self."2l

tric self-transcendence becomes actual
and functional by the action of Grace,
as free gift from God, and not by human efforts.re "Here the motivation is
Such a descent,
the total gift of oneself
transcendence, is death
forthe good, thewhole
One comes to realize to one's self. This is
good, of the other; in
relating to the other,
one's own nothingness, what is indicated in
the person goes out of
and becomes a WiSe fool. the popular myths of
in various culhimself to the point of rt is here
one trurv be- the hero
forgetting himself, not comes
seeking the realization
Hi'i.,il}1
ed in the course of his
of his own particular
capacities or possibilities, but accept- quest. This is what the initiation rituals
ing the other without reservations, in of circumcision in tribal cultures that
his totality. And thus the subject can sought to teach their men: the need to
realize himself in the freedom of self- be wounded and the need to die to the
old self. Joseph Campbell, in his distranscending love; but this self-realization is a consequence of self-tran- cussions on the power of myth beautiscendence. Christian anthropology is a fully explains this necessity for death
personalism centered on the 'You'and in human and spiritual evolution.22
Meisster Eckhart, in his amplification
the 'you', not on the oI'."20
of Jesus'words, "Blessed are the poor
This move beyond one's own self in spirit," states that spiritual poverty
is not an ascent, but a descent. Often, essentially means letting go of one's
the first half of a person's journey is own will in favor of the will of God,
an ascent, a heroicjourney ofchasing and the letting go of one's own knowafter success, populanf and winning.
ing too, so that God can accomplish
However, this ascent does nottake him whatever He wills within the soul.23
very far, and one must necessarily get This is what theo-centric self-tran-

-t
hory
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scendence implies and it is nothing but
death ofego.

outer battle of faith, 19 deals with the
inner struggle."zs

The analysis of Elijah presented
before is indicative of a person fixated on the motive of self-actualization
and the quest for the ascent alone, and
has not yet surrendered to the Divine,
which alone would facilitate the selftranscendence within. The narcissistic
focus and the essential depression that
he comes to face confirm it. The events
of chapter 19 show the consequences
that Elijah have courted with his selfactualizing tendencies, as indicated in

4.

Table

I.2a

Thus, Elijah was a man who, while

being a great prophet, was so highly
ego-centric and obsessed with his own
importance that there was no place for
the Higher Self at the center of his being. Perhaps as he himself complained
about the Israelites that they had destroyed the altars of YHWH, within
his own being he too had destroyed
the altar of YHWH and built an altar
to his own ego. On Mount Carmel, Elijah led the people back into faith. But
beyond an outer battle of faith, there is
an inner struggle, an inner shattering
offalse altars to false egos and a reinstatement of the true God unto whom
one, through kenosis of the self, clings
to. "The struggle for faith has another
and equally important side. Chapter 18
dealt with the issue of national apostasy, whereas 19 focuses on one's individual faith. Chapter l8 portrays the

The Corrective CalI: Lessons in
Kenosis and Self-Transcendence

Abraham was a man of transcendence. So was Moses. But Elijah was
not- not yet.Hence unlike the former
ones, Elijah needed a Theophany substantially different, to jolt him out of
self-centeredness. It accounts for the
unique nature of the Theophany in I
Kg 19. As G. Von Rad writes, the subject of the Elijah stories, particularly
the Theophany, is not the prophet himself, but it is YHWH. It is YHWH who
brings everything to pass and He alone
is the master of all.26 Realizing this and
placing oneself at the service of God
is the lesson in self-transcendence that
Elijah had to leam. Elijah's conversion
to self-transcendence can be captured
in three stages:

of Impotence of one's
(19:1-3)
own might

4.1. Realization

The first step in the lesson is
bringing Elijah into a realization of
the impotence of his own might. His
megalomania has to be challenged.
Elijah must be brought to a sense of
existential vacuum before YHWH acts
directly. This is achieved in w 1-3
wherein Jez'ebel's threat leads to the
crumbling of the ego of Elijah, and the
consequent success depression. In fact
it is the impotence of the might of one
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(Jez'ebel) trying to score over that of
another (Elijah). The immediate reaction to the threat is a loss of self-esteem, panic. Hence Elijah flees from
everyone, his servant, and himself.z1 lt
is a flight in search of new beliefs to

him and encourages him to go on his
way (v.7).

sustain oneself.28

Once the realization is achieved
and acceptance ofthe fact results, the
final lesson is given through the greatest of encounters which, ironically
shatters all the expectations of Elijah
and leaves him further wounded and
humble, but transformed. YHWH leads
him on to an examination of conscience
through His question, "What are you
doing here, Elijah?" (v.9). However,
Elijah's answer is still self-centered.
Old habits die hard. He complains to
YHWH with a focus on his own faithfulness (v.10). The Theophany seems
to teach him the following lessons:

4.2.Acceptance of oneb own brokenness: Making space for God
(19:4-8)

When one hits rock bottom in
life, one cannot go further down and
there are only two choices: either remain there wallowing in self-pity, or
arise resolutely. Elijah almost took
the first course of action in despair.
But YHWH would not let His prophet
lose that badly. The anger of the Lord
arrives and helps him on to his feet.
Elijah accepts his brokenness and failure (v.4: "It is enough... I am no better than my fathers"). He shows the
humility to accept help from another
(w 6,8). It is truly a humbling experience for him, who considered himself
mighty. A kenosis (self-emptying) results. The spiritual descent has begun.
The wounding has taken place.

The angelic epiphanies are encounters that prepare him for the
greater epiphany. They seek to teach
him that as a human being, he cannot
run the show by himself but needs the
assistance of others, and he is not the
center of his being. Still it gives the
comforting hope that God is still with
46
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4.3. Encounter with the Ground of Being and Surrender (i,9: 9-18)

.

Elijah always went after the

spec-

tacular show of strength. But like the
mighty elements (earthquake, wind,
fire) in which YHWH did not present
Himself (unlike He did to Moses in
Theophany), it is not the spectacular
that always carries the truth.

When one hits rock bottom
in life, one cannot go further
down and there are only two
choices: either remain there
wallowing in self-pity, or arise
resolutely.
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if not more,
faithful toYHWH and he must accept
them too and make them partakers of
the mission.

It

others who are equally,

is not achievements that count, but
faithful, humble listening to the word
of God and being submissive to Him,
irrespective of victory or defeat.

r

Weiner suggests that the Theophany
was a call to integrate the feminine

Elijah had expected. He might still
have expected a miraculous event of

and the masculine dimensions of
one's being. Elijah's individuation
had been faulty in that he sidelined
the feminine qualities, and rejected
such nature in God too, attributing
them only to the pagan gods. YHWH
seeks to prove to him that YHWH
is a God who has

a

perfect individuation and His prophet
should follow suit.2e

When YHWH spoke, it was not what

substantial message but what greeted
him was a disarming and disappointing question, "what are you doing
here, Elijah?" It was a reproof for
him for his drive for personal initiative in directing the course of history
instead of humbly submitting
himself as God's
!
r,
T^^
_t conviction
Too _..-L
much of
ir."ri"", thereby leavCan be blinding and
ing victory or defeat in
and remaincome compulsions,
::d':.]vitt
in€
by them'
when truth appears in
'unfazed

beand
yHwH is a God of
unsurprises. Too much
or conviction can expected forms,-bii;i;; }':.]"*r#,::rj|T",7
be blinding and

be-

may

COnViCtiOnS

come compulsions, the tfUth.
and when truth appears in unexpected
forms, blinding convictions may cost

very
the

US

is not working for God
that is one's highest vocation, but doing God's
Work. It is for this reason that scholars compare Elijah to
Jonah, thus seeing a Jonah motive in

COSI

Elijah seems to be so
the story.3o
and His ways. But
Theophany leads him to the humble
realization that YHWH is beyond
Thus, the Horeb experience begrasp and God's essence transcends comes the true vocation narrative for
nature and he must be prepared
Elijah a second vocation, a coffecus the truth.

sure

ofYHWH

his
for

only

the unexpected. This is possible
if a theo-centric self-transcendence
aimed

at'

is

-

tive call that, while acknowledging his
passion and zearfor God, teaches him
to do God's work rather than working
for God. Indeed, God leaves him with

his
r""r. a triple task' which might not have
5- been too pleasing to a bloated up ego
l8). He musiexercise his mission in he had hitherto - that he must go to
a community, in a team. There are Damascus to anoint Hazael as king of
EIUah is asked

to move out of

self-centeredness and to set rrup and link up to other p"ipt" tw. f
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Syria, Jehu as king over Israel, and Elisha as prophet in his own place. Here
God makes him a true prophet, giving
him directions as to how to proceed
and what to do, and sends him forth,
after His own heart.

Did Elijah learn his lessons? This

is a debatable issue among

scholars.

Some like Nicol argue that Elijah truly
had a change ofheart as is evidenced
from the repetition of the answer to
God in 19:14.31 But many other exegetes consider that Elijah failed the
lesson and was rejected by YHWH
who asked him to appoint Elisha as his
successor.32 Still others consider that a
compromise was made in that YHWH
asked him to carry on his mission till
Elisha took over.33

It is a fact that to YHWH's repeated question [19:13b] Elijah gave
the same answer as before [19:14]
which forces many scholars to conclude that Elijah did not have a conversion. However, a closer analysis
of the behavior of post-Horeb Elijah
does indicate that he responded to the
call to transcendence and smashed the
altars to his own ego at the center of
his life, and truly served YHWH. The
Theophany was ofsuch an unexpected
nature and intensity that Elijah could
not have fathomed the whole import
and ramifications. In his delusion as
second-Moses, Elijah had truly hoped
for the kind of Theophany granted to
Moses in the spectacle of grand phe4B
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nomena of nature, and the glorious
mission entrusted to him. He was totally unprepared for God refusing to
manifest Himself in such grand spectacle, and then revealing Himself in
the sound of sheer silence, and finally
throwing to him a question that almost
threw him out of balance ['What are
you doing here Elijah?']. Hence, when
questioned again by YHWH, like a
child frightened, confused and baffied,
he mumbled the same words as before
[w.10, 14] for want of knowing nothing better to say.
One cannot doubt Elijah's zeal for
the Lord, even though it was on unwholesome foundations. The lessons
at Horeb did not go fruitless. This is
confirmed by the transformation in

Elijah's ministry

in the post-Horeb

phase. We do find a mellowed man in
19: 19-21. Once he comes down Mount
Horeb, the first thing Elijah does is the

third task God asked of him: appointing Elisha as his successor. This takes
true kenosis of the heart. The mystical attitude that comes into the previously warrior-hearted Elijah is evident
in his answer to Elisha when the latter asks for permission to bid goodbye
to his parents: "Return if you want,
don't worry about what I did." He is
no more judgmental or sure of events
and people. He is comfortable living in
the space of ambiguity of faith, for it is
no more he that directs the course of
events, but God. Elijah also begins to
consult YHWH before venturing into
JUNE
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their shadows and converted to God.

any decision or action [in the context
of the story of Naboth's vineyard: cf
2l:171, and for the first time, we find
him prefacing his prophecies with the
phrase, "the word of the Lord came to
rne saying" l2l:21,23]. Similar changes are evident in the events in 2 Kg 1:
3-4;2:2,6. Also, when Elisha asks for
double the powers of Elijah, the latter
is not threatened and no jealousies are
aroused. Elijah calmly informs Elisha that it is up to God to grant it or
not, and if God chooses to, Elisha will
have it [2 Kg 2:9-10]. Also the facts
that Elijah was taken up to heaven [2
Kg 2: ll-121, and he became the archetype of all the prophets as signified by his role in the transfiguration
of Jesus on Mount Tabor [Mk 9:2-8]
affirm that Elijah, despite his early records, underwent a metanoia (conversion of heart) thanks to the workings
of Grace, and became a transformed
prophet who sacrificed his ego at the
altar of God, and became a fragrant offering for God.

Among all those who walked the path
of God, there is hardly anyone who
has not failed YHWH some time during the journey [perhaps the possible
exception was Abraham, the Father of
Faith]" Moses, Jacob, Esau, David, Jeremiah, Peter, Mathew, Thomas, Paul
- the list of those who faltered is endless. And a look at the lives of various
saints of the Church, including the life
of the great Mother Church, makes no
exception. The original sin lurked in
them all. What finally redeemed them
[and in the case of the Mother Church,
what redeems her day after day] is
the willingness to keep returning to
the original blessing, emptying their
hearts of false gods - mostly built in
their own images - and to stand under
Grace; to make the descent where one
acknowledges the futility of one's efforts and makes space for God to work
within.

There is no better warning and
hope than the lives of these people,
And, in the process of theo-centric
and in the context of this paper, the life
self-transcendence, didn't Elij ah gloriof Elijah, for anyone called into the
ously actualize his highest possibilities
consecrated life. Throughout its histoo, as an unintentional by-product of tory, and very specially in the context
his transcendence?
of the modem cult of consumerism
and narcissistic self-cult, the dynamics
5. Implications
of consecrated life has
Consecrated
facedtremendouschalThe Bible iS the StOfV

for
Life

the

Of

groups

1n,9 .individuals liJrt:L',il'-*.ffiI:
groups and who faced their shadows *rr.n humanistic psyindividuals who faced and converted to
chology's pretensions

rhe Bible is

story

of

God.
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present paper does not
began invading the^ passionate
embrace of
permit the same.
sanctum sonctorum oI
consecrated
life
not
consecrated life,
We have already
were many casualties. necessarily a Sign of true
discussed the dynamOne ofthe classic stud- VoCation.
ics of theo-centric
ies on the influence of
transcendence, and
humanistic psycholoprovided
what
is
here is a recapitulagy's obsession with self-actuali zation
in Religious Life was the case of the tion in specific reference to ConsecratSisters of the Immaculate Heart of ed Life:
Mary a religious order in California,
who opted for the encounter group dy- a. No one selflselects oneself to a life
of consecration. The consecration is
namics directed by Carl Rogers, which
always a response to a call from God.
finally led to the breakup, with some
One is a prophet in the passive sense
three hundred nuns leaving the Order.
of 'being called'. God calls whoever
William Coulson, one ofthe associates
He wants, according to His designs
of Rogers later acknowledged that the
and purpose, not looking into one's
breakup was due to the rebellious selfmerits or demerits. We do not choose
consecrated life, God chooses us into
centeredness fostered by the seducconsecrated life.
tions of humanistic psychology and
its cult of self-worship. Even when
b. Passionate embrace of consecrated
one cannot discount the fact that there
life is not necessarily a sign of true
have been scores of arguments for and
vocation. On the contrary, the intemal
against the influence of humanistic
resistance and initial discomfort may
thinking, and especially in the case of
very well be signs of a true vocation.
the Immaculate Heart of Mary nuns,34
The reluctance of Moses and Jeremithe fact remains that a kenotic, theoah, the experiencc of terror of Isaiah
are examples to this.
centric self-transcendence alone can
make consecrated living meaningful.
One may argue that there has to be a c. Perhaps the initial enthusiasm and
confidence help us respond to God's
discovery and possession of the self,
call and begin the journey. They may
before one can sacrifice it - there has
be helpful for completing the ascent
to be an ascent before there can be a
part of our joumey, climbing Mount
descent. There is indeed merit in the
Carmel. However, there is always a
argument, but the dynamics as to how
second calling that comes visiting,
to come to possess the self - the 'asa Mount Horeb experience, which
cent'- is worth a detailed discussion.
humbles and leaves us wounded and
However, the scope and limits of the
stripped of our securities, and which

is

theie
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necessitates the de-

scent part

spiritual

of

our
growth.

One needs to be
led to the realization of one's own
impotence,

accep-

tance ofbrokenness,

Fund.amentals of Cor*ecrated Life

There needs to be a constant and painful discernment of what exactly God
wants one to do, and often what He wants may
be disappointing in human standards.

and encounter with
and surrender to
the Ground of Being. And it is then, that our vocation
comes a full circle and authenticity

The initial formation offered in the

facilitate initial ascent while preparing them in advance for the later descent. The/ormandi shall be provided
with internal structures and dynamics
which will help them respond in faith
to the woundedness and sacrifice of
the ego they will be called upon to
make sooner than later. Abraham was
not called to sacrifice his neighbor's
son, but his own very son, the son
of the promise [Gen 22:2]. Optimal
frustration is essential in every human mafuration, 4nd more necessarily in training for consecrated living.

work is one's royal road
to theo-centric self-transcendence.

f.

Call to

Conse-

Life is also a call
seek God in unex-

crated

to

Anyone who has allowed oneself
to be led by God towards this transcendence and authenticity in consecrated
living knows that it is intensely painful
and surgical. One is reminded of the
two companions the Good Shepherd
provides for Much-Afraid in her spiritual journey to the high mountains, in
the classic Hind's Feet on High Places
by Hannah Hurnard: Sorrow and Suffering. However, at the end of the journey, these companions invariably are
transformed into Peace and Joy. This
is precisely what Dag Hammarskjold

The call to Consecrated Life is a call
necessarily

to work for God. What we are often
convinced to be a work done out of
love for God may very well be a work
at the service of one's own ego. There
needs to be a constant and painful discernment of what exactly God wants
one to do, and often what He wants
JANUARY

human standards. But
it is doing that specific

munications as and when they are
granted. This means embracing the
spirituality of uncertainty - giving up
certainties about God, and cleansing
the false images one has created of
God, which alone can leave a virginal
heart, open to possibilities. It would
also mean the spirituality of living the
'sacrament of the present moment',35
expecting God's directives any moment in any modality.

religious institutes therefore, needs to
combine structures and dynamics that

to do God's work, not

may be disappointing in

pected places, times and
persons. God may manifest always
by any means, even in the sound of
sheer silence. One needs to train ears
of one's heart to pick up these com-

emerges.
d.
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meant when he wrote: "Cry, cry if
you must. But do not comPlain. The
path chose you. And in the end, you
will say, 'Thank you'. " Elijah should
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,YOU GIVE THEM SOMETHINC TO FAT"
(MK 6:77)TEASINC; TEACHINC; OR BOTH?
(A Reflection on Discipleship in Mk 6:30-56)
V. Lawrence, CMF

tracts the open announcement of Jesus'impending death and a call to self
denial and taking up of the cross on
the part of the disciples (8:27-38); the
second passion prediction accompanies an instruction to them to receive
him as he presents himself (9:30-37);
and the third prediction ends with an
invitation to them to serve, patterned
on him as one who o'came not to be
served but to serve" (10:32-45).2 Similarly, in the first part (1:1-8:26) there
are three sub-sections, each of which
begins with some important activity of
Jesus with his disciples: the first major
act of Jesus is the calling of the disciples (1:16-20), which is followed by
his intensive mission activities domi-

In the following study, we are trying to make an enquiry into the role
and function of Mk 6'30-56 in Mark's
overall teaching on discipleship, even
though the title centers on a particular saying of Jesus to his disciples. It
is clear that Mark presents Jesus' explicit teaching on discipleship only in
the second part ofhis gospel soon after
revealing publicly and openly his own
identity as the suffering messiah (8:2738), underlining the way of the cross
as the course that the disciples should
take to be trained in the spirituality of
following him.1 This means, discipleship is integrally connected to Jesus'
person and his destiny in the gospel
of Mark. The confession of Peter at-

V. Lawrence took his licentiate in Scripture from the Pontificium Institutum Biblicum,
Rome. He Lectures at different Theological lnstitutes in lndia. As a member of the Claretian Congregation, he serves as the Prefect of Formation in the Province of Chennai.
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nated by miracle making. The second
section starts with the choosing of the
twelve and then continues with a slew
of activities focusing mainly on teaching (3:13-6:6). The third section commences withthe sending ofthe Twelve

(6:7-8:26). Thus, discipleship issues
form a clear pattem in the story line of
the gospel of Mark.

"The beginning of the gospel of
Jesus Christ, the Son of God" (1:1)
is the starting statement of Mark, and
the words of the Centurion, "Truly this
man was the Son of God" (15:39) are
the beginning of its conclusion. There-

fore, "Christology" is the main concern of Mark but very much narrowed
downto "Following Christ." So, Chris-

people and act as "Mini Messiahs,"
exploiting the popularity they gained
during their mission. The stories serve
as corrective in this respect and give
them some shock treatment in order to
make them realize that in their life and
mission they should always manifest
Jesus and resist the temptation to put
themselves before him. But as usual,
they do not learn much from the lesson.3

Presentation of the Text (6:30-56)
Issues of Delimitation

Form-critically, our text consists
of two summaries - one at the beginning (6:30-33) and the other at the end
(6:53-56), bracketing the two miracle
stories of the feeding (6:34-44) and
the crossing (6:45-52).4 In Mark, summaries do not merely perform the role
of summing up themes but they also
serve as important transit points (3:712; 4:33-34; 6:6b; 6:12-13). In our
case, the opening sunmary smoothly
flows into the story of multiplication
and the story of crossing lands safely
in the concluding sunmary, and they

tology and discipleship cannot be separated easily in his theology. It is from
this perspective we intend to read Mk
6:30-56 in which both the stories of
the "Feeding of the flve thousand" and
"Walking on the water" are meant to
teach the Twelve this important lesson
that discipleship means deeper understanding about the person and mission
of Jesus and proclaiming him alone.
This teaching is given in an indirect
way, in keeping with
the "Messianic Secret"
...in their life and mission
maintained in the first
they (disciples) should
part. It seems that afalways manifest Jesus
ter their first mission
and resist the temptaadventure, which was
hugely successful, the
tion to put themselves
disciples are tempted
before him.
to gather around them
56
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are so logically

and

thematically well knit
that we cannot pull one

out without

causing
damage to the other.

As to delimitation,

Mk 6:29 marks the end
of the gruelling story
of the beheading of

"You giue them something to

Eat' (Mk 6:37)Teasing; Teaching; or Both?

John the Baptist, a digression which
splits the acts of Jesus' sending the
disciplesonmission (6:7-13)andtheir
return (6:30-33). Of course, the returning should be the natural ending to the
sending section. But, even though thematically it is more connected to the
act of sending, structurally its strong
current is towards the following story.

together with him with some of the
scribes" (Koi ouvtiyovrdL npds oir
du oi @opLo<rlol rcol ttves rriu ypc
ppcr€ou) exactly in a similar way as
our unit begins in 6:30, thus signaling
a completely different pericope. The
focal point of the second summary is
"people recognizing Jesus" where we
find the reculrence of the same word
Indeed,thereisahiddenmessageinthe "recognize" (€nrytutirorcot), which can
story of the beheading for the disciples be considered as "inclusion."
to understand, to which we shall return
The miracle stories are strongly
later. so, for our practical pu{pose we
chained to the bracket summaries' Jetake the beheading as an entirely difdisciples go in search ofa
ferent story separated from the dis- sus and the
place
for some rest and sudciples'activities. |tdk 6.30 begins with deserted
gteat throng who
thestatement"Theapostlesreiurnedto {enly they find a
Jesus" (Kcr ouuri yirroro[ dn6oro were like sheepwithoutashepherdand
xor npdi rdu 'Ir1oo0u), signaling the then the miracle of feeding continues'
The throng definitely comprises of the
beginning of a new section. The charu.t.r, int:30-33 are Jesus, the disci- "many" that we find in the first sum(6:31' 33) and therefore all the
ples andthe crowd. The theme around mary
characters in the summary are found in
which the summary revolves is the
the feeding miracle too' Then the story
need of rest for the disciples after their
of "walking on the water" portrays
laborious mission activiiies. The point
the retum of all the participants to the
to be stressed in our reading of the entire summary is "the people recogniz- other'shore' Jesus after completing a
period of prayer in the hills joins the
ing them" (6:33), the Greek word used
nele is 'trrryir,i,o"r" (recognize). disciples in the boat' and it is assumed
that the throng also returns back most
The second sunmary comes to an end
in 6:56.s There also lhe participants in probably on foot (cf' 6:33), for Jesus
(6:45)' The most conthe scene are Jesus, tris amiptes and dismissed them
spicuous link between the feeding and
the people, who return after the multithe
crossing storres is the verse, "For
ptication miracle. The next unit begins
with the gathering of the pharisees they did not understand about the
with some scribes around Jesus and loaves,buttheirheartswerehardened"
(6:52)' And in the second sunmary
the theme under debate is "the tradithe
disciples along with Jesus get out
tion of the elders." It starts with the
jourwords .Now the pharisees gathered of the boat and it is here that the
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ney undertaken to find a place of rest
comes to an end and they are joined by
the crowd - some of them in the crowd
should have been the beneficiaries
in the miracle of multiplication. The
change in the geographical locations is
understandable because of the j ourney
motif. Therefore, we are justified in
reading 6:30-56 as a single unit.

A Short Synoptic Reading
In a synoptic reading of Mk 6:3056, one notes that only Mark dedicates
four verses (w. 30-33) to the story of
the retum ofthe disciples after their first
mission when people gather around
them, just before the miracle stories;
while Luke casually mentions their return (Lk 9: 1 0-l 1 ), Matthew completely
omits this event. Therefore, for Mark
this section is important. Even though
the narrative here is about Jesus taking
the disciples away with the intention
of giving them some rest, the main focus is on the disciples themselves. The

most important point is that "marly"
seem to recognize "them," "the disciples," Jesus is of course included in the
pronoun "them" but the recognizing
eyes seem to be cast in the direction of
the disciples. In Luke, on the contrary,
Jesus takes the disciples to Bethsaida
and it is said that the crowd followed
"him" (Lk 9:11). In Matthew also, Jesus withdraws to the lonely place and
the crowd foliows "him" and the disciples suddenly appear only when it
JANUARY

is evening (Mt 14:13-21). Therefore,
in our text, extraordinary attention is
given to the disciples.

But in the second summary the
reverse happens. Jesus and the disciples come and land at Gennesareth
and the people recognize only "Jesus"
(Mk 6:54). The sick touch him and are
healed but the disciples simply disappear behind him. While Matthew specifies those who recognize him as "the
men of that place" (Mt 14:35), Mark
takes for granted the gathering of
people on the shore, and according to
the logic of the narrative at least some
of them should have been those who
were with Jesus and his disciples at
the venue of multiplication. And Luke
completely omits the summary here.
In both the miracle stories Jesus
plays the central role and the disciples
in one just obey his orders, and in the
other, they are simply athis mercy. The
main notable differences in the feeding
miracle of Mark are that, first, Jesus
only teaches the crowd (Mk 6:34) and
no healing activity takes place; whereas
Matthew's Jesus only heals (Mtl4:14);
Luke reports both teaching and healing (Lk 9:l l). Second, the disciples respond to Jesus with a straight question,
"Shall we go and buy two hundred denarii worth of bread and give itto ttrem
to eat?" (6:37), which Matthew omits
and Luke has in a milder and more respectful form (Lk 9:13).
JUNE
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Structure

Explanation of the Text

When we closely look at the unit,
it reveals a clear pattern of thought in
the lbllowing chiastic structure, which
further bolsters our position:

While explaining the text, we
followthe division seen inthe structure above, and the explanation will
be limited to the issues connected
to the theme of discipleship.

A 6:30-33 People recognize the
disciples (them)
The journey begins

Apostles as Performers (6:30-33)

In this section, the disciples return
Jesus after their first mission. After
to
B 6:34-44 Jesus takes over; the
training them for some time he clothed
disciples take orders and serve him
them with his power and authority and
sent them for mission work. ThereB'6:45-52Jesus takes over; the
fore, when they return it is natural to
disciples are at his mercy
believe that he was eager to evaluate
their perforrnance and in our reading
N 6:53-56 People recognize Jesus; that is exactly what is taking place.
disciples disappear behind him
One thing we need to observe at this
point is that Jesus does not send them
Thejourney ends
again on mission, instead he engages
himself with them in a more intensive,
This structure clearopen and clear teachly shows that for the dising, which informs us
...for the disciples the
ciples the boat journey
that the disciples have
with Jesus is a defining
boat journey with Jesus
not yet picked up their
moment of coming to
is a deflning moment of
basic lesson well.
grips with the demands
coming to grips with the
of discipleship in their
demands
discipleIn this context,
life-joumey with him
the
interpretation of
ship...
as his close associates.
the word "recognized"
From both the miracle
(ir€yvaoau) in v. 33
stories they learn more about him as triggers the correct perspective to the
their master even though they fail to entire unit in view. The Greek word is in
translate this knowledge into faithful the aorist form of €nLytu6orto, which
following. And their struggle to real- is ordinarily translated as "recognized"
ize their shortcomings and failures in in the sense of "re-cognize," "know
this regard is noticeable.
again," or "identiff."6 In Mark, the

of
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word appears in this sense in two places in the aorist participial form, with
Jesus as the subject (Mk 2:8; 5:30).
But here the word transcends this ordinary sense and means "acknowledg","
"give recognition" or "accept as authority"; in English too the word "recognize" carries such a sense. In the
OT, a similar usage of the term is attested in Ruth 2:10,197 and in the NT,
other than our text, in Mt 17:12; I Cor
16:18; perhaps also in 2Cor 6:9" In Mt
17:12, the word is used in the context
of Jesus' reference to Elijah who has
already come (John the Baptist) and
the scribes'inability to recognize him
in the sense of "acknowledge him as
an authoritative figure." ln 2 Cor 6:9
Paul makes use of the term to present
himself in the same sense of a "well
known" or "well acknowledged" leader in his communities. A similar usage
is also seen in lCor 16:18, where Paul
admonishes the Corinthian Christians
to recognize and acknowledge the
household of Stephanas, who were the
first converts in Achaia as authoritative figures and he even asks them to
be subject to them (1Cor 16:15-18).8
Seen in this context, we are inclined to read the word here in such a
sense for the follovring reasons: The
disciples return to Jesus after their prolonged mission. The "many" (no).),o[),
who come and go can be understood
as people who benefited from their
ministry of casting out demons and
of healing. It is natural that such feats
60
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as driving out demons and healing
the sick with astonishing ease attracts
following. It is similar to the experience of Jesus himself in the Gospel of
Mark. Jesus' fame spreads everywhere
only after his first miracle of healing
a man who was possessed by an unclean spirit (Mk l:28), and immediately people begin to gather around
him (Mk l:32-34). The disciples are
sent out on mission (6:7-11) and it is
said, "So they went out and preached
that men should repent. And they cast
out many demons and anointed with
oil many that were sick and healed
them" (6:12-13). They repeat exactly
what and how Jesus performs his mission. Therefore it is logical to expect
the same response from the people towards them too, i.e., crowding around
them, particularly in view of the messianic secret, strictly guarded by Jesus
in this part of the gospel. For the people, atthis stage, anybody who came to
their rescue was a messiah. Therefore,
they do not merely recognize them in
the sense of knowing them again, but
really acknowledge them as being authoritative and useful, and want to be
around them; and it is because of this
that they run ahead of them (6:33).
Secondly, Jesus cites the people's
presence around the disciples as an
obstacle for their rest, which means
that the people have already come to
know them in the ordinary sense of
the term (v. 31) and therefore, as they
depart from them when it is said that
JUNE
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"You giue th.em something to

they 'recognized'them it surely means
something more vital and significant.

Furthermore, there is another
textual evidence for interpreting the
word in our sense. In the report about
their mission activities to Jesus, the
disciples include their "teaching"
(6r8doreLu) in v. 30. When the disciples were chosen, they were given
the task of "proclamation" (rcqprioe r.u)
in 3:14 and the brief summary of their
mission in 6:12-13 also speaks about

their "proclamation" (€rcripufav). In
Mark "proclamation" means the first
communication of the good news to
those who until that time had not heard
it, that they hear something new in the
proclamation, something that cannot
be repeated to the same audience. That
is why Mark makes use of this word
for Jesus only in the first chapter during his initial proclamation (l:14, 38,
39). "Teaching" is a repetitive explanation of what is proclaimed.e But
for the disciples Mark makes use of
"teaching" (6r6<ioreLu) only in 6:30,
which is an indication that they could
have repeatedly engaged a particular
group of people during their preaching mission, which speaks for their
attachment to them. In this context it
is noteworthy that their report in 6:30
does not identifu the things they taught
as opposed to 6:12-13.
Next, their report plays on the
magnitude of their accomplishments,
"all that they had done and taught"

Eat' (Mk 6:37)Teasing; Teaching; or Both?

$ro.vro.6oo €no(r1oav rcoi 6oo. €
6i6o[av) "all things i.e. how many
things they had done and how many
things they had taught." The putting
of their deeds before their teaching (in
Greek it is doubly emphatic) conveys
the importance they attached to exorcism and healing.to Accent seems to
fall heavily on "Their Performance."

All

these could be a faint allusion
to their attempt to emerge as commu-

nity leaders, similar to the groups that
were formed in the Corinthian church
around preaching ministers like Paul,
Apollos and Cephas ( I Cor I : I 1- 17). It
could be connected to Jesus'redefinition ofhis family inMk 3:31-35, where
a conscious

movement from his natural

family to his fictive family takes place,
which includes the crowd around him
along with his disciples. He says looking around at those who sat about him,
"Here are my mother and my brothers.
Whoever does the will of God is my
brother, sister and mother" (cf. w.3435). This disruption of natural family
and normal households is matched by
the disciples leaving their families to
join the new disciple-family of Jesus
(1:16-18). Kathrina Poetker labels the
new community in anthropological
terms as the "fictive kin community."tt
The apostles could have tried to exploit
their popularity this way to their advantage, to form a group around them.
Having failed in their attempt, a little
later Peter declares that they have left
everything to follow Jesus. And he re-
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plies, "I tell you the truth, no one who
has left home or brothers or sisters or
mother or father or children or fields
for me and the gospel will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this
present age homes, brothers, sisters,
mothers, children and fields and with
them, persecutions and in the age to
come, etemal life" (10:28-31). The accent here is on "receiving" as against
exploiting the mission situation carried out in the name of Jesus.
Come away by yourselves

Now we are in a better position
to understand the correct meaning
of the curt saying of Jesus, "Come
away by yourselves to a lonely place
(€pqpou r6rov), and rest a while."

"Come away by

Even after the multiplication of bread,
when they were away from the hassles
of the crowd, only Jesus goes up on the
mountain to pray, leaving the disciples
behind (6:aO.

In Mk 1:35, we find Jesus too in
a similar situation after his first day
of public ministry of calling the disciples, teaching in the synagogue and
performing a chain of miracles. People
were searching for him but he escapes
to a "deserted place" (€pqpou r6nov),
obviously to avoid the crowd in order to
pray peacefully and to move on to other towns. The similarity of situations
is striking. Jesus seems to avoid popularity consciously. Perhaps he expects
the same from his disciples too.la It is
crucial to note here that Jesus informs
the disciples about the importance of
prayer to be able to drive out demons
in9:29, when they exposed their powerlessness to fulfill the people's request

yourselves..."
(6e0re ipets oriroL) is an extremely
forceful and direct address. It is really,
"Hither! You yourselves...", which
can be paraphrased as "I mean you, in
to heal the demon possessed boy. After
particular."l2 The whole weight of the
their first mission experience, for the
sentence is on the word "You." Perhaps
first time Jesus gives them an opportuhere it should be understood as "Come,
nity to be with the people alone while
now you, in your turn do as I did" - an
he and three other disciples were away
obvious reference to Mk 1:35.t3 It is
on the mountain. The people seem
important to note here that Jesus does
to have known the healing power of
not include himself
the disciples, for the
with them. Was physiboy's father complains
Jesus seems to avoid
cal rest for the apostles
popularity consciously. to Jesus "I asked your
the primary concem in
disciples to cast it out,
Jesus'mind? The conPerhaps he expects the
and they were not able"
text seems to imply it,
same from his disciples
(9:18). How did they
which in reality is not
too.
lose their power now?
realized in the unit.
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Tb be

with him

larity of the expressions! Peter has to
get behind Jesus, because he started his

Now it is good to dwell a little
on the nature of the call that these
men received to be Jesus' followers.
The goal of discipleship is described
in Mk 3:14-15, o'And he appointed
twelve, to be with him and to be sent
out to preach and have authority to

life with him exactly there (Mk l:17)
but atthis point of time he is audacious
enough to come in front of him and
to block his way, dangerously posing
himself as master and Jesus his disciple.r8 Only when Peter is at the back
of Jesus is he on the side of God or
with God. The original reading should
be 'oYou are not thinking the things
of God, rather, [you are thinking] the
things of human beings."re Therefore,
to follow Jesus or to be with Jesus is
connected to "thinking." It means "to
keep him in one's thoughts, to accept
his perspective, his plans and projects,
especially the reality of the cross."
That is why Jesus questions their understanding (8:21). And so, "to be with
him" and "to be sent out" are not two
separate phases in the life of the disciples, rather they both go hand in hand.
In any case, only from "being with Jesus" the mission flows.2o

cast out demons."rs Among the specified goals, obviously the most important one is the first, "to be with him,"
(6oLu per' oiro0)) which in Mark is
the characteristic discipleship expres-

sion (3:14; 5:18,

40

14:67), which

even though primarily means physical

proximity to him we should interpret it
to be more elastic in meaning.r6 Otherwise how to reconcile the apparent
conflict between "to be with him" and
'to be sent out"? Both cannot be done
at the same time.rT cclo be with him"
cannot be different from "follow me"
(6e0re 6n[oto pou) in Mk 1 :17, for
the first disciples begin to be with Jesus there. Here it does not mean mere
physical presence, which is definitely
accompanied by a drastic change of
perspective in life.

To send out to proclaim

A brief look at the meaning of
"proclaim" (rcrlpriooeLv) is in order

This is clarified in Mk 8:33 when

here. This verb describes the work of
John the Baptist (l:4, 7), Jesus (1:14-

Peter emerges as an obstacle to Jesus on

his way to Jerusalem,
he rebukes Peter and
says, "Get behind me,"

(tinoye dn(oto pou)
Satan! For you are not
on the side of God, but
of men."Note the simi-

Peter has to get behind Jesus, because
he started his life with
him exactly there (Mk
1:17)...
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15,38-39),thetwomen
who experienced miraculous healing (l:45;
5 :20), the Twelve (3 : I 4;
6:12) and also the early
Church (13:10: l4:9).
The Baptist preaches a
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baptism of repentance and of Christ's
coming; Jesus preaches the kingdom
of God; the healed proclaim what has
happened to them; the early Church
preaches "the gospel." In their proclamation they are presenting a new
reality: John the Baptist - the coming
one (Jesus); Jesus -the presence of
the Kingdom (God's real presence in
his life and ministry); the healed men
- their new life after the healing; the
Church - the death and resurrection
of Jesus. Even though at the time of
the choosing of the Twelve, the matter they are to preach is not delineated
(3:14), they also in fact preach-repentance (6:12), but we are not sure how
effectively they presented to the people the Jesus reality, "the new" in their
proclamation.

In Mark, John the Baptist comes
first in the line of apostles (<inoor€).
),or rdv dyye),ou pou) sent by God in

l:2, ard

therefore he should be considered as paradigmatic in this regard.
An'oapostle" is "the one who is sent"
by another like a "herald." His work is
"proclamation" (rcrlpriooerv) of what
is communicated to him in the name
of the one who sent him and not in his
own name, by his authority and not
in his own authority. In the Gospels,
God and then Jesus send apostles to
proclaim and declare the new event
of God's powerful presence amidst
people, which demands an immediate response.2r In other words, by their
proclamation and performance, the
JANUARY

disciples help the people to come in
touch with and get benefits from the
authority of the one who sent them.
One important thing to note here
is that Jesus suspends in the gospel of
Mark his own ministry soon after he
sends his disciples on mission, and he
resumes it only after their return. What
could be the meaning of this passivity? As apostles sent by Jesus, the disciples carry on his ministry. His words
and power are active in them now.
Markan description of disciples as
imitating exactly Jesus' way of doing
mission points to this (6:12-13). And
it is striking that just after this summary statement the actual suspension
takes place. Is it the way in which that
the bridegroom chose to be with his
friends (2:19)? It is important that the
disciples be aware ofthis essential fact.
Further, Jesus'acts of appointing them
(literally'made,' €no[r1oeu) and naming them as "apostles" (3:14-15) seem
to be the ceremony of investiture with
his authority, and therefore "apostles"
implies that his authority will be multiplied in the activities of the Twelve.22
That is why Mark makes use of the
word "apostles" here and only here for
the disciples on their return to suggest
that they have to be accountable to him
as one who sent them and perhaps to
surrender the authority given to them.
Maybe it is because of this, they did
not have any more the power to heal
(9:18). Therefore in their works of
JUNE
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proclamation they are to present only
the Jesus reality.
John the Baptist is the model apostle in Mark who authenticates what he
proclaimed with his death as self sacrifice for the message. Mark inserts the
story ofhis beheading in between Jesus'

es. The response of the disciples, barring that of Peter's, does not match Je-

sus' expectation (8:28-29). Maybe the
disciples failed to imitate the model of
John and presented themselves as authoritative figures! Maybe it is because
of this that in his first explicit teaching on the cost of discipleship, Jesus
tells them to deny the sell take up the
cross and follow him (8:34). For the
moment, he seems to provoke them a
bit toward's such a realization, we shall
see below how he achieves this.

sending the disciples and their return,
in a sandwich structure. It draws mission and martyrdom, discipleship and
death into an inseparable bond.23 This
is precisely what Jesus will teach in
8:34. John's martyrdom does not only
prefigure Jesus'death, but it also pre- Wonder Workers Vs Table Boys
figures the death of anyone who would (6:34-44)
follow him. The disciples are supIn the story of the multiplication,
posed to learn from the example of his
life. We saw that the word "apostles" Jesus steals the show and dominates
(<in5oro\oL) is connected with their through and through, and the disciples
"sending" (<inoor€).).e Lu) by Jesus. In are assigned a secondary role. The
the context, it also reminds us of the crowd remains completely passive and
sending of John the Baptist, which has
all the interactions are taking place
deeper implications for their ministry.
between Jesus and the disciples. This
The disciples are supposed to preach provides us with the clue to underthe gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of stand the intent of the author. Another
God (1:1), of which he is the content version of the same story is found in
(l 4:9), sacrifi cing their
8:l-10, and some bibliself-interests and even
cal scholars view it as
The disciples are suptheir own lives.
an older version, and
preach the
posed
say that Mark worked
In Caesarea Philipgospel of Jesus Christ,
with it to produce the
pi when Jesus asked
"who do people say the Son of God (1:1), of present form for a special purpose.2a If that is
which he is the content
that I am" (8:27) it was
the case, he must have
(14:9), sacrificing their
probably an indirect
designed it with a view
question into their misself-interests and even
to teach on the theme
sion as to how they pretheir own lives.
of discipleship.25
sented him to the mass-

to
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The first important change is that
healing activity is omitted here, perhaps just to play down the importance
the disciples attached to it in their reporting; instead Jesus is presented as
being engaged in a prolonged act of
teaching. It is said, "As he went ashore
he saw agreattlrong, and he had compassion on them, because they were
like sheep without a shepherd; and he
began to teach them many things" (v.
34). Among all the OT backgrounds to
this statement, the most fitting would
be Ezekiel 34:5, where a situation of
sheep without shepherds is reported.
"Shepherd" is a symbol of leadership
(Num 27:T7;1 Kgs 22:17; ler 23 l-6;
Eze34) and was used in the critique of
the leaders of Israel (Eze 34:2-10; Pss
80:1; 23:1). The ideal against which
they were judged was God, the true
shepherd of Israel (Eze 34:10-22,31;
Ps 80:1). This led to the expectation
of the shepherd like David, appointed
by God (Eze 34:23), which became
understood in messianic terms. Thus,
when Mark comments that the crowd

a disciple to aspire to be leader,

which

comes to the open in 10:35-45; on the
contrary Jesus exercises his role as the
leader through service moved by compassion. The disciples are called upon

to realize this.

The most glaring change is noticed in the action of the disciples. In

the older story the disciples are simply
unconcerned about the hungry crowd,
and Jesus calls them and alerts them
about their possible fainting to which
their response seems very cold (8: 1 -a).
But in the present story, while Jesus is
fully concentrating on teaching, the
disciples intervene and intemrpt him
to stop teaching and to send the people
away (6:35). As inthe older story there
is no hint ofany urgency or need for a
miracle here, because provisions can
be found in the nearby villages (6:36).
Nowhere have we come across such
a daring intemrption from the part of
the disciples! Can it be an attempt on
their part to establish their authority
and claim over the crowd? The diswas leaderless and Jesus had compas- ciples definitely feel responsible for
sion on them, probably he presents them because they are in some way
Jesus as "the leader." the messianic their people, fruit of their mission. It
is noteworthy that in Mark, for the first
leader to the people.26 And in the context of the disciples trying to assume time, here, a long dialogue between
Jesus and his disciples
leadership roles for
place.27
takes
themselves, Mark's
passion
power
Mere
for
presentation of Jesus'
leadership in this manner is very meaningful.
Mere passion forpower
and domination drives
bb

and domination drives

a disciple to aspire

to

be leader...
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it is at this

time, maybe a bit irritated, Jesus challenges
them by saying, "You

"You giue
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give them something to
have, are important to
It is his power as Son of
him as they are his diseat" (6:37). The "You"
(ipeis)) seems to be God which makes them ciples, and they should
quite emphatic.2s And
surrender everything to
effective ministers to
him in the service of
their response to him
people.
is terse and disrespectthe Kingdom. It is his
power as Son of God
fu1.2e Jesus knows it
very well that they cannot feed the en- which makes them effective ministers
tire crowd. Then why does he say so? to people. It is important for Jesus at
Is it a bit of a friendly teasing? It could this point of time to make them unwell be so, especially in the wake of derstand his person and ministry and
their exhibitionist tendencies. It is an make them surrendertheir entire life at
indirect call to be in touch with their his service. As disciples they have an
utter insufficiency and to acknowledge
important mediatory role to play bethat it was only his power and author- tween Jesus
and the people, and that is
ity, which can make them successful in
why in this story of multiplication this
their mission. And in the rest of the storole is played out. From their own rery they are made to be mere table boys sources the bread and fish are offered
to distribute bread and fish to people
or sacrificed and Jesus multiplies them
and to clean up the leftovers. Some of
and they themselves distribute them to
them were definitely recipients of their
healing mission. It could have been a the people and collect all that is leftjust
somewhat humiliating experience for over. What the people get is not
them, but it was meant to drive in an bread and fish alone but also through
important lesson; is it teaching by teas- them the power of multiplication;
ing? The motif of popular astonish- that is how the disciples put people in
ment, usual at the close of the miracle touch with Jesus. In their mediatory
story is omitted here, perhaps in order role they should avoid all that blocks
to give an opportunity for the disciples the people from coming closer to him.
to enter into a silent reflection on the But it seems that they were not much
person ofJesus as one through whose amused with the teaching!
word and deed God's own presence is
manifested in the here and now.
The Disciples and their Bankruptcy

(6:45-52)
Well ! That is not the ultimate word !
Were they not the suppliers of provisions which Jesus only multiplied? In
that way Jesus symbolically conveys
that whatever they are and what they

Then at the end, the way Jesus
dismisses the crowds immediately
and turns to the Father in prayer is yet
another model for them to imitate; to
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books of NT, it usually
...to be detached from
refers to the hardenoutcome of the mission
and to be attached to
the outcome of the mis- ing of the Jews against
Jesus (Jn 12:40; Rom
God. Probably,thatwas
sion and to be attached
Il:7; 2 Cor 3:14).3'
what he wanted them to
to God.
However, in Mk 3:5,
do whenhe calledthem
it refers in particular to
to a deserted place on
the negative attitude of the Pharisees,
their return from mission in 6:31.
who are unwilling to accept Jesus'auNow, with regard to the source of thority, which is a challenge to their
the miracle of crossing, there are dif- own authority and popularity among
ferences of opinion among the schol- the masses (7:6-13).In the context of
ars. The combination of a Feeding and
the disciples' experience in the multia Crossing in 8:l-10 and John 6:l-21
plication episode, the hardness of their
make many believe that these two hearts can be better understood in this
were found combined in Mark's tradi- sense. They are unwilling to leam anytion. The lone verse in 6:52, "For they thing because they probably feel hudid not understand about the loaves, miliated thinking that their authority
but their hearts were hardened" seems with the people has been undermined.
to be his own redaction. Mark's char- That is why Mark speaks of their
acteristic "For" (Vdp) explanations hardened hearts here rather than their
normally refer directly to what imme- blinded eyes (cf. 4:12; 8:18). The latdiately precedes.3o Even though Jesus' ter would seem more appropriate and
making the disciples to get into the characteristic, if they suffer more from
boat indirectly connects the crossing an inability to perceive ("they did not
story withthe miracle of multiplication understand") than from an unwillingit is their "lack of understanding about ness to do so.32
the loaves" (dproLg)) that signals an
But the wind, the painful rowing
explicit link. It is said, "Their hearts
and their fear for the ghost all serve
were hardened" (fru r] rcopD(o Tr€TTop
op€ur1). In 8:17 again Jesus refers to to make them realize their littleness
and utter bankruptcy. And it is at this
the hardness of their hearts.
time Jesus' assurance that "It is I"
Inthe OT, "Hardness ofthe Heart" (€yd eipr) and his sudden entry into
is a feature in prophetic literature, the boat take place.33 It is a theophwhich is a result of continuous refusal any specially meant to give a deeper
to listen to the word of God and his knowledge about the person of Jesus to
admonitions (Eze 3:7; Il:19; Dt 29:18 the disciples. "The Messianic Leader"
Is 1:2-5; 6:9-10; 63:17).In the other now shows his power over the wind

be detached from the
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and water. The disciples are reportedly

*am zed" (iltoravro). "€f[om1pr"
is a word that usually expresses in
the Gospel of Mark the reaction of
wonderment of the crowd toward the
miracles of Jesus, acknowledging
and gloriffing God (2:12; 5:42).3a In
2:12 they openly gloriff God and in
5:42, Jesus forbids such open declaration. Compared to these two texts,
the disciples were "very exceedingly"
().iou [€rc nepLooou.]) anrazed. But
Mark adds another phrase "in themselves" (€u €outots). According to
Gundry the position of this expression
lends great weight to it. He says that
it means, "they bottle up their artazement in themselves."3s In that case,
unlike the crowds in 2:12 and 5:42,
the amazement does not lead them to
openly glorifu God in Jesus and surrender themselves totally to him because of the hardness of their hearts.

The People Recognize Jesus
(6:53-56)

As we have seen, structurally this
section is a summary report, which
opens with the information about
the arrival of Jesus and his disciples
in Gennesareth (6:53). The journey,
which they began in 6:30, comes to an
end here. As Gundry rightly points out:

"It

is now that the narrative has moved
away from the mission of the twelve,
and the people's recognition focuses
on Jesus."36 Even though all the disciples are with Jesus he is the focal point

of all concemed in the narrative. The
disciples are not at all noticed anywhere. They are completely silent and
virtually absent from the scene. On the
contrary, only Jesus is recognized by
the crowd. It is said, "Immediately the
people recognized him" (eiOils €ntyu
6vres orirdu), hence, at least some of
them should have been the beneficiaries of the miracle of multiplication of
bread. The absence of a specific word
for people, either "many" or "throng"
suggests that. It is they who run about
the whole neighborhood bringing sick
people to him, which continues as a
prolonged activity, for it is reported,
"they began to bring sick people"

(r{pfavro €ni rots rcpo.Brirrors

ois

rcarcris

€lourog

r

ne pLQ€peLv).

This seems to be the response of the
people to the'oepiphany" of the person
of Jesus through his teaching and the
multiplication, which is conspicuously
absent from the miracle site. It can be
said that Jesus hastily dismissed the
crowd soon after the miracle most
probably in order to avoid their usual
spontaneous reaction then.

Here the people o'recognize" Jesus
not in the sense of merely re-cognizing
him, but in the sense of acknowledging the need of his presence with them.
It is just the opposite of what happened
in 6:33, where the "many," according
to our interpretation, recognized mainly the disciples. In response, Jesus is
not overcome by compassion; he neither utters a word nor performs any
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action towards the sick. We notice an them now? Or are they learning their
extrdordinary passivity in Jesus here. lesson in silence? Their exhibitionist
He is presented like a holy statue in a tendencies are completely absent from
temple, whichthe people touch and get the scene. Perhaps, much more than
healed. The most important point here the miracles of multiplication and the
is that the people are in touch with Je- walking on the water, the faith, longsus. They are in fact following Jesus ing and the need of the people to be
wherever he went carrying the sick. in touch with Jesus, to receive healing
The putting of the sick in the "market and life from him seems to be the implaces" (€u rats <iyopots) signals pact making "epiphany" for them. It
seems that finally it is the people who
numerous healings in a serial fashion.
The concentration and clustering of teach the disciples the much-needed
lesson. In the nuuraverbs in the imperfect
tive they have disaptense - "people were
the ultimate goalof their
peared behind Jesus.38
running around," "they
is
to
manifest
mission
They must have realwere hearing," "he was
entering," "they were
Jesus' power and au- ized, may be grudgingly, at this point of
beseeching," show the
thority to the people and
time
that the ultimate
sheer magnitude and
to lead them to him.
goal of their mission
the extent of his healing
is to manifest Jesus'
ministry.37 The healings, which are avoided (but included power and authorrty to the people
in the other gospels) in the scene of and to lead them to him. They can't
multiplication, are accomplished here. gather people around themselves and
The people seem to have understood assume the master's role. Their teachthe person and the power of Jesus, ings and miraculous activities should
most probably because of the miracle be an epiphany ofJesus because they
of multiplication. They must have re- received these from him; it is his peralized by now that the healing power, son and mission, which are multiplied
which was operative in the apostles, in them. It is how the kingdom of God
originates from Jesus. This is the point comes closer to people. This is what is
of their recognition now. The disciples real'following.' After accomplishing
were in fact sent out to proclaim this this, they are to disappear like John the
good news to people, isn't it?
Baptist, to leave the space for Jesus to
take over.
Now where did the disciples disIn this connection the reflection
appear? They are deflnitely with Jeof E. Best is illuminative, "While the
sus, for they disembark with him. Are
they angry that the people deserted disciples of Rabbis eventually became
70
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Rabbis andinthe Greek
world the pupil of the

philosopher hoped to
become a philosopher
in his own right, there
is no idea in Mark that
the followers of Christ
become Christ in their
own right or in any

-Disciples

followers attached to
Jesus and seek to at-

tach other

drscrp/es

whom they may win not
to themselves but to Jesus."

way take over the place
of Jesus. Disciples are
always followers attached to Jesus and
seek to attach other disciples whom
they may win not to themselves but to
Jesus."3e
To.

are always

Sum up:

We have attempted to show the
role and function of Mk 6:30-56 as an
indirect lesson on discipleship taught
by Jesus to his close followers, who
at this point of time, because of the
enonnous success of their first mission
and the consequent popularity they
earned, were tempted to move away
from the essentials of discipleship. A
subtle attempt on their part to gather
people around them and to establish
their own authority is traced. This is
in keeping with the general porhayal
of their performance in the gospel of
Mark, as weak individuals, who lack
understanding. Even though the first
major section (1:1-8:26) provides the
most sustained positive portrait of
them, yet it is there that the clouds of
misunderstanding form on the horizon
(l:27; 4:13, 40-41; 6:52;7:18; 8:17-

18), which will culminate in their flight.ao

The report about
their ministry reveals
the darkness of this

cloud and Jesus leads
them on a boat trip on
the waters of the Sea
of Galilee, to clear the
clouds, and in the following miracle of multiplication tries
to illuminate their minds, revealing
himself as the "Messianic Leader"
sent by God. And in the miracle of
walking on the water he manifests
himself as the very presence of God
who revealed himself as 'oI am who I

am." Through these he tries to convey
that the power and authority operative
in them as his disciples is a multiplication of his own power and an epiphany
of his own saving presence. Therefore
they should proclaim only the Jesus
reality and avoid all temptations to
put themselves in his place. While
the people seem to be enthusiastic to
learn more about Jesus from the scene
of multiplication and to receive life
from him, the disciples remain hardhearted and find it difficult to surrender themselves fully to Jesus. Finally,
the crowd, who acknowledged first the
disciples as authoritative figures, after
learning that it is from Jesus that they
have received their power, leaves them
and recognizes him alone. Apparently,
it is at this point that the disciples begin to realize, of course grudgingly,
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formation in the attitude
the demands of discibe
drive
to
The
human
of the disciples from bepleship, which is seen
ing exhibitionistic in the
in their total passivity
powerful, in its different
of the narrabeginning
while the crowd was
manifestations, is the
tive, even to the point of
in full gear benefiting
main danger for the disinstructing Jesus, to sifrom his presence. In(10:33-45).
ciples
lent remaining with him
terestingly, at the end
at the end. The human
it is the crowd who
drive to be powerful, in
leam more from the
entire episode than the disciples, who its different manifestations, is the main
come to their senses only after being danger for the disciples (10:33-45). A
abandoned by the people. This is very life of total surrender, self-sacrifice
similar to the teaching found in 8:22- and service, seen in John the Baptist
and Jesus, is the path of discipleship,
26, which is again a symbolic lesson to
which cannot be imposed on anythe insensitive disciples.
body. That is why Jesus' teaching in
Perhaps, here Mark imitates apat- this regard is soft and silent. Even in
tem, found often in the literature of the second part of the gospel when he
the ancient world, where the stories of openly teaches, he is never forceful.
philosophers depict them as teaching The cross is not laid on anybody; it is
through the lack of understanding and taken up voluntarily. It is by fixing the
failure of their disciples.al Therefore, gaze onJesus and attaching oneself to
the motif of the failure of the disciples
him, fascinated by his tenacity, fightshould be taken more as a literary ing a lonely battle with the will power
technique to teach the Christians to to endure till the end, that a disciple
be careful not to repeat the same mis- can "be with him" and "Proclaim him"
takes. The story of the disciples with powerfully. This way, as Hurtado says,
Jesus does not end in failure. Jesus "In the gospel of Mark, Jesus himself
continues to trust them and conveys is the model of discipleship."a2
to them the message of resurrection
(16:7); and in the second ending we Endnotes:
see him present with the disciples in
I For this reflection we prefer to follow the
their successful mission (16:20). But it
more traditional outline of the Gospel of
Mark, marked by the widely accepted
was a long and tedious joumey before
break between 8:26 and 8:27, as it serves
they could reach that stage. It is analoour purpose here well, even though some
gous to the love story of Yahweh with
recent studies question such a thematic
Israel. Finally, it is God who wins and
bifurcation, highlighting continuance of
makes the disciples successful. In our
themes from the first part into the second.
Cf., R. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on
sfudy too, we have noted a slow trans72
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Apolog for the Cross, Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1993, pp. 1045-49. For a summary of different outlines based on traditional and modern approaches, see A. J. R.
Muthiah, Jesus Giver of Life: Composition
and Interpretation of Mk 7:33-9:50, Chennai: Claretian Communications, 2005, pp.

2t-38.
Then, Jesus' ministry in Jerusalem (chs.
11-13) is marked by a dialogue between
him and his disciples and it concludes with
the longest discourse of Jesus in the gospel
given to four disciples (13:3-37). The passion narrative begins with a women disciple anointing him (14:l-9), followed by
the story ofthe plan ofJudas (14:10-ll),
and of Passover with the disciples (14:1226), foretelling Peter's denial (14:27-31),
prayer of Jesus with his disciples, betrayal
and his arrest(14:32-50), Peter's denial of
Jesus (14:66-12). Ar.d the last words spoken by the last speaking character in the
gospel are a charge to the women to carry

a message to his disciples and to Peter
(16:7).

The misunderstanding of the disciples is
first hinted in l:36 when they track down
Jesus in the desert place where he retreats
for prayer. ln 4:13-20 their lack ofunderstanding about the parable of the sower is
treated. At the end of the first calming of
the storm, Jesus questions their faith (4:40)
and in 6:52 he points out the hardness of
their hearts. And a little later the disciples
do not understand the teaching on the clean
and unclean (7:18) and in 8:17-18 they are
described as again having hardened hearts
and eyes which do not see and ears which
do not hear, in terms very much like those

to describe the outsiders in 4:10I l. In the second part thee times Jesus

used

predicts his death and resurrection (8:31;
9:31; t0:33) and three times the disciples
fail to understand them, but instead avoid
any discussion of suffering (8:32) or begin

to squabble about questions ofprecedence
in the community (9:33-35); In the Passion

narrative, after sharing a final Passover
meal with Jesus, the disciples sleep while
Jesus struggles in the garden Qa32-42).
Judas, one of the chosen twelve betrays
him; all flee at his arrest and Peter denies
him. In fact the last words spoken by a disciple in the gospel are not a confessional
formula but an oath of denial, "I do not
know this man about whom you are talking" (14:71). Even the women who follow
Jesus to the cross and are the recipients of

the resurrection proclamation (16:6) ultimately fail since they remain silent and
fearful and do not deliver the message to
the other disciples. Cf., J. Donahte, The
Theologt and Setting of Discipleship in the
Gospel of Mark, Milwaukee: Marquette,

1983,p23.
We are not in a position to discuss here
elaborately the form or redaction critical
issues due to space constraints.

The summary of 6:53-56, however, does
not play the same role as a structural marker in his Gospel (Cf., 6:6b as the concluding summary for a section accenting Jesus'
teaching n3:204:6a). Rather the evange-

list, following his tradition, employs this
sumrRary as another miracle story without
any reference to the previous themes of either exorcism (3: I l-12) or teaching (6:6b).
See R. Guelich, Mark I-8:26, WBC 34a;
Dallas: Word 1980, (CD edition).

Cf., R. Bultmann, "ytutiorcto

"

TDNT I

703.

Cf., W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon
of the New Testament and Other Early
Christian Literature, Trans. W. Arndt and
F. Gingrich, Chicago: The university of
Chicago press, 1979, p.291.
It is said that in 6:33 the third person plural
is used impersonally. Cf., J. Marcus, Mark
/-8, New York: Doubleday, 1999, p. 406,
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but it is reasonable to believe that at least
some in the crowd were beneficiaries of
their healing ministry who followed them
for more such benefits.

9

Cf., K. Stock, Le Pericopi sui Dodici nel
ltangelo di San Marco, Roma: Editrice
Pontifi co Istituto Biblico, 1992, pp. 22-23.

l0

Cf., R. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on
his Apologfor the Cross,p.322.

I

Cf., C. Poetker, Family and Household in
the Markan Narratiye: Disruption of Nat-

I

ural Family and Normql Households, ST
24, No.

l,

1984, pp.322-332.

12 R. Gundry, Mark:

A Commentary on his

17 Some have sought to reconcile this conflict
by proposing that the disciples were supposed to be with Jesus to learn from him
what they have to proclaim and to pick
up the basis for their healing ministries
until 6:7, when they are sent out for mission. Whereas others find the solution in
the suggestion that before the resurrection
they were with Jesus and aftenrards they
became his full fledged missionaries. Both
these proposals suffer from the weakness
of forgetting the fact that Mark writes the
gospel to his contemporaries. What is the
meaning of "to be with him" for the Christians after the death of Jesus?

l8

Apolog for the Cross, p.322.
13 M. Zerwick, Grammatical Analysis of the
Greek New Testament, Rome: Editrice
Pontifico Istituto Biblico, 1988, p. 123.
14 According to U. Mauser, the passages in
Mark containing the phrase "alone" concem either instruction about the necessity
of suffering or about the life giving power
ofJesus. Invariably the facet ofspecial revelation is in view. Cf., Christ in the wilderness: The wilderness theme in the second
gospel and its basis in the biblical tradition, London: SCM, 1963, pp.l 19-124, as
cited by W. L. Lane, The Gospel of Mark,
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 197 8, p. 225.
15 The two purpose classes in v. 14 highlight
the equal importance of "being with him"
and "being sent ouf'. The chiasm of they
might be with him and he migJtt send them
indicates how interdependent are both
these purposes; Disciples are a commu-

nity gathered round Jesus here and he does
not count himself as one of the twelve, he
stands over against them. They relate to
him as one appointed them Cf., J. Dunn,
Jesus' Call to Discipleshlp, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1992, p. 106.
16 In l: 13; 2:19 and 4:36 it may be restricted
to mere physical presence.
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Cf., K. Stock, Il Cammino di Gesu verso
Gerusalemme, Mk 8:27-10:52, Roma:
Editrice Pontifico Istituto Biblico, 1993,
pp. 46-47.

19 Cf., R. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on
his

Apologtfor the Cross,p.433.

20 Cf., K. Stock, Le Pericopi sui Dodici nel
Vangelo di San Mqrco, p- 27

2l

.

Cf., B. Friedrich, "rcqpfoot.l" TDNT III
703.

22 Cf., R. Gundry, Ma*: A Commentary on
his

Apologfor

the Cross,p.164.

23 Cf., J. Edwards, The Gospel According to
Mark, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002, p.
189.

24 R. Fowler, Loaves and Fishes: The Function of the Feeding Stories in the Gospel
of Mark Chico: Scholars, 1978, p. 68, as
quoted by R. Guelich, (CD edition).

25 It does not mean that the second version
does not have anything to teach the disciples but compared to it the first story seems
to lay more emphasis on teaching them.

26 Cf., J. Painter, Markb Gospel in Conflict,
Routeledge, 1997, pp. 105-106. Other
interpretations such as that Mark here
portrays Jesus as the fulfillment of the
prophesy of Moses about the Messianic
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shepherd in Num 27:17, reenactnent of
Ps 23:2, feeding miracle of Elisha (2 kgs
4:42-44), or Jesus repeating the wilderness
miracle of Exo 16 as Messiah (4Ena6:52;
2Bar 29:4). Cf., P. Perkins, The Gospel of
Mark,NIB 8, Nashville: Abingdon, 1995,
p. 601; all these can be also interpreted as
manifestation ofthe identity of Jesus to the

36 Cf., R. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on
his Apologt for the Cross, P.344.
37 Cf., R. Gundry Mqrk: A Commentary on
his Apolog for the Cross, p. 345.
38 It is true that Jesus did not proclaim himself as the divine revealer, butthe Kingdom
of God as dawning with his activities. It is
because of this attachment to his unique

disciples.

person and his way and proclaiming him
is the task of the disciples, Cf., M. Hengel,
The Charismatic leader and his Followers,
New York: Edinburgh Cross Road, 1981,

27 Cf., P. K. Stock, Le Pericopi sui Dodici nel
Vangelo di San Marco,p.75.
28 M. Zerwick, Grammatical Analysis of the

p.61.

Greek New Testament,p. 125.

29 W. L- Lane, The Gospel of Mark, p. 228;
H. Anderson believes that the disciples'
response to Jesus is tinged with sarcasm,
Cf., The Gospel of Mark, Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1984,p. 174.

Cf., K.

L

and M.

40 Cf., J. Donahue, The Theologt and Setting
of Discipleship in the Gospel of Mark,Milwaukee: Marquette, 1983, p. 22.

30 Cf., R. Guelich, (CD edition).

3l

39 E. Best, Mark the Gospel as story, Edtnburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1983, p. 86.

4l

A. Schmidt, "rolp6o"

TDNTV 1026-27.
32 Cf., J. Marcus, Mark l-8,p.428; in trying
to find out the reason for their persistent
incapacity to understand Jesus, Satan is

Cf., E. Best, Mark the Gospel as story,p.
47.

42 L.Hrxtado, "FollowingJesus in the Gospel
of Mark and Beyond" R.N. Longenecker
(Editor), Patterru of Discipleship in the

Nqr

Testament, 1996, p. 87 .

proposed as the source of their incomprehension, Cf., S. Garrett, The Temptation of
Jesus in Marki Gospel, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998, pp. 1 5-7 6.

33 The description of Jesus as intending to
pass them by, evokes the image of God's
presence (Exo 33:19, 22). As it is coupled
with the phrase "I am", with which Jesus
identifies himself, "Take heart it is I; do not
be afraid" (v. 50), it is formula of divine
self-revelation. Cf.,
of Mark, p.603.

P.

Perkins, The Gospel

34 In the other occurrence it comes in the
sense of "being beside oneself in Mk
3:21.

35 Cf., R. Gundry, Mark: A Commentary on
his Apologtfor the Cross,p.337.
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RELIGIOUS LIFE AND PRAYER
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Introduction

or mutual concern, their way of fac-

Most religious, if not all, would
agree that prayer is an integral and
necessary part of their life, and even
spend some time in prayer every day.
Many, especially women religious,
spend up to 3 hours a day in prayer,
including the Eucharist, prayer of the
church, personal prayer, the rosary
etc. Many spend a good deal of time
in vocal prayers, "saying prayers."
Most would also agree that their life
seems unaffected by these long hours
of prayer. Some religious would even
say that - when they look into their interpersonal problems, their attitude to
one another with regard to forgiveness

ing personal or community trials, their
life of ease and comfort, etc., - their
parents, married sisters and brothers, and other lay persons are perhaps
better Christians than themselves. It
is also observed that many "praying"
persons are found to be di$cult to live
with, very intolerant, dominating, unwilling to forgive, very diffident about
themselves, worrying all the time and
at times very authoritarian. Those who
are honest would say that during their
prayer most of the time they either
sleep or daydream. Nearly all Religious Congregations insist again and
again on the importance and necessity
ofprayer, and all are taught from the

Joseph Mattam is a Jesuit theologian and teaches Systematic Theology at different Theological
Faculties and lnstitutes both in lndia and Kenya. He is visiting professor at the Sanyasa, lnstitute
of Consecrated Life. He has written more than 80 articles in a number of theological and missio-
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beginning of their religious life the
"art of prayer." Yet many complain
that they have difficulties, they do not
seem to know how to pray and they
are not satisfied with their prayer life.
These observations, obviously, do not
apply to all, and yet many would resonate with these thoughts.

ple complain that they cannot pray
because they do not get any thoughts

about God. Thoughts about God are
not prayer. Thoughts about wine do
not inebriate you; neither do thoughts
about God fill you with God. God cannot be thought of - He is beyond our
thoughts, words.

The story of a "Talkative lover"
and if
prayer is an expression of that rela- illustrates well the point I am making
here: "A lover pressed
tionship, how is it that
prayer is so very difhis suit unsuccessfully
hcuh? Does anyone While prayer is very per- for many months, suineed to teach another Sonal and one cannot fering the atrocious
to pray? Should
ClaSSify it in any definite pains of rejection. Fiprayer be as natural way, One may S;fely Say
his sweetheart.
to God's children
not
to
swimming
lnai'npvgr,ii
form God" (see Matt 6:7- suchandsuchanhour,,
or as children
8, 32) Of OUf
she said to him. At that
to their own father
time
and place the lovmother? Does anyone
er finally found himever teach a fish to
swim? Does a child need to be taught self seated beside his beloved. He then
to relate to its mother or father?
reached into his pocket and pulled out
a sheaf of love letters that he had writ1. What prayer is not?
ten to her over the past months. They

If we are God's children

not

i,

nlt,

,::,i llitil;rt:1TH:"I

n,il]
."tut"
or

needs.

l.l, Prayer is not to inform God, not to
think about

God

While prayer is very personal and
one cannot classiff it in any definite
way, one may safely say that prayer is
not to'"inform God" (see Matt 6:7-8,
32) of our needs. In fact, the information we give is usually meant for those
present: to inform, exhort, threaten,
edifr and encourage them. Some peo78
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were passionate letters, expressing the
pain he felt and his burning desire to
experience the delights of love and
union. He began to read them to his
beloved. The hours passed by but still
he read on and on. Finally the woman
said: 'What kind of a fool are you?
These letters are all about me and your
longing for me. Well, here I am sitting next to you. And you keep reading
your stupid letters.' 'Here I am sitting
next to you,' said God to his devotee,
JUNE 20O7
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and other relatives, nature with all its

'and you keep reflecting about me in
your head, talking about me with your
tongue and reading about me in your
books. When will you become silent
and taste Me'?"r

riches, the air we breathe, the water we
drink, the food we eat, culture, religion,
Jesus, the Spirit, the Church, the Sacraments. These are not given in answer
to our prayers. Second, we must keep
in mind some of the shocking facts of

1.2. Prayer is not a duty

history. One is immediately reminded
A duty is imposed by someone. of the millions of Africans who were
If prayer is our intimate relation with uprooted from their own country and
God, can it be a duty imposed by God, made slaves; we think of the genocide
as if he were to say: "I want you to of millions in America and Austrapray to me every day, morning, noon lia; we think of colonialism by which
and evening, and you must thank me." most of the Asian and African nations
That does not make sense - prayer can- lost their sovereignty and were imnot be God's need. The regulation of poverished, becoming mere source of
saying the breviary under the pain of enrichment for the colonizing Chrismortal sin may have done much to tian nations. We remember also major
kill that practice among many priests. events like the Holocaust, Hiroshima,
Prayer cannot be an obligation im- the Bhopal tragedy, killings in Rwanposed by anyone, for it is a personal da, World wars and smaller wars where
relation in love, a relation with our millions have been killed, casteism in
loving Father and Friend.
India, and in the Church the treatment
of women and laity, and their inferior
1.3. Prayer is not to get things from position, in spite of the claims that we
God
are all equally God's own children. We
remember too events like the tsunami,
This is a very delicate area. God earthquakes, accidents.... which kill
does not seem to give anything, be- thousands. We may add also the cocause God has given us everything, inexistence of enormous luxury on the
cluding himself. Here
one hand and abject
we have to keep two
misery
for the millions
The regulation of saying
things in mind. First,
on the other hand for
the breviary under the
the most important and
centuries. Even today,
pain of mortal sin may
precious things in life
despite all the developare freely given withhave done much to kill
ments made by the naout our asking: our that practice among tions, thousands of peovery life, our parents,
ple die daily of hunger,
many priests.
our sisters/brothers
lack of basic necessiJANUARY

.
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ties in life. God does not seem to inter- knock, and the door will be opened for
vene in such very important events to you." What does God really give us in
solve any of these mighty problems. It prayer? Luke answers it very clearly:
is in this context that we look at prayer God gives us his Spirit (Lk 1l:1-13).
It is the Holy Spirit that is "given" in
as not a means to get things from God.
Besides, if we insist that God wants us every prayer. If we believe that God
to be praying to him for what we need, dwells in us, when we say that the Fathink of someone who comes to you ther "gives" the Spirit, is it not rather
only for "getting something" every an invitation for us to become more
time slhe comes to you. You will not aware of his loving, creative presence
be very eagff to have that person visit within us, of our need to consciously
you. It is naiVe to presume that a God open ourselves to be transformed by
who is considered almighty, who does his presence? The Spirit of God takes
not involve himself in such mighty hold of us; his love becomes more acmassively importar-t events, where tive in us. A piece of iron thrown in
millions of his children are involved, the fire becomes red-hot; a stream bewould step in to solve a small prob- ing in touch with the spring is filled
lem. Hence we have to say that prayer with fresh waters. What God gives is
cannot primarily be a relation to be God-self. Every prayer is "heard": we
maintained or fostered with a view to come into conscious communion with
getting things from God, though many God, our source, like a stream coming
honestly claim that they have received into conscious contact with the founsuch and such a gift in answer to their tain whence it springs. This coming
prayers. We need to remember that the into conscious communion and conGod we pray to, lives in us: the source tact with God is the purposelatm/end
of all blessings is already in us. There of prayer. Apart from this gift of himself, we may say that God does not
are people who pray for God's mercy
on sinners - I think it is a misplaced give us anything, for he has given us
devotion. God ls mercy; he is merciful everything: this beautiful creation with
to all. We are all sinners and what we all its potentialities, we ourselves with
all need is to retum humbly and trust- our creative powers that we have to acfilalize.
ingly to God who is
all-merciful. Often we
...prayer cannot primarIs, then, all our
humans fail to be merrelation
to
be
ily
be
a
prayer
of petition useciful to one another.
fostered
maintained or
less? No, whether it is
prayq of petition, or
Yet Jesus does say:
getting
with a view to
just
prayer, the aim is
"Ask and it will be things from God...
to be in communion
given you; search...
80
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with God and our willingness to be in communion with our brethren and with the rest of
creation. In that sense,
it is an end in itself.
Besides, in our prayer
of petition, we express
the truth of ourselves:

our total

Studies
...in fairness to God and

to ourselves we

must

"save" prayer from the
commercial and manipulative relationship that
it often becomes.

dependence

in

Para-

psychology show that
our genuinely wanting
something for another

person brings about
a change in that person; also our concern,

solidarity and love
expressed in the form
of prayer is a source

on God; we express our concem and of tremendous strength and power.
love for others - true love is truly mi- By saying that God does not give us
raculous and powerful; it brings about anything, because he has given us evwhat it desires. Such a prayer is also erything, I do not oppose the belief of
an invitation to us to do something for many who claim to receive gifts from
those in need: to translate into human God. All I want to say is that personaction God's concern for God's people. ally I do not see the need to affirm such
God works in and through us, through extraordinary interventions of God inour love. Years ago when I was visit- dependently of the created world of
ing a village, some people asked me to people and things. The God, who has
pray over a dying child. She was about given us so much without our asking
two years old; her father had recent- or even desiring, does continue to give
ly died, and her mother was a sickly abundantlymorethanwecanaskforor
young woman. I felt great compassion even desire (Eph 3: 20-21).I conclude
towards that child and her mother and by saying that in faimess to God and to
prayed that she may live; after some ourselves we must "save" prayer from
time, I was informed that the child was the commercial and manipulative relaalright. I cannot think that because I tionship that it often becomes.
asked, God allowed her to live; God
loves that child infinitely, hence more 2. What is Prayer?
than anyone ever could; but I believe
The Bible gives us some images of
it is in God's plans that through our
genuine love we bring life, more life, prayer: Ps 131:1'2:"O Lord, my heart
fullness of life to one another. When is not lifted up, my eyes are not raised
such genuine love is present'miracles' too high; I do not occupy myself with
happen Prayer makes us better peo- things too great and too marvelous for
ple. We are a community and, as St. me. But I have calmed and quieted my
Paul points out, what affects one part soul, like a weaned child with its mothof the body af[ects the whole body. er; my soul is like the weaned child."
JANUARY JUNE 2OO7
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"Be still, and knowthat I am
God." Ex 14:14: know God is there.

Ps 46:10:

Prayer, I have said above, is like the
stream being in conscious communion

with the fountain, it is our being consciously ourselves, is to be fully aware
of who we are. It is our willed, chosen
and wanted openness to Reality. We
are necessarily open to the whole of
Reality, but we are not aware of it. As
limited, 'received'beings, we are necessarily open to the fullness of reality.
Because we are sharers
in God's life, we look to

Prayer is the willed, chosen and
wanted openness to Reality: it is to open

ourselves like a flower to the morning
sun, to its warmth and light. Prayer is
to remain open to the breath of God
that enters into our being, fills it and
leads to its growth, like a stream open
to the spring whence it
comes. Prayer is truthremain
fulness to ourselves, to
Prayer
be more intensely and
open to the breath of
consDiously what we
God that enters into our
are, namel5 'oreceived
being, fills it and leads
beings," "praise-worto its growth...
thy-beings," "loved-

is to

the fullness of life with
him. Whether we know
and accept it or not, we
ilre such by creation.
We are from God and
for God; there is an inbuilt orientation to be
fllled with Him. We can
say "yes" to this in-built orientation.
This can and should become conscious.
This permanent attitude may be called
prayerfulness. This is the atmosphere
in which we live. We are necessarily
praying beings. It is like the awareness
a mother has of her baby sleeping in the
next room while she is busy with her
work in the kitchen, an awareness that
does not interfere with her work. Then
there are prayers, which give vocal
expression to this prayerfulness. This
prayerfulness becomes formal prayer
when this awareness, this prayerful attitude becomes an act, awareness made
more intense within assigned time and
82

space. It is to concenkate the whole of
my being on being precisely what I am
as a child of God. We are open to fullness of life and love by the very fact of
God's presence in us.

JANUARY

beings" destined

to

grow unto the likeness
of God. It is to share in the "YES" and
"NO" of God: 661ES" to life, to self to
others, to everything that Godis "YES"
to, and 66NO" to all that God is'oNO"
to, namely, sin, injustice and dehumanization in whatever form. Prayer is the

time we live fully with awareness of
who we are: as gifts, received beings,
the giver in the gift, interrelated and
interdependent beings, and children of
God our loving Father.
God is YES to life. As far as I am
concerned, the first reality that God is
"yes" to is I, my being. I am uttered
into existence by his love. He "yeses"
JUNE
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me each moment, as Isaiah says: "You

they are his children. Our normal outlook on others is controlled by what
they have and do, especially what they
do and therefore, normally, with judgments. If their actions please us, then
we are pleased with them; if they do
not, we reject them, or at least we are
displeased with them. If I want to be
with God, then I will have to learn to
accept and love others, as God accepts
and loves them: unconditionally. This
is what Jesus says: "So if you are offering your gift at the altar, and there
remember that your brother has something against you, leave your gift there
before the altar and go; first be reconciled with yotr brother, and then come
and offer your gift" (Mt 5 :23 -24). Most
of our "distractions" in prayer will be
related to our relationship with others,
as we shall see later.

are precious in my eyes, you are respected and loved" (Is 43:l-4). He sees
me as his child, precious and loved, not
because ofanything I have or achieve,
but just because I am a sharer in his
life, I am his child. But, unfortunately, most people see themselves only
through the eyes of others who see
only the qualities/defects they have,
their achievements, failures, appearances and depending ontheir mood and
gooilill pleasure they speak of them
appreciatively or depreciatively. They
learn to look at themselves through the
eyes ofothers and hence are elated because others think well of them, or they
get depressed and dejected because
others do not think well of them. This
is a miserable existence to which we
condemn ourselves. The faith vision I
am talking about is to be able to accept
myself for who I am: namely, a child
of God, precious, good, and beautiful
because God loves me, God regards
me with love. We shall see later that,
because ofthe absence ofsuch a vision
on oneself, one has endless problems
in prayer.

A third area is the "yes" to life.
There are so many things that happen
in our life withwhichwe may notnaturally be happy; but many things are beyond our control and unless we accept
what cannot be changed (and change
what can be changed), we shall not be
open to Reality, for we reject part of
The second reality that I must be
Reality, in rejecting one or other aspect
"yes" to is others. Just as God "yeses"
of life. Some persons are so resentful
me into existence and
of what happened in
I am precious to him,
the past, mistakes made
Most of our "distractions"
so are all others, preby others or by themin prayer will be related
cious to him, not beselves, accidents, failcause of any quality
to our relationship with
ures, and the like. This
or achievements they others...
does not mean that I
have, but just because
JANUARY
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adopt a passive attitude in life, accepting the injustices that govern our lives;
what I mean is, even when I have to
oppose evil and injustice, I do not hate
the persons concemed, but oppose the
evil; I will go on opposing the evil and
trying to effect changes whenever and
wherever it can be done.

Nowcoming backto the definition
I gave of prayer, let me add that this
conscious openness to reality means
listening to God's word wherever it is
heard, and seeing Him wherever He is
found. It is to be attentive to his Word,
his Spirit. Reading the Scriptures, listening to music, the song of a bird, the
cry of a child, looking at a sunrise or
a sunset, a flower, a tree, a fountain, a
This "Yes" means that we see realstone, seeing the face of a person... It
ity through the eyes of God: having the
is to listen to, to touch and feel God. It
concerns ofGod alive in our heart, conis to wonder, to contemplate, to be lost
cerned about justice for the wronged,
in Reality. The precise object is not
ready to join in their struggles for life,
important, for everyfreedom and dignity;
thing is God's self-revready to join those who
lf our aim is to be wifh
elation. To wonder, to
are committed to such
contemplate, to be toGod, to be ln God, then
causes, such values of
present, you need
tally
silence is what we are
the Kingdom, that is, a
to be silent. Whatever
looking for. lt is in silife beyond the church
leads to silence,like the
lence
one
is
being
born
compound walls.
repetition of a phrase,
into prayer.
the Name of Jesus, a
Then there is'oNo"
line of a Psalm, etc, is
welcome,
for finally we
to Sin, injustice, etc.
God is against these things and if I do want to come to silence.

not share in His'No" to them, but continue to contribute to the injustice that
is already there, then it will be hard for
me to be in communion with God. If
one is satisfied with merely "religious"
duties, sacraments, etc. and does not
share these concerns of God, one may
not be able to corlmune with the God
of Jesus Christ, whose concerns are
not primarily religious, but humans
and their well being (Matt 25:31tr).
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If our aim is to be with God, to
be irz God, then silence is what we are
looking for. It is in silence one is being
born into prayer. Silence is not mere
absence of noise and words but being
attentive to what goes on inside, being
fully present to oneself. Any methods
that can help us be silent should be
used. I shall merely mention just a few
more ways. After you have come into
full awareness, through some exercise
of awareness, like the awareness of
JUNE
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would be the same. Each moment of
this conscious contact with the source.
God, fills us with his Spirit, and we become renewed, refreshed. This coming
into contact with the deeper self is necessary for one to be more fully oneself.
This openness to reality lived out more
consciously and fully and enhanced in
silence is not an obligation from outside, but the very necessity of one's
being to be truly itself.

breathing, sensations in the body, hearing all the sounds around, etc., then
you read a scripture passage, contemplate the scene read and become present to the scene. You do not'oapply"
the gospel: you just remain in silence,
attentive to what comes up. Whatever
memory comes up, it will have a message for you. In that silence your life
speaks to you, challenges you. From
the depths you are spoken to and if you
listen to what comes from the depths,
it can lead you to transformation. But
"application" comes from the head; it
is sort of catechizing you and it does
not have much lasting effect. You may
also take a Scripture passage for repetition: after reading the whole passage,
say for example, a psalm, you repeat
one line or another; after repeating it
many times, be silent, and be attentive
to what goes on. In that silence you
may discover what the Lord wants of
you that day. Ordinary prayers like the
"Our Father" can be used for this type
of repetition. As methods of prayer are
available in many books, I shall not go
into them anymore.

Prayer is to slow down and listen
to God's whispers of love to you. He
sends His love in so many ways but
we often are too busy to listen. You are
so special to Him and He wants you
to know how much He loves you. Did
you ever think that God cared enough
about you to send a little bird to sing
a song for you or to have a flower bud
forth just for you? Of course His greatest gift for you was the gift of His son,
Jesus, whom He sent to show you the
correct way to the Father and to take
you back to the Father. Take time to
soak in, to reflect on His love for you.
It can melt away the hurts and bitterness and give life a new beginning.
In silence we come into contact Love conquers all and knowing how
with the truth of ourmuch you are loved
will change your life.
selves, with our deeper
Take time to soak in, to
self. This openness to
reflect on His love for
What happens in
the truth of self implies
you.
lt
melt
away
can
that silence ir/with
openness to God, the
God is very personultimate source-real- the hurts and bitterness

rty. One may or may
not name this ultimate
reality, but the effects

and give life a new beginning.
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ly in the day it was whispered that we
should sail in a boat, only thou and I,
and never a soul in the world would
know of this our pilgrimage to no
country and to no end. In that shoreless ocean, at thy silently listening
smile my songs would swell in melodies free as waves, free from all bondage of words" (Gitanjali 42). One may
hear Jesus'words calling his disciples,
"Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place and get some rest" (Mk 6:31).

It is in my own utter
destitution that my heart is broke open
to love, allowing God to take over.
Prayer is a reflection on God's presence and action in you; it is the conscious attempt to enter the transcendentmoment, into the Mystery. That is
why we have to move away from mere
"asking," "informing" and "thinking."
The Bible reminds us'!ou have only
to keep still" (Ex 14:14). This emphasis on "be still" has been lost in our
urge to inform God of what God needs
to do, in our greed for getting more,
forgetting God's presence in us, and
the infinite number of gifts that go unnoticed.
and his stength.

There one freely chats with one's father/friend/beloved, calling him Abba,
my beloved Father. We call ourABBA
by whatever intimate word appeals
to each one of us, just as we do with
our loving and loved earthly fatherl
mother. By His Spirit, Jesus leads us 2.1. Jesus'Prayer
into his own intimacy with the one He
This is what I understand by Jesus'
called ABBA (in his native Aramaic).
practice of prayer. He does not have
We may quarrel with him; complain to
him - whatever one feels like doing. a naive attitude to prayer; he did not
One is no more controlled by rules, but pray as a routine. He was very critijust communes with the Beloved and cal of certain forms of prayer and cerenjoys that communion. One senses tain attitudes underlying prayer. Luke
being in the company of Jesus, the 18:9-14: Jesus condemns the egoistiSpirit opening our hearts to the warmth cal self-assertion of the Pharisee who
of the Abba's love. To what depths this condemned others; this person lacked
the necessary "other-directedness"
intimacy withtheAbba
and genuine love; Mt
will lead each one, we
6:5-6: real prayer precannot pre-determine.
Prayer is a reflection on
supposes an attitude of
God's presence and acpoverty and humility
Prayer is to allow
tion in you; it is the con- before God; Mt 6:7-8:
God to find you; it is
scious attempt to enter
the Father knows what
only when I am totally
empty that I am able to
the transcendent mo- you need; no barrage of
words is needed; words
receive God in his fullment, into the Mystery.
are not a substitute for
ness, with all his love
86
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autonomous and destined for self-gift
in obedience. Jesus also thanks the Father for what he (Jesus) does for others.
This indeed is truthfulness. As totally
received beings, what we do is also
a gift; hence we thank God for what
we accomplish. The openness I spoke
of earlier does not solve all problems,
but one is aware of what one is and is
ready to be that, with all the unresolved
problems, and at peace with oneself.
Then only can we move into the inner
core of silence. This leads me to the
question of distractions in prayer.

genuine love and filial childlike trust;
Mt7:21: prayer is not a matter of orthodoxy, but a practice born of love:
do the will ofthe Father; Mk 12:38-40:
'owho devour widow's houses and for
a pretence make long prayers"; prayer
can be a means of exploitation of the
poor and the weak. And finally Luke

3:21-22; 9:29 and 11:1-13 show us
the true meaning of prayer for Jesus:
being touched by the Spirit and being
transformed. The content of his prayer
is basically thanksgiving and praise:
Mt l1,25; Lk 10:21 and surrender to
the will of the Father: Mk 14:35-37;
Mt26:39. Through long hours of solitude and silence (Lk 5:16), he became
aware of who he was and so could live
his life more consciously, fully. His
self-awareness and obedience to the
Father are inseparable. Our prayer is
joining in the prayer of Jesus which
culminated on the Cross: "Father, your
will be done". Prayer is obedience to

3.

Most people complain that they are
unable to pray because whenever they
sit in prayer many distractions come
to them, or they take them away from
prayer. I want to focus on this for a moment. Now, what are the distractions?
"Distraction" literally means a drawing one away from, carrying one away;
but in fact the memories that come are
all from within - the person is enabled
to become aware of the attitudes, behaviour patterns that are unbecoming
of a child of God: ange\ hatred, lust,
hurt feelings, attachments, worries,
anxieties, preoccupations, one's work
and problems - these are the things we
are normally preoccupied with but are
not aware of, as we are busy with other things. They are not coming from
somewhere outside, nor are they to be
pushed out. In a pond that is continually disturbed, you will not be able to

God's will.

Joining in the prayer of Jesus
means having his attitude towards
God, towards oneself and others: loving obedience to God and willing selfsurrender for others. Without this selfsurrender in love, there is no prayer,
and without prayer, there is no true
self-surrender, for ultimately, obedience to God, self-surrender through
love and service for others, and prayer
are expressions of what one is: totally
"received" beings, "gifted" beings, dependent yet free, related to others yet
JANUARY
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it

except muddy water. If
you stop disturbing the
water, and let it rest,
in a short while you
will see various things

Every memory, howev-

pay attention to them,
we shall notice all our

er old, that comes to us,
has a message for us;

unhealthy attitudes. We
need to look into them,

that were always lying in the pond, but

God's children, where

you were unaware of,

we need to

see anything that is in

it tells us where we are

not behaving truly as

because the water was

disturbed. Similarly,
when you come into silence, into contact with yourself, you see what has
always been there: your atCachments,
aversions, fears, hatred, anxieties, etc.
If we are silent long enough, memories of long past events will come up,
and when we examine them carefully
we will realize that there had been a
judgment on someone, and that has
not been removed; there is hurt feeling
though its intensity is not as much as it
was years ago, that the relation to the
other person is not as good as it used
to be.

to what they

memory, however old,
that comes to us, has a
change.
message for us; it tells
us where we are not behaving truly as God's
children, where we need to change. If
I am angry with someone, definitely
that memory is going to come to my
mind; it is a call for me to change my
attitude, come to understand the other
person from hislher point of view, and
come to forgiveness. I have to realize how unfair I am to myself and to
the other person, how I have equated
the other person with what he/she has
done, and how I expect the other to behave exactly as I want himlher to behave, and how much I live in the past.

If I am attached to someone or
something, then I have to see the illusion in which I live; if I am afraid of
something or someone, I must see the
kind of self image that I hold. I have
to come to have the proper self image
of ieeing myself as God's child and
therefore secure and worthy as a person. My worth does not depend on my
success, other peoples' opinion about
me, etc.

When I was a novice we were told:
"you must push out the distraction and
come back to prayer, into the presence
of God." That did not help. These distractions, if you prefer another way
of speaking about them, are what the
Spirit is showing us, telling us how our
lives are unbecoming of us as children
of God; he challenges us to see the unChrist likeness of our lives and invites
us to listen to what they say about our
attitudes. These distractions are inviting us to look into our way of life. If we
JANUARY
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tem is controlled by the worldly value
system: you are what you have and
achieve, and hence you are frightened
if you do not become a success, if others do not think well of you, if you are
criticized by someone or other. Your

arxiety reveals to you your inability to accept reality and your passiv-

If something can be done about a
situation, you attend to it creatively; if
the situation is such that nothing can
be done (if someone is dead, for example), then you would do well to accept it consciously and explicitly; in
cases of interpersonal conflicts, one
needs to understand the situation from
the other's point of view: realize that
you have been blaming, misjudging
the other person and therefore, you are
disturbed, annoyed, mgry, etc. People
may claim that they have forgiven
someone; but if that memory comes
back, it means there is still some judgment against the other that needs to be
removed. The only way out is to understand the other from his/her point
of view and come to the state of saying: "what s/he did makes sense from
her/his point of vied'. If we pay attention to every memory that comes
to us when we are silent, and act on it
our prayer will necessarily lead us to
growth.
ity.

It takes courage to see what you
are doing to yourself. The normal attitude is to blame the other person or
the situation. So, if one looks at the
distractions creatively, one will rcalize

that one can get free of most of them
within a short time. After one has seen
what one is doing in that situation, and
decided to do something about it, one
can thank God.
The reason I have insisted at the
beginning that there are no problems
in praye4 but only in the way we live,
is that what we call problems are coming from the way we live; we are reminded ofthem when we sit in silence.
If we had learnt to live a life in love,
then we would have found that prayer
is not at all difficult.

Memories can be also of God's
blessings in the events of our life. I
may be also reminded of my lack of
concern for God's suffering children,
my lack of commitnent to the cause
of God's Kingdom: freedom,love, justice. These memories invite me to recommit myself to God's concems, beyond religion and religious practices.
Conclusion
The above is merely one possible
way of looking at prayer. This does not
exhaust the mystery of our relation to
God expressed in prayer. Our personal
relation with our Father is so personal
and unique that no one can describe it
for others. However, what I have emphasized is the need to free prayer from
the kind of commercial attitude behind
prayer practice, sort of o'using"

our

God for our needs, instead of seeing
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hours with God, yet nothing happens
to us because we do not allow ourselves to be seen by God, we do not
see ourselves as God sees us, we do
not want to see ourselves as we are that is what comes up in the silence, as
distractions. When we face them and
respond to them creatively we will see
our lives transformed, we will be "recreated."

God as God, and moving into a loving
relation. What we receive in prayer is
God, the source of all power, strength,
and creativity; and by coming into
conscious contact with the source we
are strengthened and we are able to do
more than we ever suspected. The hidden source of power within has been
touched. It is not that God would not
have given us this power if we had not
prayed, but that if we had not prayed
we would not have become aware of
this inner source of power and our actions would be difflerent.

I believe that if
person comes into
contact with God, even
for a few seconds, that

a

will

be transformative,

as we read about Jesus.

"And as he was praying, the appearance of

Looked at this way, for a religious,
or for that matter for anybody, prayer
cannot just be a duty, a matter of getting things from God;
but prayer is the very
We spend hours and
core and the essence of
hours with God, yet our life. It is in being in
conscious communion
nothing happens to us
because we do not al- with God, our source,
and letting God take
low ourselves
be
hold of us and transseen by God, we do not
form us into the like-

to

see ourselves as God
ness of Jesus that we
countenance was
become his loving presand
his
raialtered,
sees us, we do not want
ence to one another and
ment became dazzling
to see ourselves as we
(Lk
the
whole of creation.
white"
9:29). It is
are...
said about Moses that
Let me conclude
when he returned from
prayer, people were afraid to look at these reflections by saying that I behis face (Ex 34:29-35;2 Cor 3:7). So lieve very strongly that there are no
will it be for us. Such a transforma- problems in prayer; prayer is as simple
tion is the necessary consequence of as for a fish to be in water, or for a baby
true prayer. The story of Zachaeus in to suck its mother's breasts. The probLuke 19 is a good illustration of what lem is with the way we live and, as we
happens in prayeri Zachaeus wanted saw, if our life is not true openness to
to be with Jesus, see Jesus, and his Reality, if there is no love, then there
life was totally changed - totally un- will be no prayer. For as Coleridge
expected change. We spend hours and says:

his
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He prayeth well, who loveth well
Both man and bird and beast.
He prayeth best, who loveth best
For the dear God who loveth us,
He made and loveth a11.2

Endnotes:

1

Anthony de Mello, The Song of the Bird,
Anand: Gujarat Sahitya Prakash, 1982,
p.128.

2

Coleridge, quoted by Peter Milward

SJ,

"Of love and loneliness," Review for Religious,Yol.32, No. 2(1973), pp. 355-358,
quote, p. 358.
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CONSECRATED PERSONS
VISA.VIS NATURAL DISASTERS
S. Devadoss,

Introduction

CMF

affected not only India but also other
countries like Indonesia, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, the Maldives and East Africa, claiming over 275,000 precious

It is almost impossible for India
to forget 26112 just as USA is unable
to ignore 9lll. The fundamental dif-

human lives.

ference between these two disasters
is that the first incident was a natural
calamity, whereas the second, purely
human-induced. America, keen not to
give the terrorists any chance to strike
it again, is constantly on the alert, and
is undertaking a number of preventive
measures to avoid the repetition of
such an instance. India has just commemorated the second anniversary of
the "Tsunami," the most deadly nafural disaster in the last 45 years, which
occurred on December 26,2004, and

In the last two years, besides the
International Community, the Central
and State Governments, NGOs, other
Voluntary Organizations and the Consecrated persons have been involved
in the works of rescue and relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. With
the completion of the task of rehabilitation, can the Consecrated persons
rest and get refreshed until the arrival
of another natural catastrophe? Or do
they have to play any other prophetic

S. Devadoss holds a Masters in Systematic Theology from the Gregorian University, Rome and
a Doctorate in Sacred Theology from the University of Santo Tomas, Philippines. Presently, he is
placed at the Sanyasa, lnstitute of Consecrated Life, Bangalore.
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claimed the lives of over 2 million
persons, aflected cumulatively around
5.1 billion people, made 182 million
homeless and brought about damages
of US$1.38 trillion. In the last decade
alone, natural calamities accounted for
75Yo of the total deaths inAsia. During
the period 1994 - 2003, worldwide,
natural disasters affected approximately 255 million annually and killed
an average of 58,000 each year. In
2003 they affected I in 25 persons. It
is reported that in 2004 aLone, 300,000
people died due to natural calamities,2
out which 60oh were dead because
of the tsunami in the Indian Ocean.3
From January to October 2005, natural disasters caused the death of 88,117
persons.a It is unfortunate that the majority of deaths have occurred in the
developing countries. The reduction in
heavy loss of human life and property
in the developed countries was made
possible because of the advanced
waming systems and the timely intervention of the disaster management
team. Otherwise the casualty might
have been much more than what the
present estimates tell us.

role, by the very fact of their vocation,
in reducing or preventing such disasters that cause the destruction of "lives,
livelihood, infrastructure and environmenf'? This paper is the outcome of a
deep reflection of these complex phenomena.

1.

Global and Indian Scenario

Gone are the days when the occurrence ofnatural disasters such as volcanoes, tornadoes, earthquakes, tsuna-

mis, hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons,
hailstorms, floods, droughts, wildfire,
etc were rare. Today, we frequently get
news, through different charurels ofthe
mass media, about the unprecedented
and horrendous natural calamities. Recorded history of humankind reveals
that natural disasters are not merely
becoming more common but are also
bringing about untold miseries to all
living forms, more specifically to humanity, one way or the other, causing
heavy property and economic losses.
Ultimately, it is the underprivileged
and the marginalized of our society
who are the most affected by these
dreadful disasters.

According to the
Center for Research
on Epidemiology of

Disasters,r globally,
about 6,367 natural
disasters, excluding
epidemics, occurred

in
94

1974-2003, which

It is all

the more disheartening
to know that in India
alone about 172,419
...natural disasters are not
died, more than 1.5
merely becoming more billion people were
common but are also affected (those who
bringing about untold miseries to all living forms...
JANUARY
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were injured and made
homeless) and nearly
US$ 35.5 billion was

Con

the estimated damage cost suffered
in 1970-2006, by natural disasters,
including epidemics.s In 1975, India faced 100 major natural calamities whereas by 2005 the number has

secrated Persons Vrb-<i-ur.s Natural Drsasters

2. Involvement of

Consecrated

Persons in the Works of Relief
and Rehabilitation

Through the ages, Consecrated

gone up to over 400. The material cost

persons have always extended voluntary support whenever natural calamities occurred, by undertaking works
of rescue, relief, rehaported that every year
bilitation and recon60 million Indians
Their (Religious)
struction according to
affected
natural Standing SefViCe iS Very need. Their outstanddisasters like floods,
Often UnnOtiCed. unreco;_ ing service is very ofdroughts,
ten unnoticed, unrecnizeo or trr,en tot.

of disaster damage had gone up from
$40 billion in the 1950s to $652 billion
in the 1990s.6 It is re-

by

are

out-

efnwfgt

orrniai.
the last 20 years, over especlally by our medla. gianted, especially by
50%oftheworld'smaour media. The overjor disasters took place
whelming response
in this country.7 The necessary data of
the natural disasters are given here, not
to frighten, but to enable the reader to
sense the seriousness and gravity of
the situation. As a whole these calamities, both at the local and global levels,
brought about loss of human life; extinction of various species; destruction
of properties; felling of trees; ruining
so many thousand hectares of crops;
flooding of sewage wastes into residential areas; contamination of water;
pollution of the air; soil erosion; and
so on. There were also post-disaster
crises such as post-trauma stress disorder, drought, cholera, and so forth.
More than any other nation, India has
received $8,257 million as foreign aid,
in the last two decades alone, for the
purpose of natural disaster relief and
rehabilitation.

of the religious to the victims of the
major natural disasters like the Latur
earthquake in Maharashtra, 1993; the
super cyclone of Orissa, 1999; the Gujarat (Kutch) earthquake of 2001; and
the Tsunami of 2004, was something
remarkable. In the context of untold
miseries, they contributed enormously
by way of attending to the immediate
basic needs of the victims; counseling
those in trauma; extending free legal
services to victims so that they know
their rights; providing educational assistance to the school and college going students; giving economic help to
those who faced material loss; constructing houses; providing medical
assistance to those affected physically;
and imparting skill training, as a means
offuture security.
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It is unfortunate that instead of
acknowledging this splendid service,
communal groups like the RSS spread
rumors that under the pretext of humanitarian service, the missionaries
were looking for the hot spot for "conversion" among those affected by the
tsunami waves. They even went to the
extent ofthreatening and chasing away
the religious from exercising their free
service to the victims. Going beyond
all these undesirable remarks and actions, or setting them aside, the moot
question today is: Can Consecrated
persons be satisfied in merely exercising this type of charitable ministry?
Or do they yet have a vital role to play
in the context of frequently occurring
natural catastrophes? Are they not
called to do something substantially in
terms of preparedness and reduction
or prevention rather than providing
quick, band-aid solutions?

3. Call to reduce or prevent the
Natural Disasters

Ontheoccasionof
the World Day for the
Reduction of

Disasters,

it is also
all the more important that we "plan
a series of measures to prevent these
disasters and lessen their consequences."8 If we are serious about reducing
er violent acts of nature," but

the number of natural calamities, there
is an urgent need to identiff and address their causes, which are definitely
complex in nature. However, we are
indeed aware that it is beyond our
capacity to completely do away with
natural disasters; but we can reduce
or prevent those factors that cause or
exacerbate them. We are fortunate that
nature has the inherent capacity to bear
and balance out minor disasters; but
when there is a catastrophy, then the
destruction goes beyond the balancing
act of the ecosystem.

As to the reasons for the occurrence of natural calamities, many
would like to blame various elements
Iike God's anger, and thus distance
themselves from reality and from being blamed for future disasters. But
the environmentalists/ecologists express, today, natural disasters occur
more frequently than

National ...natufe haS the inhef- ever before because

the Pon-

';j;::,,!:fj,1"u'fi;

ent Ca,aCitV tO beaf

and

;;til;,! *,g;oi'|" }ffi'ffi:i:',ffi;;

itisnotenoughthatwe ters; but when there is
merely .o*r forward a Catastfophy, then the
"to aid populations destruction goes beyond
struck by earthquakes, the balanCing aCt Of the
floods, volcanic eruption, tornadoes or oth96

of human being's un-

ecosvstem.
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the world, a growing
share of the devastation triggered by 'nat-

ural' disasters,

stems
from ecologically destructive practices and
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ourselves

,

from putting
"we nave altered so many
in harm's *ay,"'writes
natural systems so draJanet Abramovitz
Worldwatch.Foranex- matically that their ability
ample, the conclusion to protect US from disturof a critical analysis
banCeS iS grealy dimin-

of

of
they ished.', v
are sometimes caused
by human activities,
earthquakes is that

which consist of "the injection of fluids into deep wells, the detonation of
large underground nuclear explosions,

filling
of large reservoirs."r0 Similarly, it will

the excavation of mines, and the

not be illogical to say that a number of
human actions are behind the floods,
earthquakes, and tsunamis. Janet
Abramovitz strikes a note of caution
when she says: "We have altered so
many natural systems so dramatically
that their ability to protect us from disturbances is greatly diminished."lr

circulation of high intensity chemicals like

nitrogen oxide, sulphur
dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,
particulates, peroxy-acetyl nitrate and
ozone, by automobiles, industries, and
power plants, causing global warming
or the greenhouse ef[ect and creating a
hole in the ozone layer.

At the root of the entire crisis lies
perhaps human "greed" and "selfishness", both atthe individual and collective levels and an "utilitarian attitude
to nature." Consequently our actions
against nature become the sources of
such horror and destruction. If we either ignore or delay the undercaking of
certain preventive measures in order to
avoid further destruction of nature, we
are likely to face many more calamities that will result in great damage to
the planet; untold human suffering and
economic loss.

It is not merely religious millenarians and radical environmentalists/ecologists who are convinced that
natural calamities are a manifestation
of punishment for human misbehavior.
"Scientists, too, are growing mindful
of the ways in which human activity
can exacerbate or even precipitate natural disasters."l2 Specifically, they feel
that factors contributing to natural catastrophes are deforestation; wbanization; industrialization; unsustainable
development; excessive production;
improper disposal of non-biodegradable wastes; indiscriminate mining;
underground testing of nuclear booms;
JANUARY
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over population and increase of poverty. Another important reason
is the production and

4.

Ecological Insights of Indigenous People and Major Religions of India

Scientists, environmentalists and
parliamentarians are convinced that
the beliefs and cultural practices of
aborigines and world religions can
greatly contribute in addressing this
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orderliness and harmony of creation.
These values are considered to be "a
valuable alternative to the rampant
individualism, unchecked greed, aggressive competitiveness, and growing
alienation with nature."r3 As good and
responsible stewards they are kind towards nature, and live in close communion with it. This is possible for them
because they are convinced that nature
is not to be regarded as an impersonal
force; on the contrary, it is the manifestation of life and is believed to be in
possession ofa soul and a spirit; feelings and emotions. It is visualized as
a teacher, since God's laws are manifested in it. It is nature, which provides
humans food to satiate their hunger
and medicines to heal their sickness.
As a result, nature is envisioned as a
vital force in their life, without which
they cannot survive.

contemporary challenge. Undoubtedly,
the primeval people and ancient Indian
religions like Hinduism, Jainism and
Buddhism are endowed with enriching
cultural value-systems, inspiring wisdom and a nature-friendly approach.
But there is an acute lack of awareness
and commitment to put them into action. It is here that the prophetic role of
Consecrated persons comes into play
in imparting such ecological insights,
and empowering people by making
them aware of the necessity to preserve nature. These days, we talk so
much about disaster management and
are also investing heavily in it. Instead,
why don't we focus our attention to
the ways and means to reduce natural
disasters and invest on the precautionary measures?

4.1. Primeval People, Promoters
of Human-nature Re I ati o ns hip

The aborigines and

indigenous
people value earth as the basis of their
lives, the seat of spirituality, the fountain of cultures and languages, the historian, the keeper ofevents, the bones
of their forefathers, and the source of
independence.ra Earth is considered
to be the Mother who gives birth to
all the things. They cannot think of
a life without land, forests and trees,
which they believe to have been given to them by God as gifts. They also
view the earth as the concrete abode
of the divine. These words of Chief
Seattle, written in 1855, clearly indicate how much they value and cherish

. In general, the original inhabitants interact very closely with nature
and are aware of its rhythm (rta) and
working. Their history, culture, economy, rituals and celebrations are centered on nature. They have a smooth
relationship with the rest of creation
since they believe in certain values
like an anti-greed, anti-selfishness,
anti-consumerist mentality, egalitarian
approach, democratic principle, mutual collaboration without the auitude
of competition, collective ownership
of the land, community orientation,
nature-friendly and in the sacredness,
9B
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nafure - "Every part of
this earth is sacred to
my people... This we
know: the earth does
not belong to man,
man belongs to the earth.

"....the earth does not belong to man, man belongs
to the earth."

world and God is envisioned as the "body-

soul

relationship"
i - b hav a).
The universe consists
of both individual selves (crr) and matter (acit), which are viewed as the attributes or modes Qtrakara) of Brahman.
The Hindus believe that the Supreme
Being resides in all things (Vosudeva
sar-vam) and is present everywhere
(Sarvam avrtya tis thoti) (Bhagavadgita L3.13). Therefore they are able to
speak in terms of the sacredness of the
world. In other words, the world is regarded as God's creative manifestation
and hence is not to be exploited for our
selfish motives.

All things

are
the blood that unites us

connected like
all. Man did not weave the web of life,
he is merely a strand in it... The earth
is precious to Him (God) and to harm
the earth is to heap contempt on its
Creator."r5 It is because of their belief
in the interconnectedness between the
various creations of God; they think
that any violation to any one of them
is equivalent to displeasing God Himself.

(s

ar ir a- s ar ir

4.2. Hinduism and Environmental Pro-

The planet (grha), earth is envisioned as the Mother (matrix) of all
beings and in this regard the immense
contribution of the Vedic literature
cannot be easily ignored, especially its
praise for the "Mother Earth," Mata
bhumih Putroham Prithivyah (earth is
my mother, I am her son). This brings
out the filial relationship between humanity and the earth. Every living
being is a member of the extended

tection

The various traditions of Hindu-

ism manifest their

eco-friendliness
and closeness to nature (pralcrti). The
physical universe is considered to be

the "Body of the Lord." The Moon
was from his mind, the Sun from his
eye, the Fire (Agni) from his mouth,
the Breath of life from his breath, and
the Earth (prithvi) from his feet (Rrg
Veda 10.90.13-14; Cfr, Mahabharata

family of Mother Earth (Vasudhoiva Kutumbaknm), belonging to 'one
home' (eknneedam) and this family
is presided over by the etemal mother earth. Although she plays the vital
role of protecting and nourishing her

182.14-19). Thus all these components

ofthe universe are seen as the organs
of God's body, which enables us to understand their belief in the interrelatedness and interdependence ofall creation. From the Ws is tadvaira (qualifi ed
non-dualism) perspective, the intimate
communion that exists between the
JANUARY

children, she also punishes them when
they begin to abuse her. "O Mother
Earth, be kind to us and bestow upon
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us happiness. May you be fertile, arable, and a nourisher of all...May you
protect us from your anger (natural
disaster)...And may no one exploit
and subjugate your children" (Atharva
Veda

l2.l.l1).'u

The indispensable doctrines of
Hinduism like the doctrine of samsara
(transmigration), the law of karma,
the doctrine of ahimsa and the law of
dhorma are also full of ecological implications. According to the cycle of
rebirth, when a life form dies, its body
ceases to exist whereas the soul takes
another life form until the soul obtains
its perfection. As there exist different
lower and higher forms of life, namely
the birds, fish, animals and humans, it
is one's karma that determines the nature of his or her next life. In this context it is interesting to know the laws
of Manu, which tells: "In consequence
of many sinful acts committed with his
body, a man becomes in the next birth
something inanimate, in consequence
of mental sins he is reborn in a low
caste."l7 Hence, we are expected to
be attentive with our actions or deeds
and show respect and reverence to all
living beings. So to say every human
being is called to be "a friend to all
creation" (suhrd-bhavena s arve shyu).
The doctrine of ahimsa regulates our
actions, which today, going beyond
non-killing, non-violence or non-injury invites us to show selfless love for
all creation.
100
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Besides the law of ahimsa, the
Hindus also believe in the doctrine of
reincarnation (avatara), the Supreme
Being taking the form of different beings and hence deserve our veneration. In addition to our veneration we
need to be committed to the exercise
of our dharma, which advocates and
safeguards the well-being of the entire creation. The Hindu traditions, by
giving importance to the oneness that
exists between the cosmos, divine and
human (cosmotheandric) dimensions
of a single reality, invites all humanity
to uphold the harmonious relationship
existing between them.
4.

3. Eco-dynamics of Jainism

Every Jain aims at reaching the
Siddha Loka, which is believed to be
beyond heaven and earth, where one
finds the dwelling of the liberated
souls as energy, consciousness and
bliss. This does not mean that Jains are
of the view that human beings have
nothing to do with the cosmos. On the
contrary, Jains uphold that the attainment of their ultimate goal depends
upon their concern for all forms of
life with whom they interact. In their
co-existence, they maintained a long
tradition of pro-life approach based on
the conception that the world is filled
with a number of souls flvas). "Not
only gods, human beings, demons,
animals and insects are believed to be
inhabited by the jivas, but also plants
ofall species, earth and stones, and evJUNE
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to a pot." As a consequence,

karma
becomes an obstacle to having a right
vision of life that brings about destruction in nature, which will have certain
repercussion in the next-birth.

erything derived from the earth, rivers,
ponds, seas and raindrops, flames and
all fires, and gases and winds of every
kind."r8 Therefore the entire universe
is full of life, which must be protected
or safeguarded, especially through the
means of "universal tolerance."

According

to

Christopher Key
ahimsa, the other four

Chapple, besides
vows of truthfu lness (s aty a), non-stealing (asteya), celibacy (brahmacarya)
(total or partial) and non-possession
(aparigraha), which are practiced in
their extreme pacifism
..-:..^-^^ :^ andasceticism.arealso

In their

deeper commitment for
"life-assertion, life-preservation and
life-promotion," they strongly promote
the principle of non-violence (ahimsa), which is the core

j:

of their belief. Thev rL^ ^-r:-^
ffilffiL'":?'['3:::
even consider
;rll1.*i1:.g:':
Iull.0l
llle.'
wnlcn
must.oe
greed and accumulatogicat connotations.2,
tion of wealth cause, prOteCted or Safeguarded, Jains also insist that

;7

to a certain extent, in- especially through the there is a deep-rooted
jury to living beings. means Of "univefsal tOlef- interconnectedness

between human beings
Thus, for them, ahim- an6g.',
just
sa "is not
a social
and other life forms
virtue and a religious
of the universe. This
rule; it is the very criterion and norn insight is clearly brought out by Maof spirituality and religiosity."re That havir, who said: "One who neglects or
is the reason why Jainism opposed disregards the existence of earth, air,
vehemently the Vedic religion or the fire, water and vegetation, disregards
Brahmanic tradition of offering ani- his own existence which is entwined
mal sacrifices during the sacred rituals. with them."
Although it remains a challenge, Jains
undertake only those businesses that 4.4. Buddhist Compassionate Apdo not involve animal products. Their proach to the Cosmos
eco-friendliness is manifested through
Buddhism is cosmocentric in its
vegetarianism, fasting and eschewal of
militarism. In their commitment to the approach and thus has high regard for
observance of ahmisa, they also insist the natural world. Nature is seen the
on the avoidance of accumulation of best place for pursuing liberation since
karma, which is perceived by Jains as the trees, rocks, earth, sand, animals,
the "fine and subtle particles of mat- birds, and insects make us forget the
ter, which adhere to the soul, as clay self; - endowing us with 'a greater
JANUARY
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happiness and well-being,'
and it is envisaged as 'a teacher of
both mind and spirit.' In this context
Buddhism underscores the necessity
of practicing universal love, which
consists of compassion (karuna),
friendliness (metta), gentleness (zzdita) and equanimity (upekha), towards every living being. It will not
be an exaggeration to say that among
these, compassion is given priority. All
religions give great significance to the
virtue of compassion; it is very much
operative in all the charitable and philanthropic activities. But among the
great religions, Buddhism insists on
compassion (Sanskrit, Karuna; Pali,
Karunna) a little more than others because the first principle of its religious
practice involves in having "a loving
compassionate heart for all creatures."
It basically comprehends: "Compassion is no attribute. It is the Law of
Laws-eternal harmony ...a shore-less
universal essence, the light of everlasting right, and fitness of all things, the
law of love eternal."2r
sense

interconnected with one another in a
great web of interdependence. This fits
perfectly well with the contemporary
worldview that emphasizes "the unity
of the biosphere, the interdependence
of humanity and nature, the interconnectedness of all members of the larger
community of life, and the importance
of biodiversity as well as cultural diversity."22 Buddhists make use of a
metaphor Indrab Net to communicate
the interdependence of all beings; it is
"the metaphor of a web of jewels in
which the facets of each reflect all of
the others in the net..."23 In dealing
with "the jeweled net of nature," Paul
O. Ingram speaks of the three basic
principles, namely, the holistic unity,
the interior life movements, and the
organic balance.2a For that reason, the
question of an independent existence
among the living organisms is seen as
an abomination in Buddhism.

In addition, it flows from the realization ofthe existence ofthe universalrty of suffering (Sanskrit, dukha; Pali,
dukkha) of all forms of life. Hence, in
The Buddhist understanding of its philosophy and way of life, Budcompassion is based on the idea of dhism is extraordinarily concerned
inter-relatedness and interdependence about relieving the sufferings of othof all things in the universe. For Bud- ers, which includes the sufferings of
both human and nondhism, the idea of separateness is understood
question
of an inde- human beings. This
...the
perception demands
to be an illusion, thus
pendent existence among
the practice of ahimsa.
one of its basic teachthe living organisms is Non-violence
is the
ings highlights the
as
an
abomination
seen
five
Budfirst
of
the
of
interdepenconcept
in
Buddhism.
dhists precepts Qtanc
dence. All beings are
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sila), and is the foundation of the ethical
life of Buddhism, the

practical

value'" rhe

Ail riving beings become

;;;-

*:::::.

the recipients or
paSSiOn and there iS
boundary line for

:;"8:J#ffi:f:";

it.

ten used to point out
the subjugation of na-

expression
of loving-kindness
and compassionate
care for all creafures,
for the timid and bold, long and short,
big and small, minute and great, visible and invisible, near and far, bom
and awaiting to be born (Sn. w. 143152). According to the Dhammapada
of Buddhism, "Whoever in seeking
one's own happiness inflicts pain on
beings which also seek happiness, s/he
shall find no happiness after death"25
Thus, all living beings become the recipients of our compassion and there is
no boundary line for it.

ture by humans, can be
categorized under two
main notions: Humans are created in
the image of God, and God has commissioned humans to have dominion
over the earth. In the past, "the image
of God" (Gen l:26-27;5:3;9:6 and Ps
8:5) was understood to mean humans
who resemble God by their reason,
freedom, and spiritual makeup, or even
by their gender. Today scholars understand this as an invitation to function
as commissioned viceroys of the Creator,21 as a special call to be responsible
in the service of others.28 This insight
is based on the view that Christ, as the
perfect image, is the model for serving
in love, and not as one who exercises
authoritarian rule.2e

5. Is Christianity Culpable for Today's Ecological Crisis?
People like Lynn White, Rosemary
Radford Ruether, Ludwig Feuerbach
and Albert Camus said that Christianity

Concerning the idea of "dominion" (radoh) over the earth in the Jewish scriptures, we are expected to act,
not as masters, but to be the citizens
of creation,3o to be the stewards of the
natural world,3r and to care for the protection and the survival of the rest of
the creation of God.32 So dominion is
deemed as care giving, even nurturing; but certainly not as exploitation.
We need to acknowledge that the term
"subdue" (Kabas) has a number of
negative meanings,33 but, in contradiction to this perspective, the Yahwist

is largely responsible for the destruction of nature.26 But a deeper analysis
of both Hebrew and Greek scriptures
will reveal to us the insistence of the
necessity of harmonious relationship
between humans and the rest of God's
creation. It was the Triune God who
created the universe and found everything that He created was "good"
(Gen 1:4, 10, 12,18,21,25) and "very
good" (Gen 1:31); and through this
we are made to esteem all forms of
life that have their own "intrinsic or
JANUARY
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tradition is seen as more friendly to the
land. The command of God to humanity "to rule" (radah) over the earth is to
be interpreted in the context of caring
and protecting the earth since it also
"denotes the 'shepherd going round
with his flock'and 'leading it to good
pastures,' protecting it and defending
it against marauding beasts."3a Again,
o'not
only to
the term "shamar" means
tend but more commonly, to guard or
watch over."35 In the Yahwist tradition,
the intrinsic relationship between humans and the earth becomes clear espe-

cially in terms of their "origin" (Adam
is made from the ground (adamah)
Gen2:7 ,19; 3:19) and "substance" and
"death" ('you are dust, and to dust you
shall return' Gen 3:19). With regard to
the human role of naming the animals
(Gen 2:19), Claus Westermann emphasizes that by this act the human being opens up, determines, and orders
his world and integrates them into his
or her li{e.s

God established the created order by defeating the enemies in a cosmogonic battle (Ps 65:5-8) and thus
creation can be regarded as "the establishment of order," which must be
respected. He equipped the cosmos
with rich resources to fulfill the natural
needs of all living beings (Ps 104:1018,27-28). The Psalms also mention
the transcendental God becoming immanent in nature. As a result, the entire creation of God communicates His
presence (139:7-12); manifests His
104
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glory; speaks of the royal majesty and
authority of God the Creator ( I 45 : 1 1 12); gives testimony to the goodness
and power of God (I9:l-2), and His
righteousness (97:6-7). It is not only
the human beings, but also the entire
creation that is involved in praising
Without correctly understanding
this harmonious relationship, human
beings started to exploit the natural
world. Sensing the reality, the prophets
were very forceful in pointing out to
Israel her acts of violence. Due to their
continuous manipulation, both heaven
and earth languish and the earth dries
up, withers, and lies polluted (ls 24:45). The people also experienced the
collapse of the created order, and the
prophets proclaimed the punishment
of God for their unfaithfulness (Am
1:2; Is 5:1-2; Jer I 1 :16-17). However,
the prophets also indicated that all is
not over; they offered the message of
hope (Hos 10:12; 14:6-7; Zeph 2:3),
and promised that God would bring
about a new creation (Amos 9:13-15).
This new creation consists in the transformation of the relationship between
humans and the rest of creation, especially the animals (Is l1:6-9).
God.3?

A

significant contribution that
Christian scripture can make is the
Christological role in understanding
creation. Logos existed even before
the creation of the world, and was
used by God to create the entire cosmos (Jn l:l; 17:5; lCor 8:6; Col 1:16;
Heb l:2), which helps us to grasp the
JUNE
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relationship between them. This inter- 6. An Ecological Orientation in the
Catholic Church
relationship is further strengthened by
the fact that the Logos became flesh
(Jn l:14; Phil2:7).The act of incarnaThe formulation of profession of
tion reveals that God does not remain the Creeds of both Nicene and Conisolated somewhere in a transcenden- stantinople, basing on the Apostles
tal realm; rather He is intimately pres- Creed, states that God is the 'Creator
ent and involved in the wc:1d.38 So the of Heaven and Earth, of all things visible and invisible.' They manifest the
created world achieves greater dignity
and sacredness, which can lead us to significance of the relationship bedevelop a right relationship with it. tween God and His creation. The cosmos has its origin because of God's
The parables of Jesus reveal a relationcreative power; it is
ship between humans
He who gives it exisand nature that is used
The
incarnation
act of
tence. Although He is
to present the messag"
seen as transcendental,
of God's kingdom
veals that God does
humans.3e The mira- femain isOlated SOme- He is also immanent.
cles of Jesus are also
where in a tfanS'enden_ God is present in each
filled with ecologr- ,
and every one of His
tal. realm; ramer
cal potential.oo In
creation; He is in the
,He
present
intimately
creature, and the crearesurrection, we
involved
in
the
ture is in Him. One nocomprehend God's
tion that the Creeds do
ultimate goal for
not present to us is the
universe, and the
tire cosmos renounces the "secularit5r" idea that God has a 'continually creand embraces a new "sacraliql." Pau- ative relationship with everything' that
line cosmology presents us with two He created. The First Vatican Council
important themes, namely, the "New focuses its consideration of creation on
Creation," referring to the complete the three main theses namely the entire
transformation of all of creation and cosmos depends upon God, He crethe "Cosmic Christ," presenting the ated it in an exercise of His free will,
perspective that the entire universe is and He created so that all of creation
will share in the goodness of God,
the body of Christ. In the Book of Revelation there is a looking forward to and thus give glory to Him.ar Among
the 16 documents of the Second Vatithe emergence of a "new heaven and
can Council, Gaudium et Spes, (Pasnew earth" where we will experience a
toral Constitution on the Church in
perfect harmony between God, human
the Modern World) is considered to
beings and the rest of creation.
be "a milestone in the history of the
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Church's stance towards the world. It
embodies a positive, liberating vision
of life which refuses to seal off the religious world from the rest of human
affairs."a2 When we critically analyze
this document, the language is more
anthropocentric in its tone. Yet it recognizes the unique place and proper
perfection of every creature. As a result, it invites us to acknowledge the
inherent value of all creatures, and
show respect and reverence to them.
The role of Christ is also emphasized
in renewing the harmonious relationship as the final fulfillment.
Sollicitudo Rei Socialis is the first
papal teaching, which deals with the
issue of environment in an extensive
and substantial way. Basically we acknowledge that this encyclical insists
on the need for ecological concerns. It
rightly condemns those approaches to
development that do not take into consideration the social or moral implications of what is done. They also ultimately widen the gap between the rich
and the poor. Thus, it invites us to plan
developmental programs that respect
nature, including the "respect for life."
The encyclical elaborates on the integrity of creation, or the interconnectedness ofthe eco-system; the limitedness
of the'onatural resources;" and the impact of certain developmental activities that affect "the quality of life" (no.
34). It calls for solidarity in the light
of the issue of interdependence. On the
other hand critics proposed that, in this
106

encyclical, the environmental issue is
not the main or central concem but one
among the many problems presented.
Although this encyclical is very critical in its approach to the socio-political and economic systems (no.15), it
has not succeeded in presenting some
concrete proposals for the protection of
the earth. Its anthropocentric approach
becomes very evident in the very first
statement of the encyclical (no.l).
There is a constant and continuous
mention of the environmental factor in
the Pope's (John Paul II) encyclicals,
messages, discourses, and addresses,
because he sees that there is an enormous and widespread ecological degradation taking place in today's world.
Today, nature, instead ofbeing treated
as "mater" (mother), is reduced to the
status of "matter" and exposed to all
kinds ofexploitation.a3 He speaks ofthe
"ecological conversion" toward protecting both the natural environment
and the human quality of life. He humbly admits that "the Church obviously
has no 'technical' solutions to offer."
However, the Pope expresses: "Her
contribution is at the level of Gospel
witness and is expressed in proposing
the spiritual values that give meaning
to life and guidance for practical decisions..."aa Consequently, he reminds
us that Christians in particular, should
become aware that their responsibility
within creation, and their duty towards
nature, as well as the Creator, are con-
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sidered to be an essential part oftheir
faith.

the interrelationship between the divine, human and the rest of creation.

John Paul II, more than any other
Pope, has contributed significantly to

7.

Consecrated Life and Its Mission
from the Ecological Perspective

ecological thinking. This can be as-

In the context of the ecological
challenge, eco-philosophy, eco-theology, eco-ethics, eco-feminism, and ecospirituality have emerged. New initiatives were also undertaken to study
Consecrated Life from the ecological
perspective. Their outcome enables today's Religious to know how much the
very Consecrated Life is itself nature
oriented and how it empowers them to
exercise their prophetic vocation in the
context of the occuffence of frequent
natural disasters, and above all the colossal environmental degradation.

serted despites several accusations that

he is anthropocentric in his approach.
Some ecologists, ecofeminists, and
anti-anthropocentrists claim that he
promotes environmental preservation
for the sake of human beings. While
that is true on one level, the claim does
not fathom the depths of the Pope's vision. He is trying to move in the direction of a "theocentrism," by emphasizing that God is the center of all of creation. He proposes the belief that God
has given dominion over the earth to
humans so that they may become active eooperators with Him, in bringing God's work to perfection. God
intends, then, that humans become
"preservationists" and "protectionists"
of the entire cosmos. He does not yield
to "biocentric egalitarianism" (all the
living beings are equal), but in accordance with the demands of "Deep
Ecology" he emphasizes the "intrinsic
value," or "inherent worth," of nonhuman beings and all other creatures.
He also stresses the need for the order,
the interconnectedness, and the interdependence of the entire ecosystem,
and the necessity for harmonious relationship between the human and the
natural world. In his use of "ecological
soteriology," he succeeds in giving a
theological endorsement concerning
JANUARY

Consecrated Life, a distinctive
way of life in the Church, is seen "as
an eco-subsystem within the other human eco-systems." Ecological reading
of the history of Consecrated Life enables us to become aware that it "has
placed itself in a peculiar physical biotopography (the desert or the field, the
monastery, the convent, the 'religious
house,'the squatter of insertion...) and
has constituted a singular bio-cenosis
or anthropo-cenosis (cenobitism, community life, life in contact with lifevegetal or animal)."45 Hence, Consecrated Life is no longer viewed as a
separation from the world. Even in the
past they left the world of human beings and went to the world of nature,
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which manifests the linkage between
the Religious Life and nature. "Our attitude of rejection and suspicion of the
world was replaced by one of solidarity with it-with all humanity and, more
recently, with all of creation."a6
In Religious Life, there is arenewed
conception of spirituality, which sensitizes Consecrated persons to the fact
that God reveals Himself in the whole
ofcreation and thus every creation of
God, whether human or nonhuman,
becomes the sacrament or revelatory
of God. We have the possibility of discerning His will and infinite perfection
not only through our encounter with
other human beings but also through
different spheres of the created realm
and in the manifold perfections of His
creatures. This awareness generates in
the Consecrated persons a positive approach and the sense of responsibility
towards God's creation

we see an evolution from understanding it as merely renunciation or giving
up of marriage and genital abstinence,
to viewing it as a"vowforrelatedness,"
"a commitment to growth in love" and
its characterization by "the prophetic
cult of life" that reveres the mystery
of life. The renewed insight of relatedness empowers the Religious with the
capacity of right relating, which arises
from "the divinely imbued, creative
energy" that gives birth and nourishes
everything in creation. Such an approach paves the way for the promotion and the defense of any form of
life and will foster harmony between
humanity and rest of creation.
Consecrated celibacy is considered
to be both a gift and a task. God gives
this free gift to certain individuals and
when they accept it they express their
total commitment (whole heartedness,
the sense of availability and to be at

the service), excluding other primary
life commitments, for building the
reign of God. Hence the Religious are
Orientation
expected to exercise consecrated celiThe contemporary perception of bacy to build up God's reign, which
religious vowsaT is of great importance includes the whole of God's creation.
in our ecological apBy assuming universal
proach to Consecrated "Our attitude of rejec- love, which celibacy
Life. There is a para- tiOn and SUSpiCiOn Of signifles, and living
7.1. Evongelical Vows and Ecological

digmshifttakingplace the WOrld WaS replaged that love which emin the perception of by one Of solidariiy With braces the entire cre-_'1,,-.
Consecrated celibacy, l,' ;; - ; ,.
-_, ation, the Religious
numanl]y
all
lt-wm
a constitutiue ele-erri
already anticipate and
:n0.'
with
Of
all
mofe
feCently,
of
Relithe
heart
or
bear witness to the
gious Life. In this

shift cfeatiOn."
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The history of Con,,
t ..
-,
secrated Life helps lne proDlem OT olspropofus to understand that tiOn COmeS beCaUSe Of
monks, through their the misappropriation by a

to possess excessively
but to allow others to
acquire and preserve
what belongs to them,
self-denial, self-re- feW indiVidUalS.
both the current genstraint, self-discipline
eration and the genand above all ascetierations to come. As
cism, promoted the virginal relation poverty is deeply connected with the
with nature.
issues ofjustice and solidarity, w! cannot remain indifferent in the midst of
The vision of poverty, as "the vow exploitation and the manipulation of
for mutual sustainability," enables us the natural world. As a whole, the Reto envisage that the entire creation is ligious, by their total commitment to
God's gift, not merely for the sake poverty, can contribute for the realizaof the human beings, but also for the tion of "the New Reign of God."
beauty and wonder of creation itself.
And so, all creatures, more particu- The term obedience, which comes
larly human beings, are supposed to from the Latin, ob-audiere, implies the
know"howto engage convivially with significance of listening attentively. In
the creation that surrounds them." This general, obedience can be defined as
can inspire the Religious to nurture a listening, discerning and doing the will
mutual relation of belongingness and of God based on the model of Jesus
the sense of the sacredness of the who was obedient unto death. In the
creation. By living a life of austerity, context of ecological crisis, we are inwhich the vow of poverty presuppos- vited to listen to God's will for His crees, we are empowered to cotrnter "the ation. Even when God commissioned
violence of consumerism and depriva- dominion to the human persons, God
tion," 'oany greed for possession," and wanted them to exercise their domin-

control."

ion over the rest of creation in holiness
and righteousness (Wis 9:l-3). It can
Poverty implies the necessity of be interpreted as our faithfulness to
sharing of goods, and the invitation of God's calling to give up our desire to
sharing comes in the context that God lord it over and exploit but to act as cofilled the world with His boundless creators and co-sustainers of a better
gifts, which are sufficient for every- world where every creation flnds its
one. But the problem of disproportion proper place, and to preserve the order
comes because of the misappropria- andthe integrityofHiscreation. Inthis
tion by a few individuals. The spirit way we are enabled to renounce the atof poverty imparts the willingness not titude of domination, the tendency to
"ego-enhancement and
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be independent and the exercise of authority over the rest of creation. Ultimately, we move forward towards the
spirit ofservice as caretakers and nurturers of the created world and above
all to have the awareness of mutual
dependence among diflerent creatures
of God. When Diamuid O'Murchu
considers obedience as the mutual collaboration, he understands it as "a sophisticated cooperative endeavour!...
It is about mutual relating in which
together we seek to

life-giving and self-emptying, which
embraces all the living beings that He

created. Therefore every "community
that begins in the Congregation among
those who have vowed to share life
together in Christ must radiate outwardly to include not only all people
but nonhuman creation as well."ae
Thus, Consecrated persons, who have
the capacity to relate with every form
of life, are really disposed to form a
biotic community, which is wider than
the anthropoid commobilize the diverse Consecrated persons, munity, and to be at the
' service of it. We are all
gifts of the 'body' for
who have the capacity to
the more enriched by
the good of everything
relate with every form of persons like Francis
in creation."as
life, are really disposed to
of Assisi who could
establish a community
7.2. Communitarian
form a biotic community...
that consists of human
Approach leading to
the Formation of Bi. beings, the mute and
brute animals, reptiles, birds, and othotic Community
er creatures, and who called the Moon,
Religious life is essentially com- the Stars, Water and Mother Earth as
munitarian in its nature and communi- Sisters and the Sun, Wind and Fire as
ty life, where people who have vowed Brothers.
to live together in Christ with the inCommtrnity life necessarily imtention of growing into a sense of "one
(Acts
plies
4:320), is
that ideals such as "connectedheart and one mind"
the very fabric of Consecrated Life. ness", "interrelatedness", "interconThe communion (koinonia) that builds nectedness", "interdependence" and
up the community does not depend "harmony" are nurtured between the
upon the bond of blood, on a marriage members, and that they mutually suprelationship or on self-interest, but on port each other in all their endeavours.
that love which exists among the three These terms basically convey the idea
persons of the Trinity and induced of communion or relationship, which
God to create the entire universe and does not spare the ego-centeredness of
flnally to reveal it through His only be- humans. This ultimately motivates the
loved Son, Jesus Christ. It is this love, Religious to easily visualize the inter110
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relatedness that exists in the whole

of

cosmic and planetary creation and to
express our support for the well being of every creation. If we do certain
harm in one area of the ecosystem, the
impact will be felt in other areas because of the interconnectedness within
the ecosystem, which are emphatically
underlined by the beliefs of indigenous
peoples and by the religious traditions
of India.
7.3. Ecological Mission
ed

persons

With such environmental awareness, the Religious need to motivate
themselves to be the "salt of the earth"
by living as an eco-community; adopting a communal lifestyle that makes it
easier to embrace reducing, recycling,

and reusing. They can reduce in their
consumption of such things as food,
clothing, household articles, recreational items, their use of water, their
dependence on petrol driven vehicles,
use of electricity, etc. They should also
of Consecrat- recycle and reuse materials as a norm.
They can create fertilThe ecological mission izers by mulching bioof Consecrated persons degradable items; and
can begin with their mak- follow responsible
farming methods. The
ing serious efforts in interlatter involves organic
preting or reinterpreting
gardening, erosion
the charism of the Con- control, and the use of

The ecological
mission of Consecrated
persons can begin with
their making serious
efforts in interpreting
or reinterpreting the
charism of the Congregregation in the light of environmentally safe
gation inthe light ofthe
fertilizers, insecticides
the ecological crisis...
ecological crisis and
and pesticides.
draw up certain guidelines to minimize the damage done to
Consecrated persons can be enthe environment, and to preserve the couraged to take an active part in the
entire ecosystem. This allows the dif- various activities of the NGOs and
ferent Congregations to make a special eco-movements in protesting against
option to work for the implantation of the forces, which bring about degradadirectives in their own respective Con- tion. They can work with the poor, the
gregations and, ultimately, in their lo- oppressed and the indigenous peoples,
cal communities. As a next step, the supporting their causes, especially for
religious Congregations can integrate reclaiming land and forests. Both men
eco-formation in the overall formation and women Religious are expected
of their members, so that they will be to render their unconditional service
well equipped to exercise their apos- by undertaking special campaigns
tolate most effectively in meeting the for the preservation of land, water,
environmental challenges.
atmosphere, and bio-diversity. This
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is in

response to the
great damage inflicted
upon the environment

through the pollution of water and air,

through

"unbridled
use of pesticides, fertilizers and non-degradable plastics," and
the destruction of innumerable species of
flora and fauna, which
support the complex
food web.so

It is atso equaily necessary to encourage the
Religious

to be commit

ted to lndian traditions
that emphasize values
like detachment, simple
life style and asceticism,
which will surely enable
them to work for the integrity of creation.

It is also equally
necessary to encourage the Religious to be

committed to Indian
traditions that emphasize values like detach-

ment, simple life style
and asceticism, which

will surely enable
them to work for the

integrity

Many educational institutions such
as schools, colleges, health care

facili-

ties, community services, retreat and
animation centers etc., are in the hands
of the Religious, who need to recreate them as eco-centers that impart
eco-consciousness and eco-spirituality
and foster sustainable development.
Environmental education in these institutions should aim at creating an appreciation for the interdependence between humans and the rest of creation.
It should also develop an understanding of the sacredness, the beauty, and
a wonder of God's creation, and the
importance of avoiding waste. It needs
to involve the people by helping them
to initiate gardening and recycling
projects; orgarize programs that will
create a constructive understanding of
our responsibility to care for the earth;
deal with local environmental issues;
112
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of

creation.
The women Religious, who number
more than the men Religious, have a
greater role to play in the area of ecofeminism,"that affirms the principle of
concern for life in all its forms. Life is
sacred and a sacrament and therefore,
mustbe lived in its fullness (CRI 1998,
p. 59)."" There is an intimate material relationship that exists between a
woman and nature, which is articulated
in her "social role in providing sustenance; it is viewed as the embodiment
of the female principle. The feminine
principle animates the everyday life of
forest-dwellers, peasants and everyone
infact."sz

There are still innumerable ways
through which they can contribute
substantially for the defense of the integrity of creation and thus paving the
way for the reduction or prevention of
natural calamities.
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natural world.s3 Every human being,
and more particularly, every Christian,
is expected to contribute, in his or her
own way, towards this transformation.
The Consecrated persons, by their pro-

Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the immediate concern of the Consecrated persons should
be the prophetic role that they can play
in reducing or preventing the frequent
occurrence of natural catastrophes.
However, our care for the natural world
should not be merely oriented towards
our own survival that manifests our
anthropocentric attitude. Instead, their
ultimate goal should be to work for
the realization of the "new creation,"
"new heaven and new earth." How do
we visualize the new creation? According to the vision of the New Testament, a transformation of the entire
creation will take place at the advent
of God. On the contrary, apocalyptic
literature foresees a dramatic reversal
of "this present age." In this regard it
is interesting to note the perception
of the Second Vatican Council. In its
"Pastoral Constitution on the Church
in the Modern World," it presents the
idea of transformation ["transformation of the world" (no.38) and "transformation of all things" (no.39)1. The
new creation is not expected to be a total substitution for the one in which we
live now, nor a complete discontinuity
from it, which would lead to the negation of the coming of the reign of God,
the inherent goodness ofcreation and
the incarnation of God in this world.
Therefore we assume that the coming of God's reign will bring about a
transformation or transfiguration in the
JANUARY

phetic vocation, have got a greater obligation to committing themselves to
achisve this ultimate goal.
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BOOK REVIE}/
Elias L. Ayuban, Jr., Canonical Issues Related to Religious Life, Bangalore: Claretian Publications, 2006, Pages-xxiii+167, Price Rs. 90.00.

The second book of the Code of
Canon Law (1983), Part III, titled
"Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life" speaks
extensively of the norns pertaining
to the Institutes of Consecrated Life
and Societies of Apostolic Life. This
part, which has 174 Canons (cc. 573746), deals in a condensed form, with
different aspects of Consecrated Life,
such as, norrns that are common to all
institutes of consecrated life (cc. 573606), religious houses, their erection
and suppression (cc. 607-616), the
governance of institutes (cc. 617-640),
the admission of candidates and the
formation of members (cc. 641-66I),
the obligation and rights of institutes
and their members (cc. 662-672), the
apostolate of institutes (cc. 673-683),
separation of members from the institute (cc. 684-704), religious raised to
the Episcopate (cc. 705-707), conferences of major superiors (cc. 708-709)
and secular institutes (cc. 710-730).
Unfortunately, many Consecrated persons do not get opportunities to study
them in detail, though priests do have
possibilities to know of them during
their theological studies. This book by
Elias would be very handy, especially
for Consecrated persons without any
specialised studies.
JANUARY

The book is written in a question
and answer pattern dealing altogether
with two hundred practical questions,
all of them related to Consecrated Life
(cc. 573-746). Elias has employed
reader-friendly language simpliffing
technical, ecclesiastical and canonical terms for the benefit of ordinary
readers. The style too is simple, so the
reader can understand even complex
issues without any difficulty. The author begins his presentation with "Religious Institutes, Houses and Provinces." Here he explains in a simple manner, important and relevant issues like:
"What is a religious institute?" "What
are the institutes of pontifical and dioco'Do
esan rights?"
the provisions in the
New Code of Canon Law apply equally
to men and women religious?" "What
are the other juridical requirements for
the erection of a house?" 'oHow are
provinces erected? etc. In the second
section, he deals with "The Authority
of Diocesan Bishops over Religious
Institutes." Here he brings out clearly
without entering into technicalities,
the relationship between the diocesan
bishops and the Institutes of Consecrated Life. He answers questions like
"Can a diocesan Bishop forbid a religious to remain in his diocese?" The
third section presents "Gc./ernance in
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Religious Institutes," while the fourth
section brings out issues related to
"Admission of Candidates, Formation of Novices and Incorporation of
Members." Interesting questions like
"Car. a widodwidower or a spouse
whose marriage has been declared null
and void join the novitiate?" find place
here.

sue

The fifth section takes up the isof "Obligations and Rights of Re-

ligious Institutes and Their Members."
The sixth section explains "The Regulation ofPersonal Property in Religious
Institutes." The final two sections deal
with "Separation of Members from the
Institute" and "Lengthy Absence from
a Religious House." Relevant and delicate issues like, "What is exclaustration?" "Canamemberwho has become
insane be sent out?" "What is an lpso
facto dismissal and what are the offences that merit such penalty?'*'What
is 'leave of absence'?" are answered
lucidly.

especially in page 24. lt would have
certainly added value to the book and
enhanced clarity to the readers if practical examples had been given for at
least a few of the questions.
Indeed it is a precious and valuable
book for every library. All Consecrated persons, especially those in authority, are well advised to possess a personal copy ofthis book. Elias has done
a great service to Consecrated persons
by dealing with complicated and technical issues in simple language, and by
giving clear and lucid explanations.

The author has used the terms
"religious" and "consecrated" interchangeably. It would have been better
if he had struck on to the New Code of
Canon Law's preference to the theolog-

ically rich term "Consecrated", rather
than "Religious." Though the language is simple and sufficient, it needs
polishing and editing in a few places.
This is a reproduction of a book originally written and published in Philippines. Hence, it needs to be modified,
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DOCUMENTATION
NEEDED: MONASTERIES FOR MEDIATION

lOn Sunday, 19 November, prior to the recitation of the Angelus with the
faithful in St Peter b Square, the Holy Fqther delivered the following Refiection,
tr ans I at e d from I tal ian)

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

The day after tomorrow, 21 November, on the occasion of the liturgical Memorial of the Presentation
of Mary, we will be celebrating Pro
Orantibus Day, dedicated to remembering cloistered religious corlmunities. It is an especially appropriate
opportunity to thank the Lord for the
gift of the numerous people in monasteries and hermitages who are totally
dedicated to God in prayer, silence and

concealment.
Some may wonder what meaning
and value their presence could have in
our time, when there are so many situations of poverty and neediness with
which to cope.

Why "enilose oneself' for ever
between the walls of a monastery and
thereby deprive others of the contribution of one's own skills and experience: How effective can the prayer of
these cloistered Religious be for the
solution of all the practical problems
that continue to affiict humanity?
JANUARY

Yet even today, often to the sur-,
prise of their friends and acquair(
tances, many people in fact frequently
give up promising professional careers
to embrace the austere rule of a cloistered monastery. What impels them to
take such a demanding step other than
the realization, as the Gospel teaches,
that the Kingdom of heaven is "a treasure" for which it is truly worth giving
up everything (cf. Mt 13:44)?

Silent witness to God, our rock
Indeed, these brothers and sisters
of ours bear a silent witness to the
fact that in the midst of the sometimes
frenetic pace of daily events, the one
support that never topples is God, the
indestructible rock of faithfulness and
love. "Everything passes, God never
changes," the great spiritual master
Teresa ofAvila wrote in one of her famous texts.

And in the face of the widespread
need tc get away frum the daily routine of sprawling urban areas i,., search
of places conducive to silence and
meditation, monasteries of contemplaJUNE
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tive life offer themselves as "oases"
in which human beings, pilgrims on
earth, can draw more easily from the
wellsprings of the Spirit and quench
their thirst along the way.

Thus, These apparently

useless

places are on the contrary indispensable, like the green "lungs" of a city:
they do everyone good, even those
who do not visit them and may not
evenknow of their existence.

that they can carry out their mission to
keep alive in the Churi:h the ardent expectation of Christ's Second Coming.
For this, let us invoke the intercession of Mary u'hom we contemplate
on the Memorial of her Presentation
in the Temple as Mother and model
of the Church, who welcomes in herself both vocations: to virginity and to
marriage, to contemplative life and to
active life.

Dear brothers and sisters, let us
thank the Lord, who in his Providence
has desired male and female cloistered

commun:ties. May they have our spiritual and also our material support, so
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(Courtesy: Indian Edition of
L'Osservatore Romano, N.47 (1970)
- 22 November 2006, p.1.)
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